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5.
Vowels “ vocoids

5.1. As far as the vocalic elements are concerned, let us recall that from a phonetic
point of view it is more convenient to use the term vocoids, while reserving the more
traditional term vowels for phonemes and graphemes (or more generally).
˙ 5.1 will help to ‘reconstruct' the typical modalities for the production and
identiﬁcation of vocoids, which have three fundamental components that – concisely– are: the fronting and raising of the dorsum (or central part of the tongue),
with di‡erent degrees of jaw opening, and di‡erent lip positions (since adding lip
rounding doubles the number of all possible vocoids).
5.2. Let us notice that our vocogram is di‡erent from the currently o‚cial trapezoid, which we decided to abandon because of its partially unsatisfactory shape and
conception (for more details and general information, ° Ã 8 of our NPT –Natural
Phonetics “ Tonetics– also on the canIPA website).
In addition, the vocogram is subdivided into a considerable number of boxes,
30, which renders it more precise a tool than the overly vague o‚cial one (which
can be seen at the end of this book).
Furthermore, the two low vocoids are –more realistically– (x, ª), not ‘(a, A)',
corresponding to canIPA (Å, A) (as acoustic phonetics can also easily prove).
˙ 5.1. Orograms of the four extreme points for vocoid articulations (with corresponding labiograms) and the vocogram. Note that rounded vocoids (such as (u)) have round markers, instead
of square ones.

u

i

å

π
i

π

u

å
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5.3. In addition, ˙ 5.2-5 will complete our general view, by providing all possible vocoids (both unrounded and rounded), again in orograms containing a miniature vocogram, representing di‡erences and subtle nuances better.
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˙ 5.2. All vocoids and their palatograms.

i
I
e
™
E
π

Û
¤
Ù
É
Ä
Å

…
¢
È
‘
å
a

M
û
X
x
√
A

*
ï
Ú
¢
∏
å

Y
è
∏
π
œ
ì

y
Y
°
#
§
π

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

unrounded

%
T
+
ê
@
∏

¯
¨
P
Ö
∏
ù

u
U
o
ø
O
Ø

7

8

9

high (å)

≥ ©¬øß™

lower-high (∫)
higher-mid (©)
lower-mid (∂)
higher-low (™)
low (ƒ)

≥ µ¤∂
≥ øπ™~

rounded
πå¬å†øŸ®åµs

i, ¨, Y

Û, 2, y

…, ˚, %

M, W, ¯

*, 3, u

I, Ù, è

¤, :, Y

¢, &, T

û, w, ¨

ï, 4, U

e, È, ∏

Ù, ,, °

È, ~, +

X, „, P

Ú, (, o

™, Í, π

É, ", #

‘, Ï, ê

x, ∑, Ö

¢, 5, ø

E, É, œ

Ä, †, §

å, ', @

√, ,, ∏

∏, ©, O

π, Ω, ì

Å, Ë, π

a, Ä, ∏

A, a, ù

å, ¬, Ø
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<e Germanic languages have quite complex vowel inventories, due to the
large number of elements and mainly because vowel length is phonemic. <is is
true especially in comparison with the vowel inventories of Romance languages –
and even more so with a few (relatively) exotic ones, like Arabic or Japanese).
<erefore, it is not useless to have a more general outlook of how vocoids are
produced, which is going to prove particularly useful when dealing with peculiar,
marginal, or local pronunciations.
5.4. For vocoids, voice is the normal type, so much so because voicelessness is
considered to be a ‘marked' rare characteristic for vowels.
Some of all the vocoids shown are much more used than some others. However,
it is better to show all of them.
5.5. In order to facilitate the necessary comparisons, which are an essential part
of the Natural Phonetics “ Tonetics Method, ƒ 5.6 shows the monophthongs and
diphthongs of the neutral accents of British and American English.
<ey are presented in a simpliﬁed way, without their taxophones (but one can ﬁnd
all of them in our English Pronunciation “ Accents). Note that the three white markers (in ˙ 5.6) stand for unstressed vocoids.
˙ 5.3. Orograms of unrounded (or spread, or normal) vocoids.
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˙ 5.4. Orograms of rounded vocoids.
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¯
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è
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˙ 5.5. Comparisons between vocoid lip positions (including di‡erent kinds of rounding).
spread

neutral
(or normal)

half-round(ed)

vertically
rounded

round(ed)

i

Û … M {*}

{¨ ˚ W}

Y {% ¯}

y {% ¯} u

I

¤ ¢ û {ï}

{Ù : w}

è {T ¨}

Y {T ¨} U

e

Ù È X {Ú}

{È , „}

{∏ + P}

° {+ P} o

™

É ‘ x {¢}

{Í Ï ∑}

{π ê Ö}

# {ê Ö} ø

E

Äå√∏

{É † ,}

{œ @ ∏}

§ {@ ∏} O

π

ÅaAå

{Ω Ä a}

{ì ∏ ù}

π {∏ ù} Ø
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˙ 5.6. <e fundamental realizations of the neutral accents of British and American English.

(i)
(¤)
(È)
(™)
(å)
(π)

(¯)
(¨)

(i)
(¤)
(È)
(™)

(¯)

British

(¯u)
(Ii)

(ø:)
(‘:)

(™I)

(øÙ)
(‘¨)

(Ø)
(A:)

(aÙ)

(aÖ)

American
(Ii)

(Uu)

(¨)
(√)
(O:)
(A:, A)

(π)

(™I)

(ø¨)
(øÙ)

(aÖ)

(aÙ)

˙ 5.7. <e monophthongs of international Spanish, in stressed syllables.
(i)

(u)

(™)

(ø)

(a)

5.6. Just to get a more general view of the use of vocograms, ƒ 5.7 shows the
vocogram of a language with a remarkably simpler vowel inventory, such as
Spanish, with only ﬁve monophthongs in stressed syllables _ and diphthongs, combining some of the vowels with /-i, -u/. Of course, sequences as /ja, wa/ are no ‘diphthongs' at all, being just the simple combination of a consonant with a vowel (not
unlike /na, pa, sa, la/)! After all, repetita iuvant…
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<e vowels “ diphthongs of international Russian
5.7. International Russian pronunciation features six (not just ﬁve) vowel
phonemes (as shown in ƒ 5.8.1-3): /i, e, a, o, u, y/ realized as the following eight
vocoids: (i), (E, e), (a, à), (o), (u), (y). Let us notice that (à) occurs only unstressed,
while (o) is mostly stressed.
Russian also has a number of diphthongs, which are formed by adding (i) to
the other elements: (ii), (Ei, ei), (ai, ài), (oi), (ui), (yi), as shown in the second vocogram in ƒ 5.8.3. <us, this is no real problem, while the diphthongs of English (or
German) are not biphonemic (by joining two existing vowels), but monophonemic.
˙ 5.8.1. International Russian vowels: orograms “ labiograms.

i

u

…

e

™

ø
å

a

˙ 5.8.2. International Russian vowels: palatograms.
u

…

i

e

™

ø
å

a
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˙ 5.8.3. International Russian vowels “ diphthongs.
(i, òji, éji), (…)
('™, '9e9)
('a, ’å)

(u)

('ø)

(ii), (…i)

(ui)

('™i, '9ei)

('øi)

('ai, ’åi)

International English has: /ii, ™¤, a™, aø, ø™, ø¨, uu/, realized exactly as (ii, ™¤, a™,
aø, ø™, ø¨, uu), but neutral American (here given ﬁrst when di‡erent) and British
English have (Ii, ™I, aÙ, aÖ, øÙ, ø¨/‘¨, Uu/¯u). <ey have to be considered monophonemic because they vary incredibly in di‡erent (native) accents (¬ lc's English Pronunciation “ Accents). Just to give a few examples, let us consider some typical English regional accents (choosing only one possibility for each) for /ii, ™¤, a™, aø, ø™,
ø¨, uu/: London (ÈÛ, ÅÙ, ØÉ, EX, åP, o¤, È%), Scotland (ii, ee, aÉ/åi, √%, OI, oo, %%).
5.8. We will, now, see some examples for all (international) Russian vowel phonemes.„en native-like realizations are actually di‡erent, they will be added, especially for some taxophones.
For /i, e, a, o, u, y/, including two important taxophones: idti (iTèTi_), denì (èDEN),
net (èNet), rano (èra_nà), goroda (égàràèda_), dom (èdom), budu (èbu_du), krysy (kèry_sy).
Examples for the diphthongs: kij (èKii), sinij (èSi_Nii), èj! (èei), kopejka (kàèPEikà), maj (èmai), xaj (èxai), vojna (vàièna_), aèroplan (éàiràpèlan), delajte (èDe_làiTi),
boj (èboi), zaròj (zàèRoi), <uj! (èWui), dùjm (èDuim), ujti (uièTi_), vyplùjte! (èvypLuiTi), vyjti (èvyiTi), belyj (èBe_lyi).
Russian can also have some diphthongs caused by juxtaposition, especially in loans,
as in: kauxuk (kàuèxuk), radio (èra_Dià, @-io), kakao (kàèkaà, @-ao), wou (èwou) (also Wou
(èwou), for Shaw), nou-hau (nouèhau).
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<e vowels “ diphthongs of native-like international Russian
5.9. In addition, ƒ 5.8.4 shows the native-like version of Russian (while neutral, traditional, and mediatic pronunciations are fully described in ∂ 10-15).
<e use of (good) transcriptions is fundamental for the natural phonetics
method. Once people succeed in overcoming initial perplexity (and, perhaps, mistrust), it is obvious that it is not an additional useless toil. On the contrary, it allows to free oneself from the noxious dependence on spelling, and to clearly separate and distinguish the two levels.
Obviously, the fundamental (and truly linguistic) reality is the phonic one, although a misleading feeling is still prevailing that the genuine language is the one
ambiguously indicated by (artiﬁcial) spelling. After all, do not illiterate people
speak, or do not they?
It is also appropriate to clearly indicate the length of Russian vowels, not to inadequately assign them foreign peculiarities. In fact, for simple vowels, in stressed free
syllable, either internal or ﬁnal, we have half-long vocoids, as some examples have already shown: da (èda_), èpoha (ièpo_hà), syn (èsyn), àzyk (jièzyk), krasnyj (kèrasnyi).
Consonant clusters can also have di‡erent divisions from other European languages, as, for instance, (£dr) (shown below, and further combinations, either initial or internal, as /8l/ (8l)).
˙ 5.8.4. International native-like Russian vowels (ﬁrst shown all together) “ diphthongs.
/u/ (u, 9¯9)
/…/ (…, ’¢)

/™/ (™, 9e9)

/ø/ (ø, 9P9)

‡

/i/ (i, 9i9, ’I)
(òãI0, òãiJ),
(é'ãi, é’[ã]I), (é’[ã]iJ)

/a/ (a, 9Å9, ’å)

‡

/i/ (i, 9i9, ’I)
(òãI0, òãiJ),
(é'ãi, é’[ã]I), (é’[ã]iJ)

/u/ (u, 9¯9)

/…/ (…, ’¢)

/™/ (™, 9e9)
/a/ (a, 9Å9, ’å)

/ii/ (ii, 9ii, ’Ii)

/ui/ (ui, 9¯i)

/…i/ (…i, ’¢i)

/øi/ ('øi, '9Pi)

/™i/ (™i, 9ei)

/ai/ (ai, 9Åi, ’åi)

/ø/ (ø, 9P9)
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It is fundamental to keep well in mind this fact, because Russian also has
di‡erent length rules, as shown by the following examples: lampa (èlampà), gorod
(ègo_ràt), luna (luèna_), drug (dèruk), pevxij drozd (èPefxiid èrost).
5.10. Looking again at ƒ 5.8.4, let us consider the criteria we used to assign
vowel taxophones: the ﬁrst depends on the ‘interpalatal' phonic context, representable as (9=9, 9=i) (the second concerns unstressed syllables: (’à)).
For the ‘interpalatal' context, we do not have only /9E9, -i/ (9E9, -i), but also
/9a9, -i/ (9°9, -i), /9o9, -i/ (9O9, -i), /9u9, -i/ (9U9, -i) (including /9i9, -i/ (9i9,
9ii), which will be clearer after having also seen another case that we are about to
deal with).
But, ﬁrst, let us observe that the phoneme /i/ forms an ‘interpalatal' context
only with o‚cial diphthongs: (9=i). In other cases, there is a di‡erent situation,
as loanwords illustrate well: pianist (PIàèNist), millioner (éMiLIàèNer).
Going back to taxophones, to have a precise idea of how they behave, it is su‚cient to consider the examples, which will follow. Let us notice that /e/ (e) is articulated fronter and higher in the vocogram, \ (E).
<e same also happens for /a/ (°), /o/ (O), /u/ (U), /i/ (i) (look at the ﬁve grey
markers). In the last case, we ﬁnd a fronter and higher articulation, but only slightly: (iï) (the diacritic (ï) indicates the direction of this movement: ‘northwest').
In the case of /u/ (U), there is an almost inexistent movement, but its advancement is clear. Let us attentively observe that the phoneme /y/ does not occur in
this context, since it is never preceded by (9), although there is the diphthong /yi/.
Here are the examples (with (%=) for (T=)): kij (èKii), sinij (èSi_Nii), èj! (èei),
kopejka (kàèPEikà), maj (èmai), xaj (èxJ°i), vojna (vàièna_), aèroplan (éàiràpèlan),
delajte (èDe_lài%I), boj (èboi), zaròj (zàèROi), <uj! (èWui), dùjm (èDUim), ujti (uiè%i_), vyplùjte! (èvyp-LUi%I), vyjti (èvyi%I), belyj (èBe_lYi).
5.11. <e second case of additional taxophones for ‘native-like international'
Russian pronunciation concerns, as already said, unstressed syllables. In fact, looking at the ﬁrst vocogram in ƒ 5.8.4, we can see three white markers, while in ƒ
5.8.3 there was only one: /'a/ (à).
<us, /'i/ (I) and /'y/ (Y) have to be added. <ey are always in unstressed syllables,
with only one exception for /9i9/, even without stress, (9i9), because of the ‘inter-palatal' context: sinij (èSi_Nii), delajte (èDe_lài%I), ujti (uiè%i_), vyplùjte! (èvypLUi%I), vyjti (èvyi%I), belyj (èBe_lYi). Two more, from other sections: intonacià
(éI˙tàèna_cYjà), krysy (kèry_sY).
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For phonemic and phonetic transcriptions of Russian
5.12. A Russian phonemic system, which may not be completely abstract and
uselessly mentalist, necessarily has six vocalic phonemes: /i, ™, a, ø, u, …/ (not only
ﬁve, with a quick-change artist ‘/i/'). An even more useful transcription would also use (at least) three additional vowel symbols, (I, ¢, å), to be used in unstressed
syllables.
Furthermore, it should be essential to also accurately avoid using phonemic
sequences like /0j/, replaced by (9) (of course with speciﬁc symbols). Inevitably,
sequences like /0i/ would become (9i), and (9I), when unstressed phonemes are
accepted, including /I/. All this gives a far less enigmatic aspect in comparison with
former more abstract transcriptions.
However, considering examples like denì˚ zdesì˚ sdelatì˚ televidenie˚ o estestve, in canIPA transcription of the modern neutral accent, we have: ('Áe8,
='ÁeÀ, ='Á™;ıx⁄, &⁄i¬i'Vi;Ái~iãI, å&jiÀ⁄Ist'V™;) (-⁄iÀ⁄'V™;). In a trascription that indicates international pronunciation, we have: (èDEN, zèDES, zèDe_làT, éTiLièVi_DiNiji, åéjiSTiSTèVe_) (or, if ‘native-like', with only one di‡erence: (-jI), in the fourth case).
5.13. Should we want to systematically use a phonemic transcription, instead of
a more useful phonetic one, it would be preferable to use: /èDeN, zèDeS, zèDelaT, TiLièViDiNiji, jiSTiSTèVe/ rather than: ‘/èdjEnj, z'djesj, z'djelatj, tili'vidiniji, ajistist'vje/'.
Of course, it is more useful and realistic, but it almost doubles the number of
the phonemic symbols. <e other one shown is not ‘scandalous', and decisedly better than ‘o‚cial things' lik oƒIPA ‘/dJenJ, zJdJesJ, 'zJdJElÈtJ, tJIlJI'vJidJInJIjI, ajIsJtJIsJtJ'vJE/', which become impossible to read without problems. In fact, it seems quite
obvious that an excess of (J) complicates readability (not little, indeed, and risking
psychic health).
‘Simple' transcriptions like ‘(dèEnè, zdèEsè, zdèélatè, tèilèivèìdèinèiji)' should decidedly
be avoided –even with the so much boasted ‘(-ijE)' (more mediatic than neutral) in
the Kovalev's dictionary, with ‘transcription' in its newer editions– and ‘(ajisètèisètèvèé)'.
Clearly –since no good ‘phonexorcists' can be found– we are more than ever
against even possible ‘Soviet-like' things (from which the preceding ‘gem') has arisen), like: d'£n', z'd'£s', z'd'£l+t', t'il'iv'$d'in'iji, ajis't'is't'v'£. Certainly nobody will miss the ‘circus show' of smaller superscript characters in some other examples.
Some remarks on ‘AvaneSoviet' Russian vowels
5.14. <ese preliminary remarks are meant to be of help to those who ought to
undergo certain readings by Avanesov (particularly 1972Ì, or others derived from
his own ones) in order not to believe the same old Soviet tales (in this speciﬁc case,
with no political, social, or humanitarian, reference), that still live on.
Concerning how to treat the vowels of Russian, let us carefully pass over cer-
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tain exaggerations, but without ignoring real characteristics, as we will see, in particular, about traditional and mediatic pronunciations.
However, those who are not burning with curiosity, or are not obliged to use
material from that ‘school of phonetics', may completely skip these remarks.
Anyway, we are here presenting something that might be useful to make the phonic situation of Russian vowels clear.
For international pronunciation, we only need 8 vocoids: (i, E, e, a, à, o, u, y)
(˙ 5.8.3). For native-like international pronunciation, we have to use 13 symbols:
(i, I, E, e, a, à, o; O, u, U, y, Y) (˙ 5.8.4).
For modern neutral pronunciation, we need 16 (or 18) of them: (i, I; E, e, É; °,
a, à, A; O, o, Ö; U, u; y, Y) (adding the intermediate (¤è, xè), if desired (˙ 10.1).
For traditional neutral pronunciation, 25 symbols are needed (or 26, including
an intermediate timbre, (aè)): (i, I, È, ™, E, e, É, °, a, à, A, o, Ø, Ö, ∏, u, U, î, í, ﬂ, Õ,
y, Y, Å, å) (˙ 14.2).
For mediatic pronunciation (grounded on Moscow usage) we need 28 di‡erent
symbols (or 30, including intermediate (¤è, Uè) (˙ 15.3): (i, I, ò, È, E, e, ™, É, °, a, Ô,
å, Ì, o, Ø, O, u, U, î, í, õ, ï, y, Y, Å, Û, X, „).
All this is indeed aimed at speciﬁcally showing the objective reality of our phonic facts, as one can easily verify, just by listening to some good sound material.
5.15. Instead, the Soviet fancy tales –concerning Russian vowels in stressed syllables– use 6 ‘fundamental symbols' (although ‘pravdaly' denying the very existence of
the phoneme /y/): i, e, a, o, y, v, corresponding to /i, e, a, o, u, y/ (i, e, a, o, u, y).
Besides, three more are used in unstressed syllables: ì, œ, ≠ – \ (I, A, à).
Let us point out that, quite needlessly, ì (I) has an absurd duplicate: ©! <e IPA value of (È) is quite di‡erent from (I) (however, ≠ is less improper, although too similar
to some Cyrillic l: IPA (œ), our (à)). Some other authors, in fact, use ©, è, respectively,
for (A, e), which are somewhat more faithful phonically.
But the use of Cyrillic graphemes as phonic symbols is even more misleading in
books written in Western languages, especially if we consider $, y (that we intentionally show using characters not di‡erent from the Latin ones, instead of i, u, or i, u,
for instance).
5.16. However, let us go back to the ‘original' author (Avanesov /ava'n{j}™saf/),
who is ‘bizarrely peculiar' indeed. However, he is not the only one, in the di‡erent
national traditions, pretending to use phonic symbols by resorting to ordinary
graphemes ‘disguised' as phones and phonemes.
And, of course, several diacritics are added, which are quite prone to any kind of
criticism in every way, both typographically and mnemonically, in order to easily
recognize and use them.
<erefore, among the various symbols, we also ﬁnd: $4 for /i/ in (9i9, 9ii), (i{˜}),
e4 for /e/ in (9E9, 9Ei), <4 for /e/ in (8e9, e9, 8ei, ei), with its transition (easily
heard, or seen on spectrograms, if someone can not actually hear them) from a vocoid to a contoid, with a palatal coloring, some other times rendered as <$.
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But that is a clearly automatic and quite natural fact, which has no need at all to
be shown. In fact, the timbre of <4 /<$ is not at all closer. But just an auditive (or acoustic) transition is present, indeed. It would almost be like wanting to ‘transcribe'
in Spanish *('sw™jNo), instead of ('sw™;No) for seño.
5.17. And now, we begin a sadly amusing trip to… the circus. As a matter of
fact, certain authors resort even to ‘exponential' magic –be it noted expressly– in
‘scientiﬁc works'. <us, we ﬁnd so-called ‘symbols' as: $e /iè/ (Iè), v< /yè/ (Yè), œv /'y/
('Y), e$ /£'i/ ('I) (for unstressed initial è-). However, given this scientiﬁcally inconsistent principle, other authors use ve for v< /yè/ (Yè), $< for $e /iè/ (Iè), <$ for e$ /£'i/
('I), and ev for v< /yè/ (Yè).
Arguably, superscripts spread in further cases of transition: to or from (9), and
to /i/. <us, in addition, we ﬁnd: a$ (a9, ai) (also rendered as a_ – as only true magicians can do), o$ (o9, oi) (also as o_), and y$ (u9, ui), too (obviously, as y_, as
well). Somebody uses v_ or v$ (y9, yi), too.
But that is not enough, yet: we also ﬁnd (‘Hey, c'mon in, folks!'): $a (9a) (and
_a), $o (9o) (and _o), $y (9u) (and _y), including j_a, j_o, j_y (ja, jo, ju)!
All these –with their usual, and purely acoustic, transitions– have no real timbre change, except a little in traditional and mediatic pronunciations. <us, some
authors, cum grano salis, at least unify ‘pre- and post-dotted symbols', using a,ê o,
ê y.ê
In addition, we also ﬁnd a,
@ o,
@ y@ (rendered as $a$, $o$, $y$, too), for ‘/9a9, 9o9,
9u9, 9ai, 9oi, 9ui/'. In fact, these have slightly di‡erent timbres in modern neutral pronunciation, too: (9°9, 9O9, 9U9, 9°i, 9Oi, 9Ui) (and a little more di‡erent in traditional neutral, and mediatic, pronunciations).
Occasionally, we can ﬁnd some instances of $e (je, jE9), yo ‘(wø)', which –in reality– is (>o) (with a semiapproximant (>), that occurs in y (>u) as well, in stressed
syllables).
5.18. On the other hand, even though our authors do not mention it at all, we
have a prevelar semiapproximant (<), too. Still in stressed syllables, it occurs before
/e, a, y/: (<e, <a, <y). Seeing that, sometimes –as very able professional circus people– they use $eœ, for (9e[É£]), at least to be consistent, they should also use eœ (or
<œ), and aœ, oœ, even before /8, £/. In fact, by emphasis, in neutral pronunciation,
we regularly have: (+eÉ, +aà, +oÖ). <erefore, they might perhaps use œe (or, better,
œ<), œa, œv for (<e, <a, <y) /e, a, y/, too.
519. <ose authors who are brave enough to free themselves from Soviet fake
phonic symbols, and at least use oƒIPA symbols (rather imprecise and insu‚cient),
can resort to ‘(i; E, E; π, a; ∏, O; î, u; y)', in stressed syllables. Or to ‘(I, ¢, È)', in unstressed syllables; while they oscillate between ‘(å, a÷ I, i÷ Y, y)', in pre-stressed syllables.
<ese are pretonic, in the true sense of the word as stressed syllables, which –obviously– occur right in front of tonic and protonic syllables, \ stressed syllables in
tunes and protunes).
Arguably, those authors may use some or all of the o‚cial symbols just seen, in
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spite of their obvious limitations. But, at least, people are not obliged to look for
some expert medium, in order to ﬁnd solutions that… do not solve anything.
Some other authors use hybrid symbols, among which ‘(y)' for /y/ stands certainly out (due to an unduly clear inﬂuence by transliteration; and they do so for some
consonants, as well).
5.20. Even within oƒIPA, transcriptions as ‘(EÈ÷ aÈ÷ OÈ, oÈ)' and ‘(ei÷ Ei÷ ai÷ Oi, oi)'
are unsuitable, for two good reasons. «rst of all, because a notation as ‘(é È, é i)' is
clearly excessive, since it indicates mere acoustic transitions to following phones.
It is decidedly misleading, although the superscript is there just to suggest a tendency or coloring, rather than a real vocoid. However, it is decidedly misleading.
Secondly, such transcriptions are not suitable because, as we have already seen,
their phonic reality is not ‘(é È, é i)' (and, least of all, ‘(éÈ, éi)'). Rather, it is: (<y,
<e, <a, >o, >u) (and, in case, something more like ‘(Èy, Èe, Èa, uo, uu)', where (È, u)
are consonantal –\ the semiapproximants (<, >), to be true– and stress is on the
real vocoids there.
<us, we actually have (<y, <e, <a, >o, >u) (as just shown), \ (0é), not (éé), nor
(éé). As we have already seen above, in modern neutral pronunciation, only by
emphasis, do we have (+<eÉ, +<aà, +>oÖ), but (+jii, +<yy, +>uu), and (+9EI9, +9°É9,
+9O∏9)).
Equally unsuitable (and, frankly, horrible for the eyes) are transcriptions like:
i
i
‘( e ÷ iEi÷ iÎi, iai÷ iOi, ioi, i^i÷ iui, iîi)' and ‘(iEÈ÷ iaÈ÷ iOÈ, ioÈ÷ iuÈ)' or ‘(uOÈ, uoÈ÷ uuÈ)', again because the second superscripts, (éÈ), simply indicates the acoustic transition
to (9) or (8), which is perfectly automatic and natural.
<e ﬁrst superscript, (ié), on the other hand, just hints at the transition from
(9) (inluding (j)) to a following vocoid. <at transition is clear and audible (and,
of course, visible on the spectrograms), both for (j) and the other (palatalized) contoids, (9). <us, it must be explicitly indicated, as (j=) and (9=).
5.21. However, within canIPA symbols, instead, some use of superscripts does
have a good reason, since it can conveniently show some peculiarities of the mediatic Russian accent (¬ ˙ 15.4), where they actually stand for very short vocoids,
not as mere automatic –and inevitable– acoustic transitions.
Further considerations on phonemic and phonetic symbols for Russian
5.22. It is easy, and simple, and natural, to (convincingly) demonstrate that
Russian has six vowel phonemes, /i, y, u; e, o; a/, not just ﬁve, /i, e, a, o, u/. <is
language is famous for its numerous vowel taxophones, either in the neutral accent, or in the traditional or mediatic ones, with even more entities (as we will see
below). So the actual Russian vowel inventory has two obvious groups /[j]i, je, ja,
jo, ju/ i, e, à, ò, ù, and /y, e, a, o, u/ y, è, a, o, u. (Of course, /jé/ are not ‘diphthongs', which would be /éé/, but normal /0é/ sequences.)
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Native Russian speakers are naturally able to utter, even in isolation, and with
no e‡ort, these two phonemes, and the correspondent verbs, ikatì /èikatj/, international (èi_kàT), neutral (èi_kA%), and ykatì /èykatj/ international (èy_kàT), neutral
(è<y_kA%), meaning ‘to produce the phoneme…'.
Other Slavic languages also have a sixth vowel phonemes (in a central or centralized position in the vocogram), too: /y/ (¤) (Ukrainian, Belorussian, Polish), /X/
(X) (Bulgarian, Macedonian), and two Romance languages, spoken in close areas,
as well: /y/ (y) (together with a seventh vowel, /È/ (x), Romanian, Moldavian).
As far as the Russian consonant phonemes and taxophones are concerned, it is also natural and easy to demonstrate that /8j/ and /8/ (+ /i/) become (9) by perfectly
normal assimilation, in all possible positions (initial, internal, or ﬁnal). <is is obvious, for a language like Russian, with many consonantal clusters, but it is no real
problem at all.
5.23. <e Soviet fairy tale (actually, almost a joke) –as someone might put it–
that Russian has two series of consonant phonemes, ‘hard' and ‘soft', is phonically
ungrounded. And the very limit of all this is when students are ‘taught' that the ‘soft'
consonants change a subsequent vowel into a ‘palatalized' one.
<is is patently against the Russian alphabet, with the graphemes which we saw
above. For once that spelling is not fully absurd, ‘science' would overturn rather
clear things, just for ‘fun', one could say.
On the other hand, for communicative purposes, ‘practical' (native) teachers
‘explain' that only the apical consonants are normally changed into ‘soft' sounds,
when followed by i, e, à, ò, ù (presented as a ‘typical Russian peculiarity').
Although this might somehow be su‚cient to make a foreigner understood by native speakers, they are not even aware that what they actually utter are (9) taxophones (not ‘/9/' phonemes), also with front or back consonants.
However, in a phonetic transcription, of course, accurate phonetic symbols are
used, (9), even if, from a phonemic point of view, we certainly have /8j/. In fact,
it would not be much convenient nor economical to use almost twice as many consonant phonemes than really necessary. <e situation is clear and simple with 6
vowels and 19 consonants (and, of course, a number of /8j/ and /jé/ sequences, in
addition to more universal /88/ clusters).
On the other hand, having whole correlations of /8/ and ‘/9/' for almost all
Russian consonants would also entail an excessive e‡ort on the part of children
learning the language, with inevitable delays. But, happily, it is not so. Instead, it
is more than logical (and phono-logical, too) that the basic consonants are /8/, with
all their possible realizations, (ˆ, ±), including (9), in the appropriate contexts.
If not trained in phonetics (and phonemics), native speakers may ﬁnd it rather
di‚cult and complicated to utter in isolation a ‘soft' consonant, unless they succeed in imagining an adequate context as /8j, 8i/ (with /8j/ + /é/, or + /0/, or + /+/).
5.24. However, native speakers certainly have instinctive awareness of their
consonants in sequences with /j/ (as well as with a number of other /8/'s), rather
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than a whole new series of ‘/9/', for their actual (9). <is is a very useful device.
In fact, those speakers are even able to conceive and use /dW/ (ëW), in loans such
as d<az (ëèWas) ‘jazz', or d<ip (ëèWip) ‘jeep'. Otherwise, without such an adaptation, any loan fully uttered in the Russian way (\ with ‘/dj/') would be considered
uneducated and popular, as (è$ip). Such a result depends on wrong and outdated
graphemic ideas.
<e seeming ‘nuisance' of using vowel graphemes like à, e, ò, ù /ja, je, jo, ju/
(instead of ‘ìa, ìè, ìo, ìu', or, a little more seriously, ‘ja, jè, jo, ju') allows us to
clearly understand that the true (\ phonemic) Russian consonants are simply the
non-palatalized ones. In fact, the whole series of (9) consonants naturally derives
from phonemic /8j/ sequences. On the other hand, in practical transcriptions, we
certainly use (9) symbols to show actual pronunciation in a more useful way (as
we have already said).
Should the Russian palatalized (or ‘soft') taxophones really be phonemes, Russian speakers would –happily– have no di‚culty at all either in using them in isolation, or –above all– in not using them when speaking foreign languages, with
plain /8/ followed by /j/ or front vowels. As a matter of fact, in this way, Russian
people could succesfully avoid being laughed at for things like visibility (&v¤zÈ'b¤lÈti, -4i), uttered as (éViZièBi_Li%I).
5.25. <e kind of transcription we use for international Russian is an excellent
compromise solution between a very accurate phonetic transcription and a ‘pure'
phonemic transcription, rather abstract, though realistic, but much less suitable
for teaching/learning purposes. Of course, we are talking about actual neutral pronunciation, or also traditional, or mediatic pronunciations, respectively, Ã 10-15,
as we will soon see below.
However, for the sake of real science, we will now show the exact phonemic
structure of Russian. Some people (and authors) think that its phonemic structure
should use ‘clear' symbols for all phones (and perhaps all taxophones), as if those
were the real Russian phonemes. But such people mistake phonemics for phonetics (although they do not, generally, use fully satisfactory symbols).
In addition, as we said, it is highly surprising that most of those authors are not
able to accept that Russian has six vowel phonemes (not only ﬁve). But, positing
only ﬁve vowels with many useless ‘consonant phonemes', as they do, means verging on the ridiculous either as fanaticism or even as incompetence. „at they o‡er
and suggest is something merely phonetic (though not su‚cient), but with serious phonemic defectiveness.
5.26. <us, a true essential phonemic inventory only has the following 19 phonemes: /m, n; p, b, t, d, k, g; c; f, v, s, z, ß, Ω; j, x; r, l/ (m, n; p, b, t, d, k, g; c; f,
v, s, z, w, W; j, h; r, l). Its most frequent /8j/ sequences are: /mj, nj; pj, bj, tj, dj, kj,
gj; fj, vj, sj, zj; xj; rj, lj/ (M, N; P, B, T/%, D/$, K, G, F, V, S, Z, H; R, L), including the
somehow questionable (as more abstract, though real) following two: /cj, scj/ (x,
q[q]). A sequence like /tjj/ (%j), can also be used xenophonemically as (cj, #c, @%j):
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Cùrih (ècju_rih, #ècu_-, @è%ju_-) /ècjurih/.
An example like sxastìe (qèqaSTji), \ (qèqJ°S%JI) /sècjastjji/ clearly shows the di‡erence between /[s]cj/ and /[s]tjj/.
5.27. For traditional Russian pronunciation, we also have to consider the phone
(Q[Q]), which derives from a number of partially di‡erent sequences: /zΩ, sΩ, Ωzj,
Ωdj/ (with occasional (QX, Q$) variants for the last). Clearly, all this in addition to
six vowels /i, e, a, o, u, y/.
Of course, a more interlinguistic phonemic system (rather than the more than
su‚cient intralinguistic one, just seen) prefers having /x, qq/, instead of ‘/cj, scj/',
and /w, W/, instead of ‘/ß, Ω/'.
Our compromise transcription, for international Russian pronunciation, gets
over the ‘abstractness' of the pure phonemic structure. In fact, we –rightly– use
the following symbols (38): (m, M, n, N; p, P, b, B, t, T, d, D, k, K, g, G; c, C, x, X,
q[q]; f, F, v, V, s, S, z, Z, w, W; j, h, H; r, R; l, L).
As for the vowels, we have to use at least (8): (i; e, E; a, à; o; u; y) (¬ ˙ 5.8.3, including the diphthongs, which are mere combinations of plain vowels with /-i/ (-i);
while ˙ 5.8.4 shows the native-like situation).
Some ﬁner taxophones will certainly complete the inventory, which is necessary for a fully accurate description, as we did in various other chapters.
5.28. As we said above, to adequately transcribe neutral Russian pronunciation,
we need many more accurate symbols – ¬ Ã 10-13˘
<e same is true of traditional pronunciation, with further di‡erent symbols;
¬ Ã 14, including the three following consonant symbols: (S, q, ¬) (or the variant
shape (Ï), for the last), and (%, $), more frequently than (T, D).
<e symbols of mediatic Russian pronunciation are shown and used in Ã 15˘
Instead of /8/ (8<), more commonly, we ﬁnd: (¯, Ç; ˙, ~; ¥, Ã; k, g; f, v; ﬁ, Ë; h;
¸; ®; l; “) (with normal (k, g, h)); and, rather than /8/ (8>), we have: (û, “; π, ∫;
†, ∂; Ü, Ÿ; 5, ç; ß, Ω; ©; ã; Í; ª; /). In unstressed syllables, or before consonants, or in
word-ﬁnal position, for /8/ (8), we ﬁnd: (m, µ, n, …; p, b; t, d; k, g; f, v; s, z; c,
C; h; r; {; .).
On the other hand, in both stressed or unstressed syllables, for /8j/ (9), we
have: (M, N, ¿; P, B; T, D; K, G; f, v; S, Z; H; R; L, ú) (with plain (T, D), even if they possibly alternate with (%, $)) and (qq, qx; x, X; j, J).

7.
<e consonants
of international Russian
Nasals (˙ 7.1)
7.1.1. „en the velum is lowered, the passage to the nasal cavity is opened, thus
allowing expiratory air to escape from the nose. <e result is the nasal manner of
articulation, which is combined with a closure produced somewhere in the mouth
(for the English nasal phonemes, /m, n, ˙/, the places are: bilabial, alveolar, and velar, as in man˚ king ('mx;n, 'kh¤n:)).
However, these articulations should certainly not be called ‘stops' (which is the
manner covered in next section), since nasal sounds are continuous, not momentary. In fact, notwithstanding the closure in the oral channel, air can continuously escape through the nose, and the sound can be prolonged as long as expiratory
air remains available.
7.1.2. Russian has only two nasal phonemes, /m, n/: matì (èmaT), tom (ètom),
nos (ènos), son (èson). But it has a number of taxophones, due to contextual assimilation, like in English. In addition, it has the corresponding palatalized variants, which are typical of Russian. Besides, the nasal phonemes are coarticulated
to a following contoid, as the examples will show (in spite of the fact that they are
still described –and even prescribed– without assimilation, which sounds as pedantic, or at least very formal, although not foreign).
˙ 7.1. International Russian: nasal phonemes “ taxophones.
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Consider the following examples for the taxophones: ritm (èRitm), on plaxet
(ompèla_xit), mgla (mg'ıa;), amfora ('aMfårå), kanva (kåM'va;), on vewaet (éo“Vièwa_jit), koncert (kå˙'q™Rt), strannyj (st'Rann¢i), nrav (nèraf), on lomaet (éoÇlàèma_jit),
on <elaet (éo∑WYèlajit), kin<al (Ki∑èWal), mango ('ma˙gå), konkretno (kå˙'kR™tnå).
Here are examples of the palatalized variants (either taxophonic or phonemic for
/mj, nj/): imbirì (iMèBiR), menà (Mi'Na;), semì ('SeM), semìà (SiMèja_), konvert (kà“èVert), <enqina (èWenqinà), nànà ('Na;Nå), konì ('køN), pesnì (èPESN), ranìwe (èraNwy), intimnyj (iN'Timn…i), kandidat (&kåNDi'dat), tonkij ('tøN©ii).
7.1.3. We know that /n0/ assimilation is quite natural (in Russian and other Slavic languages, too, in spite of di‡erent groundless opinions), although, especially in
traditional pronunciation, there is a forced tendency to keep /n/ (n), mostly when
the following consonants are very di‡erent articulatorily.
<is can happen in words like kanva (kån'va;), on plaxet (onpèla_xit), mango
('mangå). Most probably it depends on a kind of schooling more oriented towards
spelling than real pronunciation, like in clusters of stops, instead, where assimilation
would be quite inappropriate in Slavic languages.
Something quite di‡erent happens in Romance languages, which readily assimilate, except French, where /én0/ sequences are marked in comparison with more typical /–0/ ones. Such assimilations are normal even in Portuguese, where phonemic
/éö0/ sequences are (–ö0), not ‘(–0)' (nor ‘/–0/')!
<is is quite natural because in French /n/ is the non-marked nasal phoneme,
while /m/ is the marked one. <us, when /m/ is followed by (even very) di‡erent
contoids, it remains unchanged, as some examples have shown – except if followed
by /f, v/: (µf, µv).
For sequences with (more) similar places of articulation, instead, assimilation is
certainly current, because speakers (and teachers) are not generally aware of the
di‡erences, as with /mf, mv/. So, they are not even tempted to violate the nature of
their language.
In Italian, assimilation is generally stronger, so that, for instance, from Latin /pt,
kt/, as in septem˚ octo ('sEpt™, 'Okto)˚ we had /tt/ sette˚ otto ('sEt:te, 'Ot:to) (and also settanta˚ ottanta (set'ta˙:ta, ot'ta˙:ta)). In Russian, stop assimilation is not allowed, in
fact even in otca (àtèca_), we do not have (qq), as we will see better in the discussion in § 7.8.
Stops (˙ 7.2)
7.2.1. For the stop manner of articulation, the velum is raised (as in all of the manners which will follow, of course, except for the nasals, just seen), while a ﬁrm closure occurs.
International Russian has three phonemically contrasting pairs: /p, b÷ t, d÷ k,
g/. Unlike in English, the voiceless elements /p, T, k/ have no ‘aspiration' at the beginning of stressed syllables, and the voiced ones remain fully voiced.
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Examples: par ('paR), polip (på'Lip), bant ('ba˙t), ton ('tøn), duh ('duh), kot
('kot), luk ('luk), gon ('gon). In addition, here are examples for the palatalized variants: petì ('PET), pìòt (Pèjot), belka ('Belkå), tùk ('Tuk), batìka ('baTkå), tìfu (Tèfu_),
tlà (TèLa_), tìma (Tèma_), denì ('DEN), dnà (D'Na_), kit ('©it), tkòt (t'©ot), gibkij ('Gip©ii),
nogi ('nø;Gi) ‘feet' (and (nå'Gi;) ‘of the foot').
And: mig (èMi´), sputnik (sèpuTNi´), Riga (èRi_gà), anekdot (éàNiÒèdot). Notice that
(´, Ò) (occurring in tautosyllabic sequences /ik_, ik+, ig_Ê/) are articulated in an intermediate (prevelar) position between (k, g) and (K, G), which in English occur before front vowels or /j/, as in cap˚ get ('´hxp, 'Ò™t).
As can be seen, to ‘palatalize' /p, b; t, d/ the dorsum is raised towards the palate
–almost as for (j)– during the production of the normal articulation of the basic
phones. Instead, for the ‘palatalized' segments, the palatal stops are used, (©, G);
thus, changing place of articulation, which is fronter.
˙ 7.2. International Russian: stop phonemes “ taxophones.
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Stop-strictives (or ‘a‡ricates' – ˙ 7.3)
7.3.1. English has just one (diphonic) pair of stopstrictive phonemes, /c, ä/ (c,
ä) (British English): church ('ch‘;c), judge ('Gå;‚). Stopstrictives have a stop-like ﬁrst
half and a constrictive-like second half. And, of course, these two parts are homorganic
_ otherwise, one could not really speak of stopstrictives.
Consider, for instance, the sequences (ts, dz÷ tS, dZ) (or, more accurately for French,
((tß, dΩ))), such as, for example, cats˚ heads ('khxTs, 'h™;DΩ), and French patchouli˚ adjectif (&pÅtß¯'li, &ÅdΩ™k'+if), in comparison with (British) English patchouli ('phxc-Èli, phÈ'ch¯uli) and adjective ('xG-¤kt¤Ñ).
Stopstrictives are unitary phones, or ‘sounds'. In fact, they have a total duration
which is comparable to that of any other single phones, like (p, t, ˛, k) or (f, s, À, x),
not like the sum of two of them (as in (ts, ps, ks, kx)).
˙ 7.3. International Russian: stop-strictive phonemes (and possible variants).
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Notice that, for segments, or phones, articulatory terms are preferable over auditory ones (and, of course, over acoustic ones, too), because they are much more
adequate and clearer; as a matter of fact, generally, they are quite self-explanatory,
if only they are accurate.
For this reason, we are happy to avoid the term ‘a‡ricate', in favor of a more descriptive and tangible (even veriﬁable) term, such as ‘prestopped constrictive', which
we will presently reduce to stop-strictive˘
7.3.2. Russian has two stopstrictive phonemes, (c, x) (dental, and postalveo-palatal non-protruded, while in English the pair /c, G/ is protruded). Even in
stressed syllables, they have no ‘aspiration'.
Examples: carì ('qaR), lico (Lièco_), otcvesti (éàtcViSèTi_), xas ('Cas), hoxu (hàèxu_),
lux (èlux), toxka (ètoxkà), xlen (xèLen), otxego (éàTxièvo_). Both /q/ and /C/ are phonetically voiced before voiced diphonic consonants (di‡erent from (v), which is almost an
approximant): placdarm (plåQ'darm), alxba (ål‚'ba_), màx za pole (èMaX zàèpo_LI).
Constrictives (or ‘fricatives' – ˙ 7.4)
7.4.1. For the constrictive manner of articulation˚ the speaker brings the articulatory organs su‚ciently close together that a noise of air friction is clearly audible, which
however di‡ers considerably in quality, depending upon the place of articulation.
For instance, English has four diphonic pairs of constrictives, ¤ (f, v÷ s, z÷ †, ∑÷ S, Z),
as in ﬁve˚ seize˚ this thing˚ ash˚ rouge ('fa;ÙÑ, 'sI;iΩ, ∑¤s'†¤n:, 'πS, '>¯;uË) (British English).
<e term constrictive is clearer and more appropriate, since it is articulatory in nature, and therefore easier to put into concrete relationship with the production of the
sounds in question. However, due to a sort of pernicious inertia, the term ‘fricative'
is still more common (the term is auditory, but semantically much less transparent).
7.4.2. <e correct articulation of constrictives is also quite important in order to approach a genuine pronunciation of languages. English has /f, v÷ s, z÷ S, Z/. Let us also
notice that Russian /f, v/ are not full constrictives, but semi-constrictives, \ less noisy.
˙ 7.4. International Russian: stop-strictives “ taxophones (including English (f, v÷ S, Z), for
comparison).

fv

Ç√

FV

sz

sz

ﬁΩ

ëò

SZ

X5

À=

∆

·
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Examples: za ('za;), zev ('Zef), zima (Zi'ma;), znatì (z'naT), zov ('zof), zont ('zont),
zrelyj (Z'Re_l…i).
Let us compare: sad ('sat), zad ('zat), sobor (så'bor), zabor (zå'bor), sovet (så'Vet), zavet (zå'Vet), sev ('Sef), zev ('Zef), sov ('sof), but zov ('zof), sup ('sup), zub
('zup), sud ('sut), zud ('zut); veslo (Vis'lo_), (emu) vezlo (Viz'lo_), kosa (kå'sa_), koza
(kå'za_), rasa ('ra_så), (dva) raza ('ra_zå).
Certain Russian speakers have dentalveolar (s, z), which are indicated only here
(and ˙ 7.4), with possibile oscillations. Besides, there are the palatalized taxophones: setì ('SET), osenì ('o_SiN), vsò (fèSo_), vesì ('VES), zàtì ('ZaT), ozero ('o_Zirå),
prosìba (pèroZbà), sdelatì (ZèDe_làT), iz+àtì (izèjaT).
Approximants (˙ 7.5)
7.5. <e approximant manner of articulation is distinguished from the constrictive manner in that the articulatory organs are less close together, and, as a result,
they produce a less apparent noise. In fact, this noise is mostly heard only in voiceless approximants, while in voiced ones it is usually covered over by the voice produced by the vibration of the vocal folds.
English has three approximant phonemes /j, w, h/, as in yes ('j™s), wet ('w™t), hat
('hxt). Instead, international Russian has only one approximant phoneme: (j),
(voiced) palatal, but it has a number of semi-approximants in native-like and neutral pronunciations, as we will see, not only for /j/, but also in other cases with no
real correspondence to a true phoneme.
Here are some examples of /j/ (j): à ('ja;), uùtno (u'jutnå), tvoò (två'jø;), novaà
('no_vàjå), pai (på'ji;), voina ('vo_jinå), voin ('vo_jin), v mae (vèma_ji), delenie (_i'¬e;~iji), znanie (z'na_Niji).
˙ 7.5. International Russian: approximant phonemes (and a native-like semi-approximant variant in unstressed syllables for /j/ (J)).

j

ã

w

Rhotics (˙ 7.6)
7.6. International Russian has one phoneme of the ‘trill' type, actually a tap, (Í),
which is similar to Spanish r /Í/ (Í), as in interpretar˚ caro (iæ&teÍpÍe'taÍ, 'ka;Ro), not as
in carro˚ (la) radio ('kaRr:o, {laR}'r:a;ƒjo). A realization like (Í) is su‚cient for a fairly
acceptable and easily comprehensible pronunciation of Russian. Of course, its palatalized taxophone, (R), must be added, including words in which we have (r9), not (R9),
in addition to words with (R8), for /rj8/.
Examples: rot ('rot), pora (på'ra_), hor ('hor), rta (rèta_), r<i (rèWy_), bobr (èbo-
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br), teatr (Tièatr), portitì (èporTiT), marlà (èmarLA). And: rexì ('REC), korenì
('ko_RiN), slovarì (slå'vaR), borìba (bàRèba_), zorìka (èzoRkà), krùk (kèRuk).
However, the English phoneme corresponding to r is quite di‡erent, and with
American and British di‡erences (¬ ˙ 7.6): red ('<¤p, '>¤p), carry ('khx<i, ->i), far ('fA:<,
'fA:), smart ('smA;<t, 'smA;t). It is very important not to use these English realizations,
and mostly not to reduce (R) to a zero phone, (`).
˙ 7.6. International Russian: /r/ phoneme “ taxophones (with possible trills, (r, D), mostly used in
emphatic speech), including English /</ for comparison: British (>), American (<).

r

≤

R

>
≤
<

ç

D

Laterals (˙ 7.6)
7.7. For the lateral manner of articulation, the tongue, while touching a point on
the palatal vault, also contracts laterally, thereby permitting air to ﬂow out by the
sides of the tongue, for /l/ (l, ı) (alveolar and velarized alveolar), as in English lilt
('l¤ıt), or (l, L) (respectively, alveolar _again_ and palatal), as in Castilian Spanish la
calle (la'ka;Le), or as in Italian ﬁgliola (fiL'LO:la). Some varieties of English have (ı),
or a semi-velarized (7) alveolar, even before vowels; there can even be a velarized semi-lateral (§), or the change into some (non-neutral) vocoids like (P), back-central
higher-mid rounded, before consonants or pauses: lilt ('7¤ıt, 'ı¤§t, 'ı¤Pt). In English,
heterosyllabic /lj/ is (¬j), as in million ('m¤¬-jÈn).
International Russian has only one lateral phoneme, /l/ (ı), with its palatalized
taxophone (¬). Certain speakers can have a velarized dental articulation (¬ ˙ 7.7).
Examples: luk ('luk), akula (å'ku_lå), mol ('mol), soldat (sàÏèdat), volwebnyj
(và≥èwebnA); and lùk ('Luk), pulà ('pu_Lå), molì ('moL); even before (C) we have (l):
molxa ('molCå) (but ¬ obolìqatì (éàbàLèq°T), for /lj/).
˙ 7.7. International Russian: lateral phoneme “ taxophones {“ English variants (l, §)).

+
l

Ï

ı

L

ù

+

+

+
¯

+

+

¬

+

+
L
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Considerations on some articulatory di‡erences
7.8.1. We have already seen examples of the taxophones of /m, r, l/, and in particular those of /n/. Let us, now, consider some further peculiar sequences, with
interesting taxophones: otca (àtèca_), Zahodcy (zàèhotci), xadcy (èxatcy), otzyv
(èodzyf), hudwij (èhuÎwyi), ot <eny (àëèWe_ny), ot<itì (àëèWyT), lòtxik (èLo‰xi´);
ottepelì (èotTiPiL), otsexì (àtèSex) (some speakers have (TT), instead of (tT)).
Notice that sequences phonemically formed by /T/ followed by grooved stop-strictives are realized as stop contoids, which are homorganic to the following contoids, but are not fully assimilated to them. In fact, these are slit stops, (T, D÷ Î, ë÷
‰, D), not grooved ones as, for instance, in Italian pozzo ('poq:qo), rozzo ('roQ:Qo)
(or faccio ('fac:co), oggi ('OG:Gi)).
<ese ﬁrst unreleased parts of the Italian geminates are grooved as their released
second parts are. Instead, in Italian rotto ('rot:to), there is a slit for both (T)'s, but a
groove for both (q)'s. And it is absurd to claim that (qq, cc) are absurd transcriptions. In fact, they are ((qæq, cæc)), just like ((tæt)), or ((SæS)), or ((mæm)) (with unreleased
ﬁrst elements); certainly not anything like (truly absurdly) ((q$q, c$c, t$t, S$S, m$m))
(with released ﬁrst elements).
7.8.2. Let us add that the transitions from a preceding vocoid to even unreleased
(tæ, qæ, cæ) are perceptibly di‡erent, if one listens to them carefully. <us, there is
no real reason for having to mark those contoids in a particular way (either with
a diacritic, or with special symbols).
˙ 7.8 shows the di‡erence between the hold stage of (t, d) and (q, Q). <e latter are clearly grooved, even during their stop stage. <is is quite a natural fact,
which is fairly easily perceived during the transition from a preceding vocoid to
the contoid in question.
In fact, the groove is certainly not a kind of open pipe, as the orogram shows,
since the curved line does not reach the apex. Besides, the actual contact by the
apex is not exactly the same for (t) and (q), as shown.
In earlier books we (\ lc) did not think it necessary to explain this quite natural fact. But, seeing how di‚cult it is to make people realize this obvious fact, ˙
7.8 was drawn on purpose.
˙ 7.8. Comparison between dental (slit) stops (t, d) and (grooved) stop-strictives (q, Q). Let
us notice that the orogram of the latter pair shows that the sides of the tongue are raised, because of the groove.

t d

q Q
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<e realization of /q, Q/ as (ts, dz) (\ ((t$s, d$z))) is a typical regional pronunciation of practically almost all Northern Italian native speakers. In fact, even if they
either also speak their local dialect or only the deriving regional form of Italian,
they do not realize the di‡erence with true /q, Q/ (q, Q). Also phoneticians seem
not to be able to do so.
A similar thing happens to English native speakers (including phoneticians), when
they confuse alveolar ﬂaps, (4), as in Betty ('b™4i), and taps, (R), as in old-fashioned Berry ('b™R¤) (or Spanish caro ('ka;Ro), or Italian caro ('ka:Ro)).
<e same is true, when they confuse (and, practically, exchange) a postalveolar
British-like (>) and a prevelar American-like (<), as in Berry ('b™>i) and ('b™<i), respectively (¬ ˙ 7.6).
7.8.3. Even in Russian, we also ﬁnd sequences similar to (neutral) Italian ones, \
with grooved ﬁrst parts, when they correpond to x /x/ (which is grooved even when
homorganically assimilated to a following contoid, and clearly di‡erent from the slit
ones, as in otca (àtèca_), seen above): luxwe (èluÃwy), Ne plaxì, >enà! (éNepèlaÓ
èWe_Nà).
In fact, when Russian speakers utter Italian words like pazzo˚ pazzia˚ which are
('paq:qo, paq'qi;a), they actually produce (èp<atcà, pàtècyà).
Should someone use net-s, we would hear (èNets), which is di‡erent from both
(tc) and (c)! Let us also consider a case of marked non-assimilation, as in a word like
pod+ezd (pàdèjest), in which /d/ is not inﬂuenced by the following /j/, as even
spelling successfully shows. In fact, we have /d-j/ (dj), not /dj/ (D).
‘Native-like international' Russian consonants
7.9.1. Of course, a transcription of normal international Russian (\ not its
native-like variant) could use fewer symbols, as it does for the vowels, which have
only two additional taxophones (as in the table of ˙ 6.1).
<is could be done especially for similar contoids (as it already does for /j/ (j, J)),
such as (˙, n; n, N; ´, k; Ò, g; L, L; Ï, l), which are quite logically rather similar. But,
exactly for this reason, they can certainly be of help, instead of creating problems.
<erefore, notice that all the taxophones included in the table of ˙ 7.9 might
seem to be a complication, especially for foreigners. However, they certainly contribute to render pronunciation simpler and more natural.
7.9.2. Brieﬂy, let us see the most important di‡erences between the consonants
of ‘international' pronunciation, seen up to now, and those of ‘native-like international' pronunciation. <is presents fewer simpliﬁcation and, of course, is closer to
neutral pronunciation, given in æ 10-13.
In fact, in the table of ˙ 7.9, there are more contoids than those su‚cient for
simple international Russian (¬ ˙ 6.1).
Let us start with (%, $), which occur before vowels, or ﬁnally, while (T, D) occur
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before consonants: deti (è$E_%I). Besides, we indicate the important semi-approximants, (<, >), which, both in neutral and native-like international Russian, occur
before stressed vowels: èho (è<e_hA), da (èd<a_), vol (èv>ol), putì (èp>u%).
Besides, (J), which occurs between vowels in unstressed syllables (instead of simple international (j)): novaà (èn>o_vAJA), delaù (è$e_lAJu), izvestie (IzèVes%iJI).

m (m) (M) (“) (˙)
p b (p b)
t d
q (Q)
f v (F V)
s z

n

velo-labial

velar

prevelar

palatal

prepalatal

(apico)postalveo-velar

dental
dento-velar
alveolar
alveo-velar
postalveopalatal

labiodentopalatal

labiodental

bilabio-palatal

bilabial

˙ 7.9. International Russian: native-like contoids.

(n) (∑) (~) (N)
(˙)
(T d) (¥ f) (+ _) (© á) (´ Ò) k g
C (‚) (Ã Ó) (⁄ Á)
(∆ ,)
· (y)
q [Q] w W (À =)
j
(ã) (F)
(j)
R
(ç)
(Ï)
ı (L) (¯) (¬) (L)

10.
Neutral pronunciation:
vowels
10.1. In Ã 6-9 (modern) neutral Russian pronunciation will be described accurately, in order to reﬁne one's own pronunciation of Russian, so that it may coincide with that of neutral native speakers.
Unfortunately, Russian spelling is clearly based on morphonological principles,
which decisely prefer lexical and grammatical structures (even diachronic!), instead
of phonic ones. <ese last are considered in a more abstract way, more phonemically, but with a prevailing morphologic aspect.
However, Russian spelling presents rather ‘spontaneously' vocalic and consonantal phonemics, right as ‘naïve' speakers can perceive it. Not as ‘soﬁsticated' linguists often do, with unfruitful complications.
In fact, Russian spelling basically uses six vowel graphemes, which correspond
exactly to the real number of vowel phonemes: i, è, a, o, u, y /i, ™, a, ø, u, …/.
Obviously, e, à, ò, ù do not indicate ‘vowels', but sequences of /j/ + /™, a, ø, u/, realized as (j) or (J) + (™, a, ø, u) – or with ‘interpalatal' vocoids, (E, Å, P, ¯), which
occur between (j, J, i), including diphthongs, (éi)˘
<ese six vowel phonemes (obviously, displayed in a phonic order), 22 consonantal phonemes would be su‚cient (possibly including traditional (Q), nowadays replaced by (Á, W)), against more than 30 –from 33 till 39– phonemes of other analyses. <us, persisting in using only ﬁve vowels, both the whole phonemic inventory
and the relation between pronunciation and spelling are uselessly complicated.
By comparing our phonemic system with all others, the choice is simple and
even obvious. In fact, it seems to be more logical and natural to conclude by saying that Russian consonants have ‘palatalized' taxophones. <ese are caused by /i,
j/, rather than having to imagine some ‘soft' consonants, which would make
Russian speakers –automatically– produce some ‘soft' vowels, while ‘hard' consonants would make the speakers produce ‘hard' vowels. All this, under the false pretext that ‘Russian speakers are unable to produce a clear i (i) after k (k) (such a misbelief has been proven wrong so many times).
However, by this time, it is better to avoid using purely phonemic transcriptions. On the contrary, it is far better to use anything that can help to deﬁnitively seize the Russian phonic system. <erefore, it is always better to use more symbols rather than fewer. Obviously, this is even more important in more meticulous
chapters.
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10.2. Modern neutral Russian pronunciation has lost the weird oddity of -kij
traditionally pronounced as ‘(k…iò)', which nowadays is –quite naturally– (©iiò).
<us, by deﬁnitely reversing the ‘problem', things become simpler. In fact, Russian
speakers say (©i) and (k…) (in stressed syllable ('©i;), ('k<…;)), because phonemically
they are /ki, k…/ not ‘/©i, ki/'. <e same for (’bI, 'bi;÷ ’b¢, 'b<…;) /bi÷ b…/ (not ‘/bi÷ bi/'),
Â. But, often, people do not know exactly what they utter, as when they persist in
claiming that for Olìga, Ol'ga˚ ‘we do not say (è>oLgA), we say… (è>oLgA)'!
Furthermore, for /Jò, J0/, spelling itself indicates /J/, using Sì, except cases in
which pronunciation has changed, long ago, but spelling remains the same, keeping graphic sequences like wì˚ <ì, for (⁄, Á), international (w, W). In addition, there
are certain more or less incomplete assimilations, with (0J), or (JJ), depending on
the kind of pronunciation (more) modern or (more) traditional, as we will see (¬
Ã 14).
˙ 10.1. (Modern) Neutral Russian: vowels. «rst, all together; afterwards, by couples.

‡

‡

/™/ ('F™, "F™Ä, 'JeJ, "JeIJ)

/u/ ('ju, ’u, —J¯J)
/…/ ('F…, ’¢, ¢')
F

/i/ ('i, ’I, I'F , 'JiJ, ’JiJ)
(ò'ãiJ, ò’ãi0), (é'ãi, é’[ã]I),
(é’[ã]iJ), (é'jé, é’ãé)

/ø/ ('jø, "jø∏, ’ø, 'JPJ, "JP+J)

/a/ ('Fa, å', ’x, ’òåà, "Faå,
'JÅJ, "JÅÄJ)

‡

/i/ ('i, ’I, FI', 'JiJ, ’JiJ), (òãI0, òãiJ),

/u/ ('ju, ’u, —J¯J)

(é'ãi, é’[ã]I), (é’[ã]iJ), (é'jé, é’ãé)

/™/ ('F™, "F™Ä, 'JeJ, "JeIJ)

/ø/ ('jø, "jø∏, ’ø, 'JPJ, "JP+J)

/…/ ('F…, ’¢, ¢')
F

/a/ ('Fa, å', ’x, ’òåà, "Faå, 'JÅJ, "JÅÄJ)
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˙ 11.2. (Modern) Neutral Russian: vowels (by prosodic sets).
/i/ ('i, é'ãi)
/…/ ('F…)
/™/ ('F™, "F™Ä)

/u/ ('ju)

stressed

/ø/ ('jø, "jø∏)

/a/ ('Fa, "Faå)

‡

‡

/i/ ('JiJ, ò'ãiJ, ’JiJ, ò’ãiJ, é’[ã]iJ)
/™/ ('JeJ, "JeIJ)

/u/ (—J¯J)

next to (9)

/ø/ ('JPJ, "JP+J)

/a/ ('JÅJ, "JÅÄJ)
/i/ (JI'F )
/…/ (¢'F )

/u/ (u', J¯'J)

pre-stressed

/a/ (å', ò’åà)

/i/ (’I, ò’ãI0, é’[ã]I)
/a/ (’x)

/u/ (’u, ’J¯J)
/…/ (’¢)

unstressed

/ø/ (’ø)

10.3. In stressed syllables, the six vowel phonemes are realized as indicated by the
black markers in ˙ 10.1 (obviously, the black ones with a white center also correspond to unstressed contexts, which we will see afterwards): tri (t'çi;), èra ('<™;Rx),
kak ('k<ak), tot ('tjøt), um ('jum), byt ('b<…t). We also have: ceh ('q<™h), wag ('⁄<ak),
<uk ('Ájuk)˘
„ile /i/ (i, I) remains unchanged (except in /’ji/ (’ãi, ’ãI), which also represents
e in unstressed syllables), the most important element, instead, is the insertion of
the prevelar semiapproximant (<) before stressed (™, a, …), and of the velar rounded semiapproximant (j) before stressed (ø, u). All of them are preceded by a consonant di‡erent from (j, x, qq), and possible traditional (QQ).
<us, in stressed syllables, the vowels that are di‡erent from /i/ are realized as
sequences of (<) + (™, a, …), or of (j) + (ø, u).
Obviously, the semiapproximants (<, j) are less ‘evident' than (full) approximants, such as the prevelar (j) (not included in ˙ 10.2, because it does not occur
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in Russian), and the velar rounded approximant (w). In English, (w) occurs in wet
('w™t), quit ('khw¤t), but (<, j) are quite another thing, also in comparison with a
phonic zero, (`) (although ‘linguistically naïve' Russian speakers may be convinced to hear exactly (`)).
In Russian, we have: èra (è<e_rA) (already seen), kant (èk<a˙t), tot (èt>ot), unikum (è>u_NIku≈). However, in unstressed syllables, the semiapproximant (<, j) do
not occur, as we will see in examples to come.
It is important to also explain, from the start, the palatalizing function that the
phonemes /i, j/ have on the consonants which precede them.
But we have to anticipate, here, the triple division of Russian consonants. In
fact, there are ‘normal' consonants, which can be palatalized\ (m, m÷ n, ~÷ R, ç÷ ı,
¬), (p, p÷ b, b÷ t, ⁄÷ d, Á÷ k, ©÷ g, á), (f, F÷ v, V÷ s, À÷ z, =÷ h, H).
Besides, there are true palatal consonants (with an actual palatal element): (j,
ã÷ x[ã], ‚÷ ë[ë], ëë[ã]÷ òò). In addition, there are non-palatal consonants: (q÷ ⁄, Á), which
are never palatalized (in spite of spelling sequences like >ci, we, <ì≥: (⁄'ju;) wìù).
We must always keep in mind, therefore, that ‘(qi÷ ⁄i, Ái)' do nor occur any
longer in contemporary Russian. <ey are substituted by (èc<y, 'cY; è⁄<y, '⁄Y; èÁ<y, 'ÁY),
in spite of historical spellings with c, w, < followed by i, e, à, ò, ù, ì˘
10.4. Let us look at ˙ 10.3-5 to well understand the role of the (semi)approximants they show, inspecting accurately ˙ 10.3.
˙ 10.3. (Modern) Neutral Russian: vowels (preceded by approximant “ semi-approximants).
(j-)
(ã-)

(ju[0])
(F-)

(j-)
(j™[0])

(jø[0])

(ja[0])
(j¯J)

(F…[0])
(jeJ)
(F™[0])
(Fa[0])

(jÅJ)

(ju[0])

(ãi[J])
(ãI[0])

(jø[0])

(jPJ)
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˙ 10.4 shows ﬁrst two approximants, (j, w) (respectively, palatal and velar rounded): English yet ('j™T), win ('w¤n:), and Russian àvnyj (èjavnYi).
<e double arrows on the dorsum indicate that, tendentially, these are mobile contoids during their production, not static ones, like vocoids. In fact, the contoids are
distinguished from (i, u) mostly because of this characteristic, in addition to a shorter emission. <ey could be indicated by means of (iW, uW ) (but it is not worthwhile).
<e bottom row gives three semi-approximants (J, <, >) (respectively, palatal,
prevelar, and velar rounded). Continuing the parallel between (j, w) and (iW, uW), also
(J, <, >) correspond to (k, ÈW, ¶) (again, it is not worthwhile to use vowels with a diacritical sign).
Instead, ˙ 10.5 shows the ﬁve vocoids (y, e, a, o, u) which, in stressed syllables,
are preceded by (<, >): (è<y, è<e, è<a), (è>o, è>u). In the corresponding orograms, we
have superimposed the dotted line which refers to the dorsum during the production of (<) o (>), as a starting point at the beginning of the production of the
sequences (è<y, è<e, è<a), (è>o, è>u).
˙ 10.4. (Modern) Neutral Russian: (semi)approximants occurring before vowels – ¬ ˙ 10.3.

˝

˝
{w}

j

˝

˝

˝

F

ã

j

˙ 10.5. (Modern) Neutral Russian: sequences of (semi)approximants and stressed vowels.

è<y

è>u

è<e

è>o
è<a

˙ 10.6. (Modern) Neutral Russian: vowels in /èje, 'ji/ sequences.

èjE9

'Ji9

èje[8]

'JI[8]
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As can easily be seen, for (è<y), passing from the contoid to the vocoid, the
mandible and dorsum are raised: syn (ès<yn), cirk (èc<yrk). For (è<e), instead, there
is a slight forward lowering (but certainly also the tongue-lamina position is important, since it distinguishes clearly the two phones, perceptively di‡erent): <est
(èÁ<est), èra (è<e_rA). On the other hand, for (è<a), there is a considerable general vertical lowering: da (èd<a_), ad (è<at).
Passing to the two back vocoids, for (è>o), we have a slight lowering of the mandible, dorsum and lower lip: kot (èk>ot), osì (è>oS). Instead, for (è>u), the mandible and dorsum are raised, in addition to the backing of the dorsum and a stronger
lip rounding: tut (èt>ut), uho (è>u_hA).
10.5. Let see, now, ˙ 10.6, which shows, on the left, the stressed syllables (èjE9,
èje[8]). As can be seen, the ﬁrst one occurs in ‘interpalatal' contexts, and, passing
to the vocoid, it has some lowering of the dorsum and mandible, slightly more
considerable for (èje[8]): estì (èjES%), est (èjest).
On the right, instead, we see the corresponding unstressed situation again for e
(and also à): ('Ji9, 'JI[8]) (but (£'ji9, £'jI[8])). For both sequences, the mandible, dorsum and lower lip are raised, obviously more strongly for (i), which is higher: edinyj (jiè$i_nYi), estestvo (éjIs%Istèv>o_), àxeà (éjixièja_), àzyk (jIèz<yk), staraà (sèta_rAJA), beloe (èBe_lAJI), krasivye (kràèSi_vYJI), izvestie (IzèVes%iJI).
10.6. Here are some examples, also for other contexts and combinations: mir
('miÍ), vosemì ('vjø;Ài)), nebo ('~™;bx), konìki (kå8'©i;), ris ('çis), zorìka ('zjøÌkx), korì ('kjøÌ), les ('¬™s), bolìwoj (bå1'⁄jøi), solì ('sjø1), pel ('p™Ó), topì
('tjøp), bùst ('bust), telo ('⁄™;ıx), matì ('m<a⁄), tlà (+'¬a;), deti ('ÁE;⁄I), dve
(d'V™;, Á'V™;), dlina (_¬I'n<a;), kit ('©it), manikùr (&mx~i'©uÍ), nogi ('njø;áI) (‘legs,
feet', or (nå'ái;) ‘of the leg/foot'), finik ('Fi;~Ik), krovì (k'RjøF), vesì ('VEÀ), vse
(f'À™;) (also vsò (f'Àø;)) gusì ('gjuÀ), zima (=I'm<a;), tihij ('⁄i;Hii)˘
Obviously, also (x, 'xãé, ‚) /x/, (ë[ë]) /q[q]/ count as (9): (and traditional (òò) /QQ/,
as well): xek ('xã™k), hoxu (hå'xãu;), xlen (x'¬™n), alxba (åı‚'b<a;), qit (ë'ëit), iqu
(Ië'ëãu;), tovariq (tå'v<a;çië[ë])˘
<e phoneme (òò) /QQ/ is less important, and typical of an outdated and traditional kind of pronunciation: vo<<i ('vjøòòI), ez<u ('jEòòu). More modern and
more recommendable pronunciation has (ÁÁ) /ÁÁ/, in almost all words: ('vjøÁÁ¢,
'j™ÁÁu).
Let us observe that initial (j), or after a vowel, corresponds to (9) par excellence
(keeping well in mind that e, à, ò, ù count as (j)+(e, e), (j)+(a, Å), (j)+(o, O), (j)+(u,
¯). In fact, they are simply (j=) sequences, certaily not ‘diphthongs', since the only
possible diphthongs, in natural phonetics, can just be (==) – not even (=è=) or (=é=)):
àzyk (jI'z<…k), el ('j™Ó), à ('ja;), ò< ('jø⁄), ùg ('juk), moà (må'ja;), soùz (så'jus), dvoe
(d'vjø;ãI), novaà ('njø;vxãx), sinee ('Ài;~iãI)˘
10.7. «ve vowels, /i, e, a, o, u/, can occur between palatal(ized) contoids, (9).
<ey are realized as closer ¸ fronter, as shown by the grey markers, (iï, E, Å, P, ¯)
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(˙ 10.1): bitì ('bi⁄), elì ('jE1), pàtì ('pÅ⁄), tòtà ('⁄P;⁄x), tùfàk (⁄¯'Fak)˘
Instead, /…/ does not occur either in this context, nor in word-initial position.
But we ﬁnd è (£'I): èlement (éILièMe˙t) (or, in mediatic pronunciation, (£'Å, £Yè):
(éÅLièM-)). Such a phenomenon originated the myth of the complementarity of (i,
…), thus gathered into a single phoneme ‘/i/', with the false delusion about a ‘better' phonemic system – when the opposite is true.
It is not easy to correct ‘diverted' schooling, especially when o‚cial spelling is
concerned (with all its problems, either well known or not) and ‘para-spelling', used
both in schools and in ‘scientiﬁc' books, with phonemic ambitions (almost alchemic,
with complex formulae and esoteric iconograms (which we will be careful not to report).
<e ﬁrst vocogram of ˙ 10.1 also gives three ‘potential' phonetic diphthongs,
(™Ä, aå, ø∏), which can replace (™;, a;, ø;) (with their ‘interpalatal' variants, (eI, ÅÄ,
P+), for (e;, Å;, P;)), mostly in tunes, in free syllables, either ﬁnal or internal: vse
(f'À™;, f'À™Ä), vsò (f'Àø;, f'Àø∏), èho ('<™;hx, '<™Ähx), da ('d<a;, 'd<aå), atom ('<a;tx≈, '<aåtx≈), deti ('Áe;⁄I, 'ÁeI⁄I), dàdà ('ÁÅ;Áx, 'ÁÅÄÁx), dno (d'njø;, d'njø∏), golos
('gjø;ıxs, 'gjø∏ıxs), tòtà ('⁄P;⁄x, '⁄P+⁄x)˘
<ese diphthongs also occur for emphasis, then becoming even longer. So, in
free syllables, we ﬁnd (™;Ä, e;I÷ a;å, Å;Ä÷ ø;∏, P;+): vse (f"À™;Ä), vsò (f"Àø;∏), èho ("<™;Ähx), da ("d<a;å), atom ("<a;åtx≈), deti ('Áe;I⁄I), dàdà ("ÁÅ;ÄÁx), dno (d"njø;∏), golos ("gjø;∏ıxs), tòtà ('⁄P;+⁄x). In checked syllables, (™Ä, eI÷ aå, ÅÄ÷ ø∏, P+): net!
("~™Ät), denì ("ÁeI8), pàtì! ("pÅÄ⁄), dom! ("djø∏≈), çlì ("jP+1).
10.8. Russian also has some ‘o‚cial' diphthongs (¬ ˙ 10.7), with a high front second element /éi/ (éi). Here are some examples in stressed syllables: kij ('©ii), pejte
('pEi⁄I), maj ('m<ai), xaj ('xãÅi), boj ('bjøi), zaròj (zå'çPi), dujte ('djui⁄I), dùjm
('Á¯i≈), vyjdu ('v<…idu). As can be seen, their spelling uses -j˚ for the diphthongs
that grammar recognizes.We always have (éi), even in unstressed syllables: ulej ('ju;¬ii), Xajkovskij (xii'kjøfs©ii, Ci'-), tajga (tåi'g<a;), delajte ('Á™;ıxi⁄I), ujdu (ui'dju;), dùjmovka (Á¯i'mjøfkx), belyj ('b™;ı¢i)˘
However, especially in loans, we ﬁnd further diphthongs, as in: radio (èra_$iA,
@-io), Faust ('f<aust), kauxuk (kàuèxJuk), kakao (kàèkaA, @-ao), nou-hau (nouèhau), wou
(è⁄ou) (also Wou (è⁄ou), for Shaw).
Surely, such purely graphic ill-deﬁned ‘diphthongs' as ii˚ ià˚ ei˚ ee˚ ae˚ aà˚ aù˚
oe˚ ye do not correspond to phono-diphthongs˘ In fact, they are true bisyllabic sequences (—éãé), with an unstressed last syllable and the preceding one either
stressed or not): v Italii (VI't<a;¬iãI) (in traditional pronunciation (v…-)), v Rossii
(vRåÀ'Ài;ãI), lilià ('¬i;¬iãx), muzei/-ee (mu'=E;ãI) (¬ muzej (mu'=Ei)], osennee (å'ÀE~~iãI), v mae (vèma;ãI), neruwimaà (&~IRu'⁄<…;mxãx), znaù (z'n<a;ãu), novoe ('njø;vxãI)˚
ù<nye ('juÁn¢ãI)˘
In quick pronunciation, when at least one of the two (é) is /i/ (i, I), rather regularly, (ã) can be dropped, independently from the kind of structure it may have.
However, normally, a possible semichrone (;) remains: (VI't<a;¬iI, vRåÀ'Ài;I, '¬i;¬ix, mu'=E;I) (¬ muzej (mu'=Ei)] and (å'ÀE~~iI, vèma;I, 'njø;vxI, 'juÁn¢I).
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˙ 10.7. (Modern) Neutral Russian: diphthongs (ﬁrst, all together; afterwards, by couples).
/ii/ ('ii, ’ii, ’iò, ’±iiò)
>-àj, -Jaj, -Joj≥ = (Jii', ’Jii)
/™i/ ('Jei, '0™i, ò'™i)

/…i/ ('F…i, ’¢i, ’…ò, ’±¢iò)
/ui/ (J¯i, 0jui)
/øi/ ('JPi, '0jøi)

/ai/ ('JÅi, '0Fai, 0åi', ’xi)
/ii/ ('ii, ’ii, ’iò, ’±iiò)
>-àj, -Jaj, -Joj≥ = (Jii', ’Jii)

/™i/ ('Jei, '0F™i, ò'F™i)

/ui/ (J¯i, '0jui, ’0ui)

/øi/ ('JPi, '0jøi)

/…i/ ('F…i, ’¢i, ’…ò, ’±¢iò)

/ai/ ('JÅi, '0Fai, 0åi', ’xi)

As these last transcriptions show, also (-Iò) remains, without becoming (-iò), as
if they were true phonemic diphthongs (unless (-Iò) is followed, in a sentence, by
(J) or (i, I), thus, becoming, (-iò), by assimilation): speloe àbloko (s'Pe_lAji 'jablAkA) ‘ripe apple'.
Obviously, also examples like the following are bisyllabic: moi (må'ji;), pauk (på'juk), poèt (på'<™t), duèlì (du'<™1)˘ <ey would be bisyllabic even if uttered with
no (j) (in quick pronunciation), or without (<, >) (in international pronunciation).
Let us add, instead, that the unstressed endings ('ii) -ij/-ej and ('Yi) -yj (and
-ij/-ej), in quick speech, in protunes (but not in tunes), tend to become monophthongs with (-i, -y), respectively: sinij (èSi_Nii), sinij platok ('Si_Nip lå't>ok) ‘blue
handkerchief'; sinej (èSi_Nii), sinej skaterti ('Si_Nis èk<a_%Ir%I) ‘of the blue tablecloth'; malyj (èm<a_LYi), Malyj Teatr ('m<a_ly %I'at5, %Ièa_t”) ‘Small <eater'.
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10.9. As for vowels in unstressed syllables˚ in addition to what some examples have
already shown, in modern pronunciation we have (for ‘traditional' and ‘mediatic'
pronunciations ¬ Ã 10-11): (I', ’I, ’iJ) /i/ (including (’Jii) – thus, /’i/ is (i), when
followed by (J) or /i/, even in sentences, with no pause), (å', ò’å, ’x) /a/, (u) /u/, (¢',
’¢) /…/.
In the ﬁrst vocogram of ˙ 10.1, the markers corresponding to (I', ¢') (pretonic,
or prestressed, that is immediately followed by a stressed syllable) have a small dot
in their center and the corresponding symbols have adequate diacritics: in fact,
they are higher than other (’I, ’¢), because they are intermediate between ('i, '…) and
(’I, ’¢).
Here are some examples: xasy (xI's<…;), pàti (pi'⁄i;), àzyka (&jIz¢'k<a;), obyxaj
(å'b<…;xii), eralaw (&jIRå'ı<a⁄), peremeli (&piçimi'¬i;), èlektrixestvo (&I¬Ik'tçi;xIstvx), pole ('pjø;¬I)÷ golova (&gxıå'v<a;), avangard (&åvå˙'g<aÍt, -n'g-), krasnaà (k'R<asnxãx)÷ urok (u'Rjøk), domu ('djø;mu), sùda (Àu'd<a;), sùsùkatì (À¯'Àu;kx⁄)÷ civilizacià (q¢&Vi¬I'z<a;q¢ãx), <ena (Á¢'n<a;), dyry ('d<…;R¢)˘
For à in unstressed syllable (also for a preceded by ('9)), it is important to explain
that neutral pronunciation has only /i/. In addition, there is a transversal use of (‘,
È), which is deﬁnitely non-neutral (or even (x, å) /’a/), occurring either in traditional or mediatic pronunciation (also for neutral speakers, one way or another!).
<is can happen either within lexemes or in inﬂected forms with consonantal
ending grammemes (à+C˚ Ça+C, due to undue inﬂuence by forms with the ending
grammeme -à£, with /’ja/ (Jx, ãx)). Let us reassert that the pronoun à never reduces
to /-i/, di‡erently from dlà (preposition), which can even become (DLI, DLi£9).
<us, we have: pàtno (pIt'njø;, ≠p‘t-, ≠påt-), àzyk (jI'z<…k, ≠j‘-, ≠jx-), àzyki (&jIz¢'©i;, ≠&j‘-, ≠&jx-), poglàdel (&pxg¬i'Á™Ó, ≠-¬È-, ≠-¬å-), naxat ('n<a;xIt, ≠-x‘t, ≠-xxt), obyxaj
(å'b<…;xii, ≠-x‘i, ≠-xxi), kormàt ('kjøRmIt, ≠-m‘t, ≠-mxt), detàm ('ÁE;⁄I≈, ≠-⁄‘≈,
≠-⁄x≈), zanàl ('z<a;~IÓ, ≠-‘Ó, ≠-xÓ), bez pàti pàtì (&bIspi'⁄i 'pÅ⁄, ≠&bÙspå'⁄i 'pÄ⁄, ≠-pÈ'⁄i). Let us also notice the variants for -ik: sputnik (s'pju+~I´, ≠-~‘k, ≠-~xk).
‘Normal' traditional pronunciation, for e', à', Ça' (pretonic or prestressed), has
‘/’e/' (É', Ù'J), which corresponds to modern pronunciation (or, simply, neutral pronunciation) with /’i/ (I, iJ): bez pàti pàtì t(&bIspÙ'⁄i 'pÄ⁄), as it also happens in:
beròza (bi'çø;zx) t(bÙ-). Such a phenomenon is called ekanìe (èje_kANJI) (traditional:
t(-NJÈ)).
For vowel sequences that include /’a/, generally, the use of (å) is extended: voobra<atì (&vååb-Rå'Á<a⁄), naugad (nåu'g<at), po odnomu (&påådnå'mju;), na ostrovah (&nååstRå'v<ah), u odnogo (u&ådnå'vjø;), souxastvoval (såu'xãas[t]vxvxÓ), sootvetstvovatì (sååt'V™ts[t]vxvx⁄).

11.
Neutral pronunciation:
consonants
11.1. Let us notice that diphonic consonants do not occur before pauses or unvoiced consonants. In fact, they necessarily become unvoiced: bob ('bjøp), mozg
('mjøsk), trubki (t'Rjup©I), v sadu (fså'dju;).
In addition, unvoiced consonants can not occur before diphonic voiced consonants (/v/ is somehow particular, as it functions almost as an approximant, thus
non-diphonic, ¬ § 12.8-13): sbytì (z'b<…⁄), s gory (zgå'R<…;).
<e only articulations that can occur in devoiced contexts, without losing their
voiceness, are sonants (or sonorants). In general, they are partially devoiced before
unvoiced consonants or before a pause.
However, they usually become unvoiced phones, between unvoiced consonants
and pauses, unless they become intense (‘syllabic'). In this case, they are voiced or
half-voiced (always depending on phonic contexts): <ir ('Á<…Í), rta (Í't<a;), karta
('k<aÍtx), bobr ('bjøbÍ, 'bjø;b“), Dnepr (_'~™p5, _'~™;p”).
<e table of ˙ 11.1 gives the consonant articulations of Russian. <ey are necessary for an adequate pronunciation of that language. Instead, ˙ 11.2-8 show the orograms, gathered by articulation manners. <ey provide all necessary contoids for the
(modern) neutral pronunciation of Russian. <ey are also present in the table of ˙
11.1.

velar
velar rounded
laryngeal

prevelar

palatal

prepalatal

bilabio-prepalatal
labio-prepalatal

postalveo-velar

postalveo-palatal

alveolar-velar

alveolar

bilabio-alveolar
labio-alveolar

dental

labiodentopalatal

labiodental

bilabio-palatal

bilabial

˙ 11.1. (Modern) Neutral Russian: consonants.

()) m (m) (M) (“) (˙) (` –) (£)n (n) (n) (∑) (´ ≠) (~) (N) (”) (˙)
p b (p b)
td
(+ _) (© á) (´ Ò) k g
q (Q)
C (‚)
(⁄ Á)
f v (F V)
(∆ ,)
· (y)
sz
q [Q] ⁄ Á
(À =)
j
[â]
(ã) (F) (j)
(5) R
([ ç)
(ñ) ı
(Ñ ¬) (L)
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<e same ﬁgures also contain the orograms of the English articulations that
di‡er from the Russian ones, only for some nuances (to be carefully checked), in
particular: (´, Ò) (prevelar) before front vowels or (j), instead of (©, á) (palatal); (c,
G÷ S, Z), all with lip protrusion, rather than without or with di‡erent articulations;
(f, v) constrictive, instead of semi-constrictive.
Nasals (˙ 11.2)
11.2. By rights, Russian has only two nasal phonemes, /m, n/, with a numner
of taxophones, mostly for the second one, including palatalized variants. <us:
/m/ (m, m, M, “) and /n/ (m, m, M, “, ˙, n, n, n, ~, N, ˙). In addition, we can
use (º, ¸, n÷ ª, √), for a less assimilated kind of coarticulation, which keeps a
front tongue contact –alveolar/prepalatal– while adding secondary articulations,
with no full contacts: bilabial, labiodental, velar).
For /m/: mama ('m<a;mx), lampa ('ı<a≈px), norm ('njøR≈), ritm ('çit), 'çi;tM),
rifm ('çif), 'çi;fM), mnoj (m'njøi), mha (≈'h<a;), mgla (mg'ı<a;), mig ('mik), màtì
('mÅ⁄), semì ('ÀE)), imbirì (Im'biÌ), amvon (åM'vjøn), amfora ('<aõfxRx).
Besides, /m/ can occur before heterorganic consonants: mgla (m'gı<a;), mnoj
(m'njøi), mha (≈'h<a;). However, for ‘/mj/' and ‘/m+i/', we regularly have (m): mir
('miÍ), semì ('ÀE)) (already seen).
For /n/: on beròt (&ømbi'çøt, &øª-)˚ kanva (kåM'v<a;, -¸'v-), anfas (åõ'f<as, å∞-),
nos ('njøs), kontora (kåû'tjø;Rå), nrav (n'R<af), komande (kå'm<a~ÁI), nitì
('~i⁄), konì ('kjø8)˚ benzin (bi~'=in), barabanqik (&bxRå'b<a8ëIk), kin<al (©In'Á<aÓ), ranìwe ('R<an= ⁄¢), tonkij ('tjø˚©ii, -8©-÷ -~k¢i, -∫k¢i), bank ('b<a~k, -∫k), pesnì
(èPES}, èPE_S¯).
<us, /n0, nò0/ are regularly assimilated. Also ‘/nj/' become (~), which keeps
˙ 11.2. (Modern) Neutral Russian: nasal consonants.

)m

m

M

“

˙

n

£n

¸

º

ª

n

n

~

√

N

”

˙
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its phonetic autonomy (belonging to a phonemic sequence, with distinctive validity), without becoming neutralized before other consonants.
But we have to state, as some examples have shown, that –mainly for graphic
reasons (especially in less colloquial and more traditional pronunciation)– a complex coarticulated pronunciation is widespread, with partial assimilation. <us,
we have (ºb, ¸v, 8©, ∫k) Â, as an attempt to keep ‘(nb, nv, n©, nk)' Â.
Speakers oscillate very much, in such cases. However, should someone want to
emphasize a kind of pronunciation with heterorganic (n0), spelling might make use
of n+, at least inside words (in spite of etymology). But, it is di‚cult to convince
people to accept useful and practical things.
Stops (˙ 11.3)
11.3. <ere are three diphonic pairs, whose elements do not oppose distinctively before a pause or a (voiced or voiceless) consonant: /p, b÷ t, d÷ k, g/ (p, p, b,
b÷ t, +, ⁄, d, _, Á÷ k, ©, g, á). <e normal articulation of ‘palatalized' /t, d/ is prepalatal and stop-strictive, but stop before homorganic consonants (or alike; sometimes, (+) can also occur before pauses).
Examples: pot ('pjøt), lob ('ıjøp), pexì ('pEx), topì ('tjøp), golubì ('gjø;ıup), byt ('b<…t), ob ètom (å'b<™;tx≈), bitì ('bi⁄)÷ trut (t'Rjut), otca (åq'q<a;), tku
(t'kju;), vid ('Vit), tìma (⁄'m<a;), tìfu! (⁄'fju;), petlà (pi+'¬a;, pIt-, 'pE+-¬x), rabotnik (Rå'bjø+~I´), otxòt (å+'xãøt), dub ('djup), tot <e ('tjødÁ¢), denì ('ÁE8), dnà
(_'~a;), podle ('pjø_¬I), dverì (d'VEÌ, Á'-), kak ('k<ak), pakt ('p<akt), lòg ('¬øk), k ètomu ('k<™;txmu), kioskòr (©Iås'©ªøÍ), gibkij ('áip©ii), god ('gjøt), gnutì (g'nju⁄),
nogi (nå'ái;)˘
˙ 11.3. (Modern) Neutral Russian: stop consonants.

pb

pb

td

©á

´Ò

kg

+_

Stop-strictives (or ‘a‡ricates', ˙ 11.4)
11.4. Russian has two stop-strictive phonemes, which are voiceless, /q, x/. But
there are four realizations, by voice assimilation (in addition to the palatalized variants of /t, d/, (⁄, Á), already seen in § 11.3).
Besides, before stressed vowels, other than /i/, /x/ is (xã): cikl ('q<…kñ, 'q<…;k%),
otec (å'⁄™q), bratca (b'R<atqx), placdarm (pıåQ'd<aR≈)÷ uxitelì (u'xi;⁄i1), xas
('xãas), plexo (p¬i'xãø;), lux ('ıjux), xlen (x'¬™n), naxdiv (nå‚'Áif)˘
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˙ 11.4. (Modern) Neutral Russian: stop-strictive consonants.

q/Q

⁄/Á

C/‚

c/G

C/G

Constrictives (or ‘fricatives') “ semi-constrictives (˙ 11.5)
11.5. For the time being, let us introduce the ﬁve diphonic pairs of constrictives and semi-constrictives, (f, F÷ v, V), (s, À÷ z, =), (⁄, Á), and the voiceless (h, H).
Among these, the ﬁrst and last (actually, the slit ones, or ‘ungrooved'): (f, F÷ v,
V) –“ (h, H), respectively, velar and palatal, voiceless– are semi-constrictive, rather
than fully constrictive. <us, they are less strong and less noisy: fon ('fjøn), rov
('Rjøf), avtomat (&åftå'm<at), v filìme (F'Fi¬mI), verfì ('V™ÍF), volk ('vjøÓk), hu<e
('hju;Á¢), moh ('mjøh), hitryj ('Hit-R¢i) .
Let us observe that, in goroh <e (gå'RjøyÁ¢), by assimilation to a following
voiced consonant, we have (y), (voiced) velar semi-constrictive, instead of (h)
(voiceless). <is phone, (y), is di‡erent from the non-phonemic element (<). <is
last is a semi-approximant: less evident and less obtrusive, which is automatically
inserted before /'e, 'a, '…/ in natural and typical pronunciation. <e same happens
with (j), before /'o, 'u/, ¬ § 6.3).
Instead, grooved phones, (s, À÷ z, =) and (⁄, Á), are fully constrictive: son ('sjøn),
rosa (Rå's<a;), sneg (À'~™k), osì ('jøÀ), zub ('zjup), zloj (z'ıjøi), s belym (z'b™;ı¢≈), izùm (I'=u≈), bez detej (&bi=Ái'⁄Ei)÷ westì ('⁄<™À⁄), lo<ì ('ıjø⁄), wkaf <e
(⁄'k<avÁ¢), <est ('Á<™st), <datì (Á'd<a⁄), ho<u (hå'Áju;)˘
Lastly, we have another voiceless constrictive, quite particular, (ë[ë]) /q[q]/, which
is lengthened before /é/. It also has a traditional phono-variant, formed by the constrictive followed by the corresponding stop-strictive, sometimes very weak, (ëx). It
is more complicated and not needed in modern pronunciation.
Before a stressed vowel, di‡erent from /i/, a (ã) is inserted: qit m(ë'ëit) t(ë'xit), po˙ 11.5. (Modern) Neutral Russian: constrictive consonants.
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qada m(påë'ëãa;dx) t(påë'xã-), borq m('bjøÍë) t(-ëx). <e possibile sequence (ëx) is
di‡erent and normal, as in: s xem (ë'ëã™≈÷ ë'xã™≈).
Approximants (˙ 11.6)
11.6. Russian has the typical palatal approximant /j/, which is realized as a true
approximant before stressed vowels, ('jé). <e same occurs in initial position in a
rhythm group before vowels˚ either stressed or unstressed, (òjé).
However, it is realized as a palatal semi-approximant, between (either stressed
or not) vowels and an unstressed one, (é’ãé). After consonants˚ the sequence is transformed into a ‘palatalized' consonant, (J) (¬ § 6.3-4): moi (må'ji;), àtì ('jÅ⁄), àvitì
(ji'Vi⁄), Maàkovskij (&mxãI'kjøfs©ii), bolìwaà (bå1'⁄<a;ãx)˘
For emphasis, or for precision, we can have (j) = (,) (semi-constrictive) and, respectively, (ã) = (j). However, it is more important to notice that, in non-slow speech,
normally, /ijé, éji/ sequences are realized as (ié, éi): armià ('<aRmiãx, -mix), moi
(må'ji;, må'i;)˘
It may happen that in /éjé/ (éãé) sequences (with no /i/), it is not easy to perceive (ã) well, mainly when speaking quickly: bolìwaà (bå1'⁄<a;ãx, -a;ãx) (mostly in
protunes).
11.7. In Russian spelling, we also ﬁnd w˚ <˚ c (due to outdated graphic situations) even followed by e˚ à˚ ò˚ ù˚ i (and by ì˚ as well). But, in such cases, nowadays, those vowels correspond to /e, a, o, u, …/ (generally, ò is only used in dictionaries and teaching books): ceh ('q<™h), wòlk ('⁄jøÓk), parawùt (&pxRå'⁄jut),
cirk ('q<…Ík), <itì ('Á<…⁄), lo<ì ('ıjø⁄)˘
However, those consonantal elements may be followed by (j) (and, in spelling,
also ì occurs). (j) precedes vowels\ wìòt (⁄'jøt), wìù (⁄'ju;), lo<ìù ('ıjøÁ-ju)˘
In addition, the palatal approximant can also occur after (J), and it may also
have distinctive power: syrìò (s¢ç'jø;), pìù (p'ju;), dìàvol (Á'ja;vxÓ), vìùt (V'jut),
Ilìix (IL'jix)˘ (Àj, =j) can also be found, but indicated by + (although not systematically, as in s+ò<itìsà, put at the end of this section): s+ehatì (À'j™;hx⁄),
iz+àtì (I='jÅ⁄)˘
<e same happens for (Jj): xìà (x'ja;) (¬ xad ('xãat) and iqu (IqèqJu_). Let us also observe that (J) is a di‡erent case, since it is inserted after (x, q) in stressed syllables. Its di‡erence can also be noted because of its di‡erent syllabic structure).
˙ 11.6. (Modern) Neutral Russian: (semi)approximant consonants.
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Normally, (¬j, ~j) sequences are realized as (Lj, Nj) (although they may also remain
(¬j, ~j), which are su‚ciently di‡erent from plain (¬, ~)): lìòt (L'jøt) ‘he/she pores'
(¬ ('¬øt) either for lòd ‘ice', or lòt ‘ﬂight']˚ lìù (L'ju;), vranìò (vRåN'jø;), svinìà
(sViN'ja;) (¬ konà (kå'~a;)]˘
<ere are also cases where that (0) remains separated and una‡ected by (j) that
follows: ob+ehatì (åb'j™;hx⁄), s+ò<itìsà (s'jø;Á¢qx), dvuh+àrusnyj (d&vuh'ja;Rusn¢i), trans+evropejskij (t*RaûsjIvRå'pEis©ii), me<+àrusnyj (&m™Á'ja;Rusn¢i) (indicated by +, which can also occur between (S, Z) and (j), as shown by some examples
already seen). Notice that (*) is intermediate between (è) and (é), mostly used in lexical compounds.
In more general phonemic transcriptions, with /0j/ instead of /J/, it would be
necessary and su‚cient to add a hyphen in a phonemic transcription (as spelling
makes use of +), if a stress symbol is not present.
Lastly, in modern Russian, we also have (H, y) for the ‘/h/' phonostyleme in exclamations (and onomatopoeias): aga! (å'H<a;, å'y<a;) ‘/a'ha/'.
We have already seen the typical and characteristic semi-approximants (J, <, >)
(although not phonemic, ¬ § 10.4-6 and § 11.6).
Rhotics (˙ 11.7)
11.8. For this articulation manner, in Russian, we ﬁnd two taps: alveolar (R) and
prepalatal (ç) (with a single contact between the tongue and the alveoli or the
prepalate, respectively). For emphasis, or when speaking slowly and clearly, as in
teaching, it is possible to use trill variants, (r, D) (with two, or even three, quick
contacts).
Nevertheless, for a good pronunciation, they are not necessary. Instead, it is
more important to respect normal devoicing (¬ § 8.8-13): rad ('R<at), park ('p<aÍk),
Pòtr ('pøt5, 'pø;t”), ris ('çis), ràd ('çat), fonarì (få'n<aÌ), sentàbrì (Ài8'⁄abÌ, Ài8'⁄a;bh), vihrì ('Vih[, 'Vi;h·), obraz ('jøb-Rxs), adres ('<ad-çIs)˘
˙ 11.7. (Modern) Neutral Russian: consonants.
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Laterals (˙ 11.8)
11.9. Passing to the lateral articulation manner, we ﬁnd the typical (ı), velarized alveolar, which is alveolar with velar coarticulation, produced by raising the
tongue postdorsum.
Furthermore, (ı) becomes velarized dental, (Ï), by assimilation, in front of (t, d÷
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q÷ s, z): soldat (såÏ'd<at), ly<i ('ı<…;Á¢), slovo (s'ıjø;vx), dul ('djuÓ), igl ('igÓ,
'i;g®), smysl (s'm<…sñ, s'm<…;s%).
Certain speakers may use, in all contexts, (Ï) the velarized dental or dentialveolar phones, instead of an alveolar one), not only before dental articulations.
But we also have a prepalatal lateral, (¬), still independently from devoicing (¬
§ 12.8-13): lica ('¬i;qx), <alì ('Á<a1), tolìko ('tjø1kx), palìma ('p<a¬mx), rublì
('Rjub1, 'Rju;bˆ), myslì ('m<…ÀÑ, 'm<…;À∆), pol-litra (&pjøı'¬it-Rx) (here, lexical composition is stronger than phonemics, since l+l remain separated, (ı¬), instead of
amalgamating into (¬¬)).
Furthermore, there is a palatal taxophone, (L), which occurs before heterosyllabic (j): poxtalìon (épAxtàúèjon), lìùt (L'jut)˘
˙ 11.8. (Modern) Neutral Russian: consonants.
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12.
Neutral pronunciation:
structures
12.1. In this section, we will mainly deal with di‡erences between Russian
phonic structure and spelling. Inevitably, there are surprises, because pronunciation continually changes, while spelling remains unchanged, except for o‚cial reforms. In any case, reforms are always insu‚cient and partial, as those by Peter the
Great (1708-1710), the Academy of Sciences (1735, 1738, 1758), and Lenin (Lenin
('¬E;~In) 1917).
We will also deal with some di‡erent distributions of various phonemes, in the
formation of Russian words.
12.2. Normal phonic syllabication, in Russian (although not absolute), considers
even sequences of one (8) + (ù) (sonant, \ nasal, rhotic, or lateral) to be heterosyllabic, as we will certainly see. (Here, ‘ù' has nothing to do with cyrillic ‘I': I. It is
only the general symbol of sonant contoids.)
Obviously, in (8ù) Russian clusters, this also happens with ‘palatalized' consonants. <us, with (r, R; l, L) (beside with (m, M; n, N)), when they are preceded
by (8, 9) (either ‘normal' or ‘palatalized' consonants), provided they are simple:
paklà ('p<ak-¬x), utro ('jut-Rx), ohra ('jøh-Rx), tokmo (èt>ok-mà), vexno (èVEx-nA).
#th sonants, this heterosyllabic division takes place all the same, even when the
two semiapproximant contoids (<, >) are present. We have to use them for native
kinds of pronunciation before stressed vowels (although we did not do so for international pronunciation): kvadrat (kvåd'R<at), hlyst (hèl<yst), kaplun (kåp'ıjun),
lavrovyj (ıåvèRjø;v¢i).
However, we ﬁnd a more regular syllabication, if these sequences are preceded
by another consonant, as in avtostrada (&xf-tås-'tR<a;-dx), Aleksandra (éà-LIkès<a˙drA). #th other consonantal clusters, it is not so: Moskva (màskèva_).
<e palatalized sonant contoids (M, N, R, L) followed by (j) are also heterosyllabic: semìà (SiMèja_), vranìò (vràNèjo_, -¿èjo_), bulìon (buLèjon, buúèjon), zverìò (zViRèjo_). Otherwise, (j) and the other approximants, (J, <, >), are not separated from
the contoid that precedes them (except when ì is present, as we saw).
<is may not seem to be strange within words. But, perhaps, putting the stress
symbol between consonants, in word-initial position, at least, might seem strange: tri
(t'çi;), spor (s'pjøÍ), tvòrdyj (t'VøRd¢i), strah (s'tR<ah), splav (s'pı<af) – or (st'R<ah,
sp'ı<af), depending on actual contexts. However, if we consider carefully, not single
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words, but the sentences where they are, everything becomes logical (almost) spontaneously.
On the other hand, if we listen attentively, such syllabications are conﬁrmed, generally, in the most real accents (in spite of opposite phonemic opinions). <erefore:
cvetnoj splav (cVItèn>oisp 'ı<af), i kratkoe (&ik'R<atkxãI). Regarding graphic and
phonic geminates, we have, for instance: An-na, phonically ('<annx).
12.3. Russian has particular phoneme clusters, obviously, as for instance: vodka
('vjøtkx), gde (g'Á™;), svadìba (s'v<aÁbx), tkax (t'k<ax), obpaxkatì (åp'p<axkx⁄), ptica (p'⁄i;qx), pàtno (pIt'njø;), sputnik (s'pju+~Ik), petlà (pi+'¬a;, pIt-, 'pE+-¬x), podmòtka (påd'møtkx), stepì (À'⁄Ep), tknutì (tk'nju⁄), d<ut (d'Ájut), budka ('bjutkx),
Tverì (t'VEÌ÷ ⁄'V-), tlà (+'¬a;), dve (d'V™;÷ Á'V™;), dnà (_'~a;).
More examples: kverhu (k'V™Íhu), wkura (⁄'kju;Rx), klastì (k'ı<aÀ⁄), Kàhta
('©ªahtx), tkòt (t'©jøt), vskore (fs'kjø;çI), vtànutì (f⁄I'nu⁄), portfelì (&påÍt'FE1),
vvòl (V'VøÓ), vìòt (V'jøt), k ùgu ('©ju;gu, '´ju;-), kniga (k'~i;gx), vzglàd (vz'g¬at)˘
In traditional pronunciation, the palatalization of /k, g/ also includes examples
like the last two: kniga m(k'~i;gx) t(©'~i-), vzglàd m(vz'g¬at) t(-á¬at)˘
Further examples: srazu (s'R<a;zu), sprava (s'pR<a;vx), zavtra ('z<aftRx), zraxok
(zRå'xãøk), vsàkij (f'ÀÅ;©ii), s+el (À'j™Ó), vzàtì (vè=Å⁄), zlitìsà (='¬iqqx), sdelatì
(='Á™;ıx⁄), druzìà (dRu='ja;), wìù (⁄'ju;), otwagatì (&åt⁄å'g<a⁄), <datì (Á'd<a⁄), <dòt
(Á'Áøt), s<atì (Á'Á<a⁄).
More: tqetno (+'xã™tnx), hlòstxe (h'¬PÀCI), iz wòlka (I⁄'⁄jøÓkx), stihi (À⁄i'Hi;), hvost (h'vjøst), rascvet (Råsq'V™t), xlen (x'¬™n), kopxònyj (kåp'xãø;n¢i), xrezmerno (xçIz'm™Rnx), otxego (&å+xI'vjø;), tìma (⁄'m<a;)˘
Still further examples: mgla (m'gı<a;), mnoj (m'njøi), mladwij (m'ı<at⁄¢i),
mnenie (m'~E;~iãI), mqenie (≈'ëãE;~iãI), mramor (m'R<a;mxÍ), mxatìsà (≈'xãaqqx),
realizm (çIå'¬iz≈, çIå'¬i;zõ), diafragm (ÁIåf'R<ag≈, -'R<a;gõ), vedìm ('VEÁ≈, 'VE;Áõ), drahm (d'R<ah), d'R<a;hM), mesàc ('mE;ÀIq), vpràmì (fp'çÅm).
And: kaznì ('k<a=8, 'k<a;=«), pesnì ('pEÀ}, 'pE;À¯), lba (ı'b<a;), lgatì (ı'g<a⁄), igl
('igÓ, 'i;g®), ryhl ('R<…hñ, 'R<…;h%), blednyj (b'¬™dn¢i), wlàpa (⁄'¬a;px), rta (Í't<a;), r<i
(R'Á<…;), rvenie (R'VE;~iãI), negr ('~™gÍ, '~™;g“), vperòd (fpi'çøt), rìànostì (ç'ja;nxÀ⁄),
vnutrì (vènjut[, vènju;t·)˘
Let us end with: (fspıåk'nju⁄) vsplaknutì˘
12.4. Generally, in Russian (but not necessarily, as for instance in quick speech),
stops and stopstrictives in heterorganic sequences have audible solutions, (0$0),
while those in homorganic sequences have non-audible ones, (0æ0). Only here we
will use the adequate diacritics): korobka (kå'Rjøp$kx), ptica (p$'⁄i;qx), kupcu
(kup$'qju;), otpusk ('jøt$pusk), tkax (t$'k<ax), qòtka (ë'ëãøt$kx), otgadka (åd$'g<at$kx), svadìba (s'v<aÁ$bx), vsegda (fÀIg$'d<a;), gde (g$'Á™;), podmòtka (påd$'møt$kx),
zatmenie (zåt$'mE;~iãI), gibnutì ('áib$nu⁄), kniga (k$'~i;gx), sedìmoj (ÀiÁ$'mjøi),
dverì (d$'VEÌ, Á$'VEÌ)˚ kogda (kåg$'d<a;), tòk by ('⁄øg$b¢)˘
More: pàtno (pItæ'njø;), bednyj ('b™dæn¢i), vorotnik (&vxRå+æ'~Ik), petlà (pi+æ'¬a;, pItæ-, 'pE+æ¬x), futlàr (fu+æ'¬aÍ). And: obpaxkatì (åp'p<ax$kx⁄), ottuda (åt'tju;-
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dx), otca (åq'q<a;), ottànul (&å⁄⁄I'njuÓ), otsùda (å⁄'⁄u;dx) (also (åt'Àu;-), and (åt'su;-), too), otxego (&å+xI'vjø;) (phonemic geminates –and similar homorganic sequences– are realized as phonic geminates with a limited duration of the second
element: ((0æ0))).
12.5. In addition to /q, x/ (q, Q÷ x[ã], ‚), there are sequences like (ts, dz÷ t⁄, dÁ)
(but, generally, (ts, dz) become /q/ {(q) and (Q)}, except in composition, especially with preﬁxes): otsylaù (&åts¢'ı<a;ãu), podsluwal (påts'ıju;⁄xÓ), nadsmotr (nåts'mjøt5, -'mjø;t”), otzyv ('jød-z¢f), podzagolovok (&pxdzxgå'ıjø;vxk), nadzor (nåd'zjøÍ), otwelìnik (åt'⁄<™¬~Ik), obvetwalyj (&åbVIt'⁄<a;ı¢i), pod<igatì (&pxëÁ¢'g<a⁄),
tot <e ('tjøëÁ¢), d<ungli (ë'Áju˙g¬I).
More: gorodskoj (&gxRåq'kjøi, -ts'k-), sovetskij (så'V™q©ii, -ts©-), kupatìsà (ku'p<aqqx, -atsx), detstvo ('Á™qtvx, -tst-) (only in careful pronunciation, we can ﬁnd
the last variants shown, with (ts), mostly by graphic inﬂuence). Let us notice the
di‡erences between (V, VV, vj), in: vòl ('VøÓ), vvòl (V'VøÓ), v òlku (vèjøÓku, 'Vø-).
<is last one, (vj), can easily become (V) – but they may remain distinct, in careful speech, especially if (more) traditional.
12.6. Nowadays, by inﬂuence of basic forms with non-palatalizing ending, like
lampa ('ı<a≈px), bomba ('bjømbx), we also have lampe ('ı<a≈pI), bombe ('bjømbI). Traditional pronunciation had ('ı<a)pI, 'bjømbI).
In any case, usually, we have: imbirì (Im'biÌ), ambicià (åm'bi;q¢ãx)˘
12.7. Consonantic gemination is phonemic, even if limited and realized as simple
phonic lengthenings, in quicker pronunciation, unless it is felt to be important to
maintain a di‡erence (in the last two examples, (n) corresponds to nn): witì ('⁄<…⁄),
and switì (⁄'⁄<…⁄), or poder<annyj (på'Á™RÁxn¢i), and podder<annyj (påÁ'Á™RÁxn¢i)˘
Such a lengthening occurs only in word-initial position (even after a pause) or between vowels: v fevrale (F&FIv-Rå'¬™;), ssylatì (ss¢'ı<a⁄), iz<oga (IÁ'Ájø;gx), s<atì
(Á'Á<a⁄), <u<<atì (ÁuÁ'Á<a⁄), dannye ('d<ann¢i), ottepelì ('jø⁄⁄ipi1), zabudìte (zå'bju⁄⁄I), otdelìnyj (åÁ'ÁE¬n¢i), otdyh ('jødd¢h). Let us also notice mass ('m<as[s]ò).
For /q[q]/ (ë[ë]), we have: qit (ë'ëit), iqu (Ië'ëãu;), borq ('bjøÍë), tovariq (tå'v<a;çië[ë]). So: after a consonant, it is short; if ﬁnal after a vowel, it is also short (or slightly geminated).
Voicing degrees
12.8. As some examples have shown, the voiced diphonic consonantal phonemes
are replaced by the correspondent voiceless ones, before a pause, or before voiceless
consonants: drug (d'Rjuk), vodka ('vjøtkx), bez kolebanij (bIs&kx¬I'ba;~ii).
On the contrary, the voiceless phonemes are replaced by the correspondent
voiced ones (or by voiced phones˚ in case of /q, x/ (Q, X)), before a voiced diphon-
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ic consonant: anekdot (&å~IÒ'djøt), Afganistan (åv&gx~Is't<an), k domu (g'djø;mu), otec byl (å'⁄™Qb¢Ó)˘
However, v /v/ alone is not su‚cient to make a preceding voiceless consonant
to become voiced. In fact, it has to be followed by a voiced diphonic consonant
(like /z, d, g/ and palatalized variants): ot vzglàda (ådvèzg¬a;dx) (but ot vlasti (åt'vı<aÀ⁄I)]˚ k vdove (gvdå'V™;) (but k vnuku (kvènju;ku), k vam (k'v<a≈)]˘
<e only voiced consonants that occur before a pause, or before voiceless consonants, are the Russian sonants, (m, n, R, ı) and their palatalized versions, even if partially devoiced, unless they are preceded by voiceless consonants. In such cases, they
become completely devoiced; but only partially if they are intense, or ‘syllabic'): tam
('t<a≈), smotr (s'mjøt5, s'mjø;t”), temp ('t<™≈p), lìstitì (1'À⁄i⁄)˘
Let us insist that this devoicing is not complete –and it need not be– if the preceding consonant is voiced. <e important thing is that, before a pause, no kind
of (È) should be uttered. <us, phonation has to be stopped before the consonant
hold is completed.
Another –rather useful– expedient to indicate this fact could be to use the diacritic for ‘non-release' (æ), in order to avoid adding a non-phonemic vocoid, (È).
<is happens by actually stopping any articulation. But, among native speakers,
it is less frequent.
12.9. Even unstressed vowels (between voiceless consonants or between them and a
pause) can become devoiced, but less frequently than consonants, and mostly in quick
speech. <erefore, we will show them only here (and only with partial devoicing): vystavka ('v<…stáfkx, -txfká), potomu xto (pátå'mju⁄tá, &pxtå-), devuwek ('Á™;vu⁄¢k).
<is also happens for /i/ j in diphthongs, before a pause (even if preceded by a
voiced vowel, rather than a voiceless consonant). <e same is also true of vowels only
followed by voiceless consonants: zimnij ('=im~iî), xerep ('xãE;çÙp)˘ <is also happens
in stressed syllables (before a pause): muzej (mu'=Eî), tramvaj (tRåM'vaî).
12.10. Let us observe that voiced diphonic contoids –(b, B; d, D, $; G, g; v, V;
z, Z; Á)– become voiceless (even in consonant clusters), if followed by a pause: grob
(gèr>op), ostrov (è>ostrAf), plug (pèl>uk), mu< (èm>u⁄), moroz (màèr>os), mozg
(èm>osk), gvozdì (gèv>oS%), poezd (èp>oJIst).
<e same happens before voiceless contoids: robko (èr>opkA), lavka (èl<afkA),
nogti (èn>ok%I), redko (èRetkA), lo<ka (èl>o⁄kA), rezko (èReskA), prosìba (èpr>oZbA), otgonàtì (éàdgàèN°%), otdal (è>oddAl), tag<e (èt<agÁY), vokzal (vàgèz<aÓ).
Voiceless contoids remain voiceless before voiced sonants –(m, M; n, N; r, R; l, L)–
including (j, J) /j/, and before (v, V) (which behave as sonants, as if they were approximants, ‘(V, »)'): slava (sèl<a_vA), smena (sèMe_nA), svet (sèVet), kniga (kèNi_gA), s+estì
(sèjES%), kvas (kèv<as), pravo (pèr<a_vA).
12.11. In the combination of words, or of rhythm groups, the diphonic contoids which became voiceless, because word-ﬁnal, remain voiceless even before
voiced contoids: obed gotov (àèBet gàèt>of), stolb dyma (sèt>oÓp èd<y_mA).
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Generally, in such contexts (\ before other voiced diphonic contoids, occurring at the beginning of rhythm groups or of words with primary stress), the
voiced constrictives (z, Á) remain voiced: mu< doma (èm>uÁ èd>o_mA), obraz druga (èob-rAzd èru_gA).
Furthermore, all contoids occurring at the end of words or of rhythm groups
become voiceless before any voiceless contoid (not only before voiceless constrictives), but also before (v, V, j) and before vocoids, inside rhythm groups as well.
Examples: klub hudo<nikov (kèl>up huèd>oÁNIkAf), nad saboj (énAtsàèboi),
parohod «Moskva» (épAràèh>ot màskèva_), voz novostej (èv>os nAvàSè%Ei), betvì
eli (èVetF èjE_LI, èVE%F), parad vojsk (pàèrat èv>oisk), god uspehov (èg>ot usèPe_hAf).
On the contrary, inside words, before voiced contoids, including (v, V, j), voiced
contoids remain so: oblako (è>ob-lAkA), vodnyj (èv>odnYi), podval (pàdèv<aÓ),
ob+òm (àbèjom).
12.12. Instead, between words belonging to di‡erent rhythm groups, voiceless
contoids followed by voiced contoids remain voiceless (although voiceless constrictives may become half-voiced): kak dolgo (èk<ak èd>olgA), budet zavtra (èb>u_$It
èzaftrA), u vas byl (éuvàsèb<yÓ, -Ωèb-), vesì gorod (èVES èg>o_rAt).
Yet, often, in current non-slow pronunciation, we ﬁnd voicing assimilation within rhythm groups, as in: kak dolgo (kàgèd>olgA), budet zavtra (ébu$Idèz<aftrA), u
vas byl (éuvàzèb<yÓ), vesì gorod (ViZèg>o_rAt).
Russian grammemes (in particular prepositions), when they are in the same
rhythm group, have full assimilation of their ﬁnal element, like within a word: ot
goroda (àdèg>o_rAdA), ot sela (éàtSIèl<a_, éàT-), pod dubom (pàdèd>u_bAm), pod stolom
(épAtstàèl>om).
Prepositions ending in a voiceless constrictive (but represented by voiced grapheme) become voiced before voiced contoids, including (v, V, j); the same before
vocoids: ob ètom (àbè<e_tAm), pod lampoj (pàdèl<a≈pAi), nad vami (nàdèv<a_MI),
iz romana (éIzràèm<a_nA), iz àmy (IZèja_mY).
<e following prepositions are exceptionally pronounced voiceless, not only before voiceless contoids, but also voiced ones, including (v, V, j), the same also before
vocoids: bliz (béLis, bLIs, bLiS£9, bLiZ£9) (with a homorganic (£9) ), vokrug (vàkéruk-),
protiv (péro%If-), naprotiv (nàpéro%If-), skvozì (skévoS-), including the particles
vedì (Vi%-; èVE%-), u< (—u⁄-).
Examples: bliz reki (béLiSRièKi_), vokrug nego (vAkérukNIèv>o_), naprotiv ulicy (nàpéro%Ifè>u_LIcY), u< u dvora (éuwudvàèr<a_), xto-< negoduet xelovek (wèt>ow
NIgàèd>u_JIt éxIlàèVek), vedì à govoril ob ètom! (Vi%èja gAvàèRil àèb<e_tAm).
12.13. <e same as for bliz also happens with bez (éBes, Bes, BIs, -z, BiS£9,
BiZ£9), iz (éis, Is, -z, iS£9, iZ£9), xerez (éxERIs, -iS£9, -iZ£9), which have (Z, S) before
a homorganic initial soft consonant, (£9).
At the beginning of Russian words, it is possible to regularly ﬁnd clusters of
voiced contoids with (£z): znaxok (znàèxJok), zdorovìe (zdàèr>o_VjI), znaxenie
(znàèxJE_NiJI). <e same with other voiced contoids: vlastì (vèl<aS%), glàdetì (gLi-
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è$E%), dvor (dèv>or).
Voicing assimilation is also regular in clusters beginning with ‘voiceless graphemes': sdaxa (zèd<a_xA). <e same happens inside words: dol<nostì (èd>olWnAS%),
trudnyj (tèr>udnYi), kolhoznyj (kàlèh>oznYi).
Simpliﬁcations
12.14. Graphically geminate consonants (and q) are phonically short before pauses or consonants: gramm (g'R<a≈), vann ('v<an), d<inn (d'Á<yn), klass (k'ı<as), plaq
(p'ı<aë), programmnyj (pRåg'R<amn¢i), russkij ('Rjus©ii), gruppka (g'Rjupkx), moqnyj ('mjøën¢i)˘
In lexemes, graphically geminate consonants can be realized as slightly geminated contoids (00) (between vowels): assonans (&åsså'n<ans), vanna ('v<annx), kassa
('k<assx), tonna ('tjønnx)˘
More often, however, graphically geminate consonants are pronounced short:
attestat (&å⁄Is't<at), ballon (bå'ıjøn), bassejn (bå'ÀEin), grammatika (gRå'm<a;⁄Ikx), dressirovka (d&çiÀI'Rjøfkx), illùzià (I'¬¯;=iãx), kollektiv (&kx¬Ik'⁄if), millimetr (&mi¬i'm™t5, -'m™;t”), okkupacià (&åku'p<a;q¢ãx), parallelì (&pxRå'¬E1), perron
(pI'Rjøn), re<issòr (&çIÁ¢'ÀøÍ), tennis ('t<™;~Is), territorià (&⁄içI'tjø;çiãx), trollejbus (tRå'¬Eibus), èssencià (I'À™nq¢ãx), èffekt (I'F™kt)˘
12.15. In half-quick speech˚ unstressed syllables are reduced (in particular non-initial pre-stressed and non-ﬁnal post-stressed ones), especially in contact with (r,
R, l, L): pomolodel (px&mxıå'Á™Ó, &pxm®å-, &pxmıå-), molodo<òny (mx&ıxdå'Ájø;n¢,
&mx®då-, &mxıdå-), pohoronitì (px&hxRå'~i⁄, &pxh“å-, &pxhRå-), karaulitì (&kxRå'ju;¬i⁄, &k“x'j-, kRx'j-), karantin (&kxRå8'⁄in, &k“å8-, kRå8-), parikmaher (&pxçIk'm<a;HIÍ,
&phIk-, pçIk-), tarakan (&txRå'k<an, &t“å-, tRå-), molokosos (mx&ıxkå'sjøs, &mx®kå-, &mxÓkå-), golosovatì (gx&ıxså'v<a⁄, &gx®så-, &gxÓså-), parawùtist (px&Rx⁄u'⁄ist, &px”⁄u-,
&pxÍ⁄u-), belesovatyj (bi&¬Iså'v<a;t¢i, &biˆså-, &bi1så-).
Others: moloko (&mxıå'kjø;, mıå'-), horowo (&hxRå'⁄jø;, hRå'-), dorogovatyj (dx&Rxgå'v<a;t¢i, &dx“gå-, &dxRgå-), zelenovatyj (=i&¬Inå'v<a;t¢i, &=iˆnå-, &=i¬nå-), peredovoj
(pi&çIdå'vjøi, &pihdå-, &piçdå-), perevernutì (pi&çiVIR'nju⁄, &pihVIR-, &piçVIR-), administrativnyj (&ådmi&~IstRå'⁄ivn¢i, -«s-, -8s-), iniciativa (I&~Iq¢å'⁄i;vx, &Ióq¢å-, &Inq¢å-),
inicial (I&~Iq¢'<aÓ, &Ióq¢-, &Inq¢-).
More: qikolotka (ë'ëi;kxıxtkx, -x®tkx, -xÓtkx), sudoroga ('sju;dx&Rxgx, -dx“gx,
-dxRgx), pritoloka (p'çi;tx&ıxkx, -tx®kx, -txÓkx), <avoronok ('Á<a;vx&Rxnxk, -vx“nxk,
-vxRnxk), holodno ('hjø;ıxdnx, -ø®dnx, -øıdnx), sdelala (z'Á™;ıxıx, -™®ıx, -™ııx,
-™®x, ='Á-), obàzatelìstvo (&åbI'z<a;⁄i1stvx, -⁄Istvx, -⁄ˆstvx, -⁄#tvx, -a⁄stvx), dostatoxno (dås't<a;txxnx, -'t<atxnx, -'t<axxnx), minutoxka (mI'nju;txxkx, -'njutxkx,
-'njuxkx), novogo ('n>ø;vxvx, -vc vx, -v vx), vsovyvatì (f'sjø;v¢vx⁄, -vc vx⁄, -v vx⁄),
sxastlivogo (ëëis'¬i;vxvx, -ivc vx, -iv vx÷ -À'¬-), naklòvyvatìsà (nxk'¬ø;v¢&vxqqx, -øvc vx-,
-øvvx-), zawpaklòvyvatì (&zx⁄påk'¬ø;v¢vx⁄, -vc vx⁄, -v vx⁄), carstvovatì ('q<aÍstvxvx⁄,
-tvc vx⁄, -tvx⁄).

12. Neutral pronunciation: structures
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12.16. Forming words and phrases, with preﬁxes and prepositions, we ﬁnd several vowel clusters, which are rather exceptional in Russian. Being mainly pre-stress
positions, reductions are frequent: po-anglijski (påå˙g'¬iis©i, på˙g-, pång-), zaaletì (zåå'¬E⁄, zå'-), na okne (nååk'~™;, nåk'-), voobqe (vååp'ë™;, våp'-), sootvetstvovatì (sååt'V™qtvxvx⁄, såt'-, -tvcvx⁄, -tvx⁄), na odnoj (nååd'njøi, nåd'-), zaostritì
(zåås'tçi⁄, zås'-), sootnositì (&sååtnå'Ài⁄, &såt-, &sxt-), soobra<enie (&sååb-Rå'Á<™;~iãI,
&såb-, &sxb-), vooduwevlenie (våå&du⁄¢vè¬E;~iãI, vå-, vx-).
Besides: violonxelì (&VIxıå~'xãE1, &VIıå~-), specialìnyj (s&pIq¢'<a¬n¢i, -'q<a¬-),
socializm (&sxq¢å'¬iz≈, -qå-, -;zõ), neodnokratnyj (&~Iådnåk'R<atn¢i, &~Ixd-, &~Id-),
neobyknovennyj (~Iå&b¢knå'V™nn¢i, ~iI&-, ~I&-), neizvestno (&~iãIz'V™snx, ~Iz'-), na
ugolok (&nåugå'ıjøk, &nxu-, &nu-), po ugovoru (&påugå'vjø;Ru, &pxu-, &pu-), u advokata (&uådvå'ka;tx, &uxd-, &ud-), u ogoroda (&uågå'Rjø;dx, &uxg-, &ug-), po imenam (&påImI'n<a≈, &pxIm-, &p¢Im-, &p¢m-).
12.17. Some personal pronouns have reduced form: tebà (⁄i'ba;, ⁄i'ja;, ⁄i&a, ⁄å, ⁄x),
tebe (⁄i'b™;, ⁄i'j™;, ⁄i&™, ⁄I), vas ('v<as, &vas, vås, vxs), vam ('v<a≈, &va≈, vå≈, vx≈), à
tebe dam ('jÅ ⁄i&b™'d<a≈, 'jÅ ⁄I'd<a≈), à vam dam ('ja &vam'd<a≈, 'ja vxm'd<a≈).
Certain numerals also have reduced forms (we only provide their models, which
are also ﬁt for other similar ones): desàti (&ÁiÀi'⁄i;, ÁiÀ'⁄i;), odinnadcatì (å'Ái;nxtqx⁄, -nxqx⁄, -nqx⁄), odinnadcatyj (å'Ái;nxt&qxt¢i, -nx&qxt¢i, -nqxt¢i, -nxqt¢i),
dvadcatì (d'v<atqx⁄, d'v<a;qx⁄, d'v<aq$⁄), dvadcati (d&v<atq¢'⁄i;, d&v<aq¢'⁄i;, dvat$'⁄i;, dvåt'⁄i;).
More: pàtìdesàt (&piÁÁi'Àat, &piÁi'-, &piãi'-, pii'-), pàtidesàti (pi'⁄i;Ái&Ài⁄I, -'⁄i;ÁiÀ⁄I, -'⁄i;ãiÀ⁄I, -'⁄i;iÀ⁄I), westìdesàt (&⁄¢=Ái'Àat, &⁄¢=ãi'-, ⁄¢i'-), westidesàti (⁄¢À'⁄i;Ái&Ài⁄I, -'⁄i;ÁiÀ⁄I, -'⁄i;ãiÀ⁄I, -'⁄i;iÀ⁄I), semìdesàt ('ÀEmÁiÀxt, 'ÀE)Àxt), semidesàti
(Ài'mi;Ái&Ài⁄I, -'mi;ÁiÀ⁄I, -'mi;ãiÀ⁄I, -'mi;iÀ⁄I), vosemìdesàt ('vjø;Àim&ÁiÀxt, 'vjø;Ài)Àxt, 'vjø;ãi)Àxt, 'vjø;i)Àxt, 'vjøi)Àxt), vosìmidesàti (våÀ'mi;Ái&Ài⁄I, -'mi;ÁiÀ⁄I, -'mi;ãiÀ⁄I, -'mi;iÀ⁄I, -'miiÀ⁄I).
12.18. Usually, Russian names and patronymic undergo reductions which depend
on usage and currency, more than on particular phonemic rules: Osipovix ('jø;ÀI&pxVix, -Àipix, -ÀIp¢x, -øÀpVix, -øÀp¢x, -øÀpx), Borisovix (bå'çi;sxVix, -'çiÀVix, -'çi;Àix,
-'çi;s¢x, -'çiëx, -'çiëx, -'çië), Pavlovix ('p<avıxVix, 'p<a;v®Vix, -av¬ix, -avı¢x, -a;¬ix, -a;ı¢x,
-a1x, -aÓx), Aleksandrovix (&å¬Ik's<a˙dRxVix, -a˙d“Vix, -a˙dVix, -a˙dçix, -a˙dR¢x,
-a;~ix, -a;n¢x, &å¬Ik's<a~x, ¬Ik's<a~x, k's<a~x).
Also: Vladimirovna (vıå'Ái;mI&Rxvnx, -mIRvnx, -mIRxnx, -mIRnx), Fòdorovna
('Fø;dx&Rxvnx, -dx&Rxnx, -dRvc nx, -dxRnx, -d“nx), Borisovna (bå'çi;sxvnx, -'çisnx), Korneevna (kåR'~E;ãIvnx, -'~E;Ivnx, -'~™vnx), Fadeevna (få'ÁE;ãIvnx, -'ÁE;Ivnx, -'Á™vnx),
Porfirìievna (påÍ'FiçjIvnx, -'Fi;çIvnx, -'Fi;çInx, -'Fiçnx), Savelìevna (så'VEL-ãIvnx, -'VE¬jIvnx, -'VE;¬Ivnx, -'VE;¬Inx, -'VE¬nx)˘
And: Anna Mihajlovna ('<annx mI'h<aiıxvnx, -ıvc nx, -ıxnx, -ınx), Aleksandr Aleksandrovix (&å¬I´'s<a˙d Rå¬I´'s<a˙dRxVix, &å¬I´'s<a˙d Rå¬I´'s<a˙dR¢x, ¬I´'s<a˙d Rå¬I´'s<a˙dR¢x, ¬I´'s<a˙d Rå¬I´'s<a~x, ¬I´'s<aN ¬I´'s<a~x, ¬I´'s<aû 's<a~x, 's<aû 's<a~x), Konstantin Isaakovix (&kxnstå8'⁄i n¢så'<a;kxVix, -'⁄i nI-, &kxûs'⁄i ~I's<akx), Pavel Iva-
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novix ('p<a;VI ı¢'v<a;nxVix, -Vi lI-, -Vi ¬i-, -v<a~x, 'p<aı 'v<a~x) (notice carefully their
transitional articulatory compromises).
12.19. Currently (\ not in slow and precise speech, but quicker and colloquial),
/’ji/ –e˚ à– is reduced to /’i/: emu (jI'mju;, I-), e<i (jI'Á<…;, I-), àvlàtìsà (jIvè¬aqqx,
Ivè¬aqqx, Ivè¬aq[q]x), neestestvenno. (&~iãiÀ'⁄™stVInnx, ~ii'⁄™sVInx÷ -'⁄EÀ⁄V-)
Generally, /ijé/ = ‘/ié/' (¬ § 11.6): vitià (Vi'⁄i;ãx, -'⁄i;x, -'⁄ix), armià ('<aRmiãx,
-mix, -mIx), priùtitìsà (&pçiã¯'⁄iqqx, &pçi¯-), priàtnee (pçi'jÅ+~iãI, pçi'Å+~iI), <itie (&Á¢⁄i'j™;, -⁄i'™;), bytiù (&b¢⁄i'ju;, &b¢⁄i'u;)˘
Furthermore, still currently, we have (9’jI) = (’9jI, ’9I) and (ii’0é) = (i’0é) (although considered rather uneducated): perìevoj (&piç-jI'vjøi, &piçI'vjøi), byxaxìih
(b¢'xãÅx-jIh, -Å;xIh), kaznìù ('k<a=N-ju, 'k<a=~-ju, 'k<a=Nu, 'k<a=~u), lùbovìù (¬u'bjøV-ju, -'bjø;Vu), wvejcar (⁄Vii'q<aÍ, ⁄Vi'-, ⁄VI'-), dejstvitelìno (Áiist'Vi;⁄i¬nx,
ÁIst-÷ ÁiiÀ⁄-÷ ÁiÀ⁄-).
For prepositions + /’jé/, we also have /’`é/: v ego dome (vjI'vjø 'djø;mI, v¢'vjø),
s àponcami (sjI'pjønqxmI, s¢'pjøn-). However, by now, pronunciations like the
following are rather widespread: (VI'vjø 'djø;mI, ÀI'pjøûqxmI), even: k ùgu ('©ju;gu), instead of t('´ju;gu). Also notice nixego (éNixIèv>o_, -Iè>o_, -Ièo_).
12.20. In traditional pronunciation˚ /ò’i/ >i-≥ preceded, in sentences, by a consonant (di‡erent from /x, q, J/ x˚ q˚ tì…), becomes /…/ (less systematically with /k,
g, x/, so we also ﬁnd (´, Ò, ?) (prevelar) + (i, ’I)). However, in modern pronunciation, we have /i/, with (©, á, H) (palatal) + (i, ’I)).
<us: smeh i gore n(s'meH I'gjø;çI) t(À'm™h …'gjø;ç‘, i-), k Igorù n('©i;gxçu) t('k<…-,
'´ji;-), dym idòt n('d<…mI 'Áøt) t(-m…), ot Ivlieva n(å'tjiv¬i&ãIvx) t(a't<…v-), kot i povar n('kjøtI 'pjø;vxÍ) t(-t…), on izdoh by n(&jønIz'djøyb¢) t(&jøn…z-), s Ivanom n(ÀI'v<a;nx≈) t(s…-), k Ivanu n(©I'v<a;nu) t(k…-, ´i-), tovariq Ivan n(tå'v<a;çië ëI'v<an) t(-ë x…-).
Traditionally, Italià, \ Italia ‘Italy' is realized likewise, so that, also for Alitalia (\ Ali ‘Wings' + Italia]˚ we have: t(-ı¢-, -ıI-) rather than n(-¬I-).
Still in traditional pronunciation, also /ò’i/ (I) è- preceded, in sentences, by a consonant (di‡erent from /x, q, J/ x˚ q˚ tì…), becomes /’…/ (¢).
However, in (modern) neutral pronunciation, we decidedly have only /’i/ (I)
(and, mainly in mediatic pronunciation, /’y/ (¢)), both in absolute initial position,
and with a preceding word-ﬁnal consonant, (0ò): ot èlevatora n(å&⁄i¬I'v<a;txRx,
å&tI-) t(&åt¢¬i'-, &åtI¬Ù'-) m(&åt¢¬i'-)˘
Respectively, in absolute initial position, we ﬁnd: èlevator n(&I¬I'v<a;txÍ) t(&¢¬i'-, &¢¬Ù'-)
m(&¢¬I'-), èpoha n(I'pjø;hx) t(i-) m(…-)˘
For the non-autochthonous éjzenwtejn, we have: (&Ii=In⁄è
+ t<™in, &¢i-); and s éjzenwtejnom (&s¢i=In⁄è
+ t<™inx≈, &Àii=-)˘

14.
Comparisons between
pronunciations:
neutral and traditional
14.0. <is chapter helps to know and recognize the peculiar di‡erences between
(modern) neutral pronunciation and traditional (neutral). Obviously, we do not
pretend that people actively learn these peculiarities, but that they may be able to
recognize and classify them, when they happen to hear them from native speakers.
Besides, not to complicate too much the text and its reading, we do not always
provide examples for all the versions that we are dealing with. <e readers will certainly be able to complete the task.
<ere is an undeniably poor general knowledge about Russian pronunciation,
both among native speakers and foreigners, although we are referring mainly to
‘experts'. Furthermore, there are both di‡erent methods for describing, transcribing, and evaluating, and di‡erent applications and criteria.
As we have already told in advance, even o‚cial ‘model' speakers (also broadcasting company members), oscillate between more or less neutral or traditional
(and mediatic) pronunciations. Probably, this also depends on lack of speciﬁc information, for convenient comparisons and choices, also considering the kind of
‘transcription' we ﬁnd in (even o‚cial and ‘scientiﬁc') handbooks and dictionaries
(\ a simple and banal graphemic ‘respelling' – in a word, ‘Soviet graphonics').
However, what we have described (in Ã 10-13) is legitimately (modern) neutral Russian pronunciation, which is more and more establishing and spreading.
In fact, it is also less distant from spelling.
We are going to report the di‡erences which are more typical of traditional pronunciation, in accordance with the ‘old Moscow pronunciation'. <at was acquired
orally, including its ‘strange' exceptions, which made it di‡erent –in some respects– from that of Saint Petersburg, which is generally closer to spelling, but not
in a banal and slavish way.
14.1. <e peculiarities of traditional pronunciation concern mainly its vowels,
and to a lesser degree consonants and intonation (as we will indicate). On the other hand, the peculiarities of mediatic pronunciation turn out to regard the consonants, in addition to vowels and intonation.
As far as consonants are concerned, we will use their orograms, in order to highlight articulatory di‡erences, guiding us with di‡erent symbols.Since there are fewer consonantal di‡erences, in comparison with (modern) neutral pronunciation,
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let us have a look ˙ 14.1, where we compare the realizations of the phonemes /w,
W; l/ (adding the orograms of (q, Q; x, X), postalveopalatal).
˙ 14.1. Traditional (Neutral) Russian: comparisons between similar contoids.

+
.÷

ëò

Sq

ı

+
//\

C‚

Cc

l/Ï

In fact, in traditional pronunciation, instead of (⁄, Á; l), more often we have (S,
q; l) (even if alternating with the others). <e main di‡erence, as can be seen from
the orograms, is that instead of a velarized apico-postalveolar diphonic pair (⁄, Á)
(with lip-rounding), we have the velarized lamino-postalveolar pair (S, q) (with lip-protrusion).
In addition, instead of a velarized alveolar (l), more often we ﬁnd the uvularized
alveolar (l) (which we show by means of this symbol, more immediately distinguishable from a more legitimate (Ï), with a reversed diacritic, more appropriate
when in correlation with other uvularized contoids, as in Arabic).
<e contoids (S, q; l) require a stronger articulatory e‡ort, and auditorily they
sound a little darker than (⁄, Á; l). Examples: witì (èS<y%), walì ('S<°L), piwu (PièS>u_), lo< (èl>oS), wìòt (SèjØt), switì (SèS<y%), westì ('S<eS%), Sawa ('s<a_Sà), mywì
('m<…S), <itì (èq<y%), <ar ('q<aÍ), ho<u (haèq>u_), ko<a ('k>o_qå), gara< (ga'r<aS)
‘garage', v gara<e (v&gAra'q<e_), <dòt (qè$Øt), s<atì (qèq°%).
Besides, in traditional pronunciation, for the phoneme /q/, we generally ﬁnd the
sequence /qx/ (qxJ=, qx=, qx£) (see ˙ 14.1): qeka t(ëxi'k<a;) n(ëëI-), qit (qèxJit, qèxit), iqu (iqèxJU_, iqèxU_), sxastìe (ë'ëãÅÀ⁄jÉ), perepisxik (&piçi'piëëIk) (the su‚x -xik is not
considered to imply a separation), borq (èb>orqx), tovariq (taèv<°_Riqx). In general, in Moscow, the realization (ëë) has always prevailed, which is more agile and
convenient also in modern neutral pronunciation (against the use found in Saint
Petersburg, with /qx/, ¬ § 16.4).
14.2. However, in neutral pronunciation, we also have (ëx) /qx/, when a clear
morphemic boundary is present, which is also shown in its spelling, with sx˚ zx˚
wx˚ <x˚ stx˚ zdx, never q: s xem (ë'xã™≈), iz xego (&IëxI'vjø;)˘ We have /qq/ or /qx/:
vesnuwxatyj (VIs'njuëëIt¢i, -ëx-), borozdxatyj (bå'RjøëëIt¢i, -ëx-).
But, between a lexeme and a su‚x, we generally have (ëë) /qq/: izvozxik (Iz'vjøëëIk), perebe<xik (&piçi'bEëëIk), <òstxe ('ÁjøëëI)˘ Between a preﬁx and a lexeme,
(ëx) /qx/ is more frequent: besxelovexnyj (bië&xIıå'VExn¢i), isxertitì (&IëxIÍ'⁄i⁄),
rasxihatìsà (&RxëxI'haqqx).
In words used more frequently, and in those with preﬁx that is no longer felt to
be separate, usually we have (ëë) /qq/: rasxòska (Råë'ëãøskx), sxastìe (ë'ëãÅÀ⁄jI), sxòt
(ë'ëãøt), isxez (Ië'ëã™s)˘
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<e phoneme /QQ/ (òò) is more typical of traditional pronunciation than of the
neutral one. <is phoneme occurs in few words, and only inside a lexeme): <<òt
t(ò'òãÖt) n(Á'Ájøt), ez<u t('jEòò¨) n('j™ÁÁu), uez<atì t(&¨ãiò'òãÄ⁄) n(&uãIÁ'Á<a⁄), poz<e
t('pjÖòòÉ) n('pjøÁÁ¢).
For the derivatives of do<dì t('djÖëx) n('djøë, 'djø⁄⁄)˚ we have: do<dik t('djÖòòIk) n('djøÁÁIk), do<di t(dÅò'òi;) n(dåÁ'Ái;), do<dòm t(dÅò'òãÖ≈) n(dåÁ'Áø≈)˘
14.3. Let us pass, now, to ˙ 14.2-3, with the vocograms of traditional pronunciation, which have to be carefully compared with ˙ 5.8.3 (international pronunciation), ˙ 5,8,4 (native-like international) and Ã 10.1 (neutral).
We can immediately notice (as some transcribed examples have already shown)
that, in ‘interpalatal' contexts, traditional pronunciation has some clearly fronter and
closer vocalic articulations (¬ ˙ 14.2, even if their symbols (i, E) are the same, but
they stand for (iï, Eï)): bitì ('bi⁄)˚ elì ('jE1), pàtì ('pÄ⁄), tòtà ('⁄+;⁄x), lùdi ('¬%;ÁI), tùfàk (⁄T'FÅk)˘
Traditional pronunciation presents –although no longer systematically– the
phenomenon called ekan'e ((èje_kANI) ekanìe), which has the double phonemic sequence t/je, 9e/, also with unstressed taxophones, that do not become /’i/: t(èje, è9e,
è9E9, 9Èè, '9È9, '9™). For instance: lesa t(LÈès<a_) ‘sca‡old' (¬ lisa t(Liès<a_) ‘fox'), predatì t(pRÈèd<°%) ‘to betray' (¬ pridatì t(pRièd<°%) ‘to add'), xastota t(éx™staèt<a_) ‘frequency' (¬ xistota t(éxIstaèt<a_) ‘cleanness').
˙ 14.2. Traditional (Neutral) Russian: vowels.

f

/™/ ('™, "™Ä, 'JeJ, 'J™0,
'0™J, '0™0)
/«/ (Ù', É8, ’JÙJ, ’JÉ0)

/u/ ('u, u', 'J%J, 'J¯0, '0¯J,
’U, ’JTJ, ’0¨J, ’J¨0)

/ø/ ('ø, "ø∏, ’ø,
'J+J, '0ÖJ, 'JÖ0)

/…/ ('…, …', ±’¢,
ÈÚ[Ú]'˚ '[Ú]Ú‘, ’‘ò)
/a/ ('a, a', ò’a, è9a¬, ’x, ’åò,
'JÄJ, 'JÅ0, '0ÅJ÷ 0Å'J÷
"JÉÉJ, "J°É0, "0aàJ)
f
f

/i/ ('i, i', ’I, ’JiJ), /éi/ (éi)
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˙ 14.3. Traditional (Neutral) Russian: diphthongs.
/ii/ ('ii, ii', ’iò, ±’iiò)

/™i/ ('JeiJ, ò'[0]™i, ’JÙi)

/ui/ ('¯i, 'J%i, ’¨i, ’JTi)

/øi/ ('Öi, 'J+i)

/…i/ ('…i, …i', ’…ò, ±’¢iò, ’Èiò, ≠’‘iò)

/ai/ ('JÄiJ, 'JÅi0, '0ÅiJ, 0Åi', ’0xi)

Furthermore: ekanìe t(èje_kAN™), kladej t(kèl°_$Èi), speloe t(sèPe_lAJ™) (but not
for -aà: staraà t(sèt<a_rAJà)), nesu t(NÈès>u_), semena t(éSÈMÈèn<a_), àzyk t(jÈèz<yk), pàtak t(PÈèt<ak), pàti t(PÈè%i_), xasy t(xÈès<y_), ploqadì t(pèlØqqi%).
Let us also observe: segodnà n(ÀI'vjød~x) t(Ài'vjÖ_~É) and a di‡erent treatment
in segodnà vexerom n(ÀI'vjød~x 'VE_x™rA≈) t(Ài'vjÖ_~Ù 'VE_x™rA≈).
14.4. Here are some examples with the ending -e: pole n('pjø;¬I) t(-Ö;¬É), more
n('mjø;çI) t(-Ö;çÉ), vexe n('VE;xI) t(-xÉ), <iliqe n(Á¢'¬iëëI) t(q…'¬iëxÉ), zdanie
n(z'd<a;~iãI) t(z'd<Å;~iãÉ); sinego n('Ài;~Ivx) t(-~Évå), sinemu n('Ài;~Imu) t(-~ÉmU), v
sinem n(f'Ài;~I≈) t(-~É≈); zloe n(z'ljø;ãI) t(-Ö;ãÉ) (¬ zloj n(z'ljøi) t(-Öi)), zlye
n(z'ı<…;ãI) t(z'l<…;ãÉ), takoe n(tå'kjø;ãI) t(ta'kjÖ;ãÉ), takie n(tå'©i;ãI) t(ta'©i;ãÉ),
lebà<ìe n(¬i'ba;ÁjI) t(-'bÅ;qjÉ), volxìe n('vjøÓxjI) t(-«xjÉ); dvoe n(d'vjø;ãI) t(-Ö;ãÉ),
troe n(t'Rjø;ãI) t(-Ö;ãÉ); smelee n(smi'¬E;ãI) t(Àmi'¬E;ãÉ), vernee n(VIR'~E;ãI) t(ViR'~E;ãÉ).
Also with -em, -ev, -es: uxitelem n(u'xi;⁄i¬I≈) t(¯'xi;⁄i¬É≈), plaxem n(p'ı<a;xI≈)
t(p'lÅ;CÉ≈), <iliqem n(Á¢'¬iëëI≈) t(q…'¬iëxÉ≈), medvedem n(mId'VE;ÁI≈) t(miÁ'VE;ÁÉ≈), bratìev n(b'R<a;⁄jIf) t(b'R<Å;⁄jÉf), wilìev n('⁄<…L-jIf) t('S<…L-jÉf), vynes t('v<…;~És) n(-~Is). And with -àmi/-ami: kaplàmi n('k<ap-¬imI) t(-¬ÉmI), medvedàmi n(mId'VE;ÁimI) t(mid'VE;ÁÙmI)˚ tuxami n('tju;ximI) t('tj¯CÉmI), roqami n('RjøëëimI)
t(-ÖëëÉmI).
Obviously, by considering modern neutral pronunciation and spelling, when
listening to speakers who use the vocoid (™£), it could seem to be logical to assign
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it to /’i/. But, now, we know well what it is about.
More than a few examples have already shown that if stressed /a, o, u/ are preceded or followed by a palatalizing phone (instead of being both preceded and followed by palatalizing phones), they have intermediate realizations between the interpalatal ones, (èÉ, è∏, èî), and the non-interpalatal, (èa, èo, èu), \ (è°, èØ, èU): vàs (èV°s),
<alì (èq<°1), ò< (èjØS), vonì (èv>Ø8), lùk (èLUk), gusì (èg>US).
Besides, notice that for /'u/ (contrary to neutral use, which has only two high vocoids, (u, U), even in unstressed syllable) there are three di‡erent timbres ('8í8,
'8ﬂ9, '9ﬂ8, '9Õ9) (in pretonic syllables, it has high taxophones, as in unstressed syllables): ugolok (éígaèl>ok), pobesedujte (épABièSedﬂi%™), derevnù ($ièREVNﬂ), slùdànoj (SéLÕ$ièn>oi), ruka (ruèk<a_), sùda (SUèd<a_), xutìò (xîè%Ø_).
Let us only add that /e/, in non-interpalatal contexts, is realized in the lower
and backer part in its box in the vocogram, (e/): èra (è<e_rà), bè (èb<e_).
14.5. ˙ 14.2 shows that for unrounded high pretonic /i, …/, traditional pronunciation has a closer realization than the modern one. Rounded /u/ is opener,
in all unstressed positions, except –again– in the pretonic one (¬ ˙ 14.2): /i', …', u'/
t(i', …', u') n(I', ¢', u'): abrikos t(&åbçi'kjøs) n(-I-), byki t(b…'©i;) n(b¢-), u<e t(u'q<™;)
n(u'Á<™;). Pretonic /a'/ is t(a') n(å'): ugolok t(&Uga'ljøk) n(&ugå'ı-).
We have already seen, and with examples, that traditional pronunciation also has,
more typically, ‘/e'/' (Ù') for pretonic e, à (including xa˚ qa, but not for i, which has
/i'/ (iï')). In neutral pronunciation, they all have /i'/ (I', i'J)): delitì t(ÁÙ'¬i⁄) n(Ái'¬i⁄),
nesti t(~ÙÀ'⁄i;) n(~iÀ'⁄i;), tràsti t(tçÙÀ'⁄i;) n(tçiÀ'⁄i;), xasy t(xÙ's<…;) n(xI's<…;).
Let us reconsider, then, lisa t(¬i's<a;) n(¬I's<a;) and lesa t(¬Ù's<a;) n(¬I's<a;)˘ In the
context /J!'/, only one other (modern) neutral phoneme occurs, /u/ (u, ¯): sùda
t(À¯'d<a;) n(Àu'd<a;), lùbitì t(¬%'bi⁄) n(¬¯'bi⁄)˘
In traditional pronunciation, for ’eò, after /w, W; c/, we ﬁnd /’…ò/ t(‘ò): luxwe
n('ıjut⁄¢) t('l>utS‘)˚ hu<e n('hju;Á¢) t(-q‘)˚ solnce n('s>onc¢) t(-q‘).
14.6. Adjectives ending in -kij, -gij, -hij, in traditional pronunciation have
/…i/ (¢i), but also (‘i) (usually rendered with ‘/Èj/', as if it were /’ai/ (xi), although it
is slightly di‡erent, ¬ ˙ 8.1). <ey are preceded by (k, g, h), instead of the neutral
realization with /ii/ (©ii, áii, Hii) (according to spelling): zvonkij t(z'vjø~k¢i, -k‘i,
-∫k-) n(-˚©ii, -8©ii), strogij t(s'tRjø;g¢i, -g‘i) n(-áii), tihij t('⁄i;h¢i, -h‘i) n(-Hii)˘
Nowadays, such traditional pronunciation sounds non-neutral, or lofty and
outdated. <e verbs in -ivatì also have this treatment: pomalkivatì t(pa'm<a«k¢vx⁄) n(på'm<aÓ©Ivx⁄), natàgivatì t(nÅ'⁄Å;g¢vx⁄) n(nå'⁄Å;áIvx⁄), pomahivatì t(pa'm<a;h¢vx⁄) n(på'm<a;HIvx⁄)˘
For unstressed endings with -Vj, neutral pronunciation has -ij /ii/ (ii), -ej /ii/
(ii), -yj /…i/ (¢i), -oj /ai/ (xi). Traditional pronunciation has ‘/Ei/' (Ùi) for -ej, and
‘/Èi/' (±¢i, Èi, ≠‘i) for -yj, often described as neutralization of both the ﬁrst two
(and in modern neutral pronunciation it is like that, /ii/ (ii)) and of the second
two (but, we have: n(¢i) t (±¢i, Èi, ≠‘i) V n:t(xi)): sinij ('Ài;~ii), ulej n('ju;¬ii) t('j¯;¬Ùi), trudnyj n(t'Rjudn¢i) t(±-¢i, -Èi, ≠-n‘i), trudnoj (t'Rjudnxi)˘
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Neutral pronunciation, for pretonic wa, <a, ca (in case, also with o), has /0a'/
(0å'), while traditional pronunciation has /0…'/ (0…') (which is nowadays old-fashioned): wagi n(⁄å'ái;) t(S…-), <ara n(Áå'R<a;) t(q…-), dvadcati n(d&vxqqå'⁄i;) t(-qq…'⁄i;)˘
However, some words are still frequently pronounced with a kind of traditional
pronunciation even by tendentially modern speakers: <ak£t˚ <asm$n˚ <av£lì˚
bewam£lì˚ lowad£j (even if postonic: dv\dcatì˚ tr$dcatì).
14.7. Among greater di‡erences with spelling, for traditional pronunciation, we
ﬁnd the unstressed verbal endings -àt, -àqij, which have /u/ (nowadays rightly
considered lofty or non-neutral) instead of neutral pronunciation, with /’i0[é]ò/:
hodàt t('hjÖ;Á¨t) n('hjø;ÁIt), stroàqij t(s'tRjÖ;ãTëC ii) n(s'tRjø;ãiëëii)˘
Another traditional pronunciation by now non-neutral, which can be heard
(this time with an exchanged timbre), concerns forms like dobruù t('djøb-R¨ã¨÷
≠-xã¨), sinùù t('Ài;~Tã¨÷ ≠-iã¨), dumaùqij t(èd>u_mYéJiqC ii)˘
Traditional pronunciation, in addition to commoner timbres, has (non-pretonic
initial) t(a) for /ò’a/ n(å) and (ﬁnal) t(å) for /’aò/ n(x): odnogo t(&adna'vjø;) n(&ådnå-),
pozdno t('pjøznå) n(-nx)˘
14.8. As we have seen, in Russian (even neutral), by voicing assimilation, we
ﬁnd (y) (voiced semi-constrictive) for /h/: on izdoh by n(&ø~Iz'djøyb¢) t(&øn…z-)
(for this combination of (0òI), the compromise (&ønIz-) is also possible).
In some particular words, traditional pronunciation also has: Boga t('bjø;yå)
n('bjø;gx), gospodì t(yas'pjÖ⁄) n(gås'pjø⁄), bùstgalìter t(b¯z'y<Å1⁄IÍ) n(buz'g<a1⁄IÍ) (furthermore, with a true palatal constrictive, we ﬁnd /gi/ t(JÉ) ‘/’g™/'): o
Boge t(a'bjÖ;JÉ) n(å'bjø;áI)).
<e same happens for the following forms, which still may persist even in neutral pronunciation: Bog t('bjøh) n(-h, -k), Gospodi! t('yjøspxÁI) n('y-, 'g-). Soon
enough, (y), for /g/, is bound to disappear completely (followed by /QQ/ = /WW, Wd/
(ÁÁ, Ád), as already seen).
For the preposition k˚ followed by g-˚ we have: k gorodu t(y'gjø;RxdU) n(g'gjø;Rxdu). Lastly, even in neutral pronunciation, we have (H, y) for the phonostyleme
‘/h/' in exclamations (and onomatopoeias): aga! (å'H<a;, å'y<a;) ‘/a'ha/'.
In traditional pronunciation, /k, g/ are (h, y) before stops: togda t(tay'd<a;) n(tåg'd<a;), kto t(h'tjø;) n(k'tjø;), k komu t(hka'mju;) n(kkå-)˘ For -g˚ before the ending
-kij˚ and its derivatives, we have (©, k÷ H, h): màgkij t('mÅhk¢i) n('mÅ©©ii), màgkomu
t('mÅhkxmU) n('makkxmu), màgxe t(±'mÅhxÉ) n('makxI), lògkij t('¬ÖhkÈi, ±-¢i, ≠-‘i)
n('¬P©©ii), legxe t(±'¬™hxÉ) n('¬™kxI). But (k) will prevail, even if it is often still considered rather non-neutral.
In fact, for instance, for tàgxajwij, we already ﬁnd (⁄Ik'xãÅi⁄¢i, ≠⁄Ih-), and
for otàgxitì, (&å⁄Ik'xi⁄, ≠-h'x-). In gt, kk sequences, we have: kogti t('kjøh⁄I)
n(-k⁄I), nogti t('njøh⁄I) n(-k⁄I), dògtà t('ÁÖh⁄å) n('Áøk⁄x)˘
<e pronoun xto is always (⁄'tjø;), as in its compounds, except in nexto ('~Extx); while nixto can have two pronunciations: (~I⁄'tjø;÷ ~ix'tjø;). Besides, x is /w/
in feminin patronymic: Vera Ilìinixna ('V™;RxIL 'ji;~I⁄nx), and in: konexno (kå-
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'~™⁄nx), naroxno (nå'Rjø⁄nx), skuxnyj (s'kju⁄n¢i), àixnica (ji'ãi⁄~Iqx)˘
<e graphic sequence xn stands for /wn/, in traditional pronunciation of common words; in neutral pronunciation, it stand for /xn/, even if, some words have
both pronunciations. However, generally we have: buloxnaà n('bju;ıxxénxãx)
t(-lxSénxãå), lavoxnik n('ı<a;vxx~Ik) t('l-, -S~-), moloxnyj n(må'ıjøxn¢i) t(ma'ljøSnÈi, ±-¢i, ≠-‘i)˘
14.9. In traditional pronunciation, the consonants that precede ‘soft' consonants have stronger palatalization than in neutral pronunciation: zatmenie t(zÅ⁄'mE;~iãÉ) n(zåt-, -~iãI), skorbì t(s'kjÖÌp) n(s'kjøÍp), xerti t('xãEÌ⁄I) n('xã™Í⁄I).
More: devki t('ÁEF©I) n('Á™f©I), dverì t(Á'VEÌ) n(d'V-), tmin t(⁄'min) n(t'min), Dmitrij t(Á'mit-çii) n(d'm-), smena t(À'm™;nå) n(s'm™;nA), smertì t(À'mEÌ⁄) n(s'm™Í⁄),
spina t(Àpi'n<a;) n(spI-), sfera t(À'F™;Rå) n(s'F™;RA), svet t(À'V™t) n(s'V™t), kniga t(©'~i;gå)
n(k'~i;gA), pri socializme t(pçI&sxq…a'¬i=mÉ) n(-¢å'¬izmI).
A widespread pronunciation with generalized palatalization is certainly not
neutral: kommunizm t(&kxm¯'~iz≈, -i;zõ, -mm-÷ ≠-=)) n(&kxmu-). <e palatalization
of (ı) by assimilation is not possible even in traditional pronunciation: molve
t('mjølVÉ) n(-ıVI). Palatalization is not possible even by gemination: pol-litra
t(&pjøl'¬it-Rå) n(-ı'¬it-RA)˘
Traditional palatalization is more frequent inside words than at their beginning: nasvinàxitì t(&nxÀVi'~Ä;xi⁄) n(&nxsVi'~Å;xi⁄), svinìà t(ÀViN'jÅ;, sV-) n(sViN'ja;)˘
Furthermore, palatalization by assimilation is normal, even in neutral pronunciation, for homorganic phonemes (except /ı, R/) even if realizations without
palatalization are becoming more frequent: westì ('⁄<™À⁄, -s⁄), kosnetì (kåÀ'~E⁄,
-s'~-), stepì (À'⁄Ep, s'⁄-), zdesì (='ÁEÀ, z'Á-), smesti (ÀmiÀ'⁄i;, smis'⁄i;)˘
For heterorganic phonemes, indirect palatalization is no longer current: izbe
n(Iz'b™;) t(i='b™;), razmàtì n(Råz'mÅ⁄) t(Ra='mÄ⁄), smeh n(s'm™h) t(À'm™h)˘ „en
necessary, even spelling shows it: rezìbe (çi='b™;), vozìmi n(vå='mi;) t(va=-), tesìme
n(⁄iÀ'm™;) t(⁄ÙÀ-)˘
14.10. Let us notice the di‡erences between modern and traditional pronunciation, concerning /RJ/: termin n('⁄™RmIn) t('⁄EçmIn), terpit n(⁄IÍ'pit) t(⁄ÙÌ-),
Serbià n('À™Rbiãx) t('ÀEçbiãå), verfì n('V™ÍF) t('VEÌF), xervi n('xã™RVI) t(-eçVI), ternie
n('⁄™R~iãI) t('⁄Eç~iãÉ), userdie n(u'À™RÁiãI) t(¯'ÀEçÁiãÉ), <erdì n('Á<™Í⁄) t('q<™Ì⁄),
sterlàdì n(À'⁄™R¬i⁄) t(-Eç¬-), versià n('V™ÍÀiãx) t('VEÌÀiãå), sverzilsà n(À'V™R=IÓÀx)
t(À'VEç=I«så), kommerxeskij n(kå'm™ÍxIs©ii) t(ka'mEÌxiÀ©ii)˘
Even in traditional pronunciation, as in the neutral one, we have (RJ) after ('0é)
(with non-front vowels): partià n('p<aÍ⁄iãx) t(-å), order n('jøRÁIÍ) t(-ÉÍ), durne
n('djuR~I) t(-É), marlà n('m<aR¬x) t(-å), kurse n('kjuÍÀI) t(-É). <e same happens after unstressed vowels (even if front ones): vertetì n(VIÍ'⁄E⁄) t(ViÍ-), serviz n(ÀIR'Vis)
t(ÀiR-), verzila n(VIR'=i;ıx) t(ViR'=i;lå), zernistyj n(=IR'~ist¢i) t(=iR-)˘
Consonants + (ç) are not palatalized: vremà (vèçE;mx)˚ freska (f'ç™skx)˚ portret
(påÍ'tç™t)˚ handritì (hån'dçi⁄)˚ prezrit (pçIz'çit)˘
Traditional pronunciation, for the reﬂexive ending in -sà˚ -sì˚ has (s) (not (À)),
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except in gerunds with stress on their ﬁnal syllable: boàsì t(ba'jÄÀ) n(bå'jÅÀ)
(against sobiraàsì t(&sxbi'R<Å;ãxs) n(-bI'R<a;-)]. In neutral pronunciation, instead, reﬂexives have (À), except for third persons (in -tsà) and inﬁnitives (in -tìsà) with
/-tsa, -qqa/: nesòtsà (~i'Àøqqx), kladutsà (kıå'djuqqx), uxitìsà (u'xiqqx)˘
In particular, front lingual consonants undergo ‘palatalization' by assimilation,
even in neutral pronunciation: mostik ('mjøÀ⁄Ik), lesnik (¬iÀ'~ik), uzdexka (u='ÁExkx), rabotnik (Rå'bjø+~Ik), odni (å_'~i;), banqik ('b<a8ëIk).
Both pronunciations are possible, before (¬), after (ı, R), or in preﬁxes, or in word-initial position (palatalization is more traditional): petlà n(pIt'¬a;, pi+-, 'pE+-¬x) t(pÙ+'¬Å;, 'pE+-¬å), oslik n('jøs¬Ik, -À¬-) t('jÖÀ¬-), tolstàk n(tåÓs'⁄ak, -À'⁄-) t(ta«À'⁄Åk), mòrznet ('møRz~It, -=~-), stena n(s⁄I'n<a;, À⁄-) t(À⁄Ù-), zdesì (z'ÁEÀ, ='Á-), sneg (s'~™k,
À'~-), rastiratì n(&Rxs⁄I'R<a⁄, -À⁄I-) t(-À⁄i'R<Å⁄), n(påd'~øs, -_'~-) podnòs t(pÅ_'~Ös).
14.11. <e pronouns ih˚ im˚ imi are regularly ('ih, ih, Ih÷ 'i≈, i≈, I≈÷ 'i;mI, &imI,
&ImI), while traditionally they had exceptional pronunciations (for òi) with /ji/, by
analogy with ego (ãI'v>o;), emu (ãI'm>u;) (but, by now, it is non-neutral or lofty).
Traditional pronunciation strongly defended that Còi was /0ò…/: v Italiù t(vy't<Å;¬iã¨), k Ire t('k<…;çÉ), and distinguised them from Vitaliù t(Vi't<Å;¬iã¨), Kire
t('©i;çÉ). However, native speakers, spontaneously, render things natural, by eliminating a‡ectations, so that nowadays ‘palatalized' pronunciation prevails decidedly for both pairs of examples, surely also due to spelling.
<erefore, all this further demostrates that Russian really has six vowel phonemes˚
even suggested by spelling (with the only problem of reductions in unstressed syllables, complicated by historical changes).
Purists (obviously!) keep on considering non-neutral this spontaneous pronunciation. Certainly, they shall change their mind, soon.
14.12. O‚cial spelling keeps a number of letters which do not correspond (any
longer) to actual sounds. <e commoner case regards t, d between other consonants: mestnyj ('m™sn¢i), uxastnik (u'xãas~Ik), westìsot (⁄¢s'sjøt), turistskij
(tu'çiss©ii, -sq©ii), krestca (kçIs'q<a;), pod uzdcy (&pxdus'q<…;), gollandcy (gå'ı<anq¢), serdce ('À™Íq¢), serdxiwko (ÀIÍ'xi⁄kx), pozdno ('pjøznx), prazdnik (p'R<az~I´), sxastlivxik (ëCIs'¬ifxIk, ëCiÀ-), sovestlivyj ('sjø;VIs&¬Iv¢i, -ViÀ-), gigantskij
(áI'g<ans©ii÷ -nqs-), gollandskij (gå'ı<ans©ii÷ -nq©ii), gollandka (gå'ı<a~kx, -∫kx,
-ntkx), wotlandka (⁄åt'ı<a~kx, -∫kx).
But, now, in certain words, the written consonants are being realized: bezdna ('b™z[d]nx), zvòzdnyj (z'Vøz[d]n¢i), kostlàvyj (kås[t]'¬a;v¢i, -À[+]'¬-), postlatì
(pås[t]'ı<a⁄), izvòstka (Iz'Vøs[t]kx), mostki (mås[t]'©i;), poezdka (på'j™s[t]kx), <òstkij ('Ájøs[t]©ii).
In other words, there is correspondence between spelling and pronunciation:
studentka (stu'Á™ntkx), oficiantka (å&FIq¢'antkx).
Further particular cases: solnce ('sjønq¢), xuvstvo ('xãustvx), tysàxa ('t<…;Àixx,
't<…;Àîxx,'t<…sCx, 't<…ëëx), sejxas (Ài'xãas, Àî'xãas, ë'ëãas, &ëas) /si'xas/ (meaning ‘now, immediately'), po<alujsta (på'Á<a;ıustx, på'Á<a;ı¢stx, pÄ'Á<aı¢stx, på&Á<aÓstx, p&⁄aÓstx,
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b&ÁaÓstá) /på'Áalustå, -l[…]stå/, zdravstvujte (z'dR<astvui⁄I, z'dR<astui⁄I, z'dR<asÀ⁄I,
z'dR<aÀ⁄I, z'dR<aÀ⁄, z&dRaÀ⁄, zaÀ:, zåÀ:, zxÀ:).
As a useful reminder, and as an exercise (therefore, in our examples, we only
write the accents), we can say that t = (`) in the following graphic sequences std˚
stìd˚ stl˚ stn˚ sts˚ stsk (this last one is /sk/): westìdes@tì˚ nev£stka˚ sxastl$vyj˚ westn\dcatì˚ izv£stnyj˚ westìs%t /w…s'sot/, tur$stskij; d = (`) in zdk˚ zdn\
po£zdka˚ pr\zdnik˚ p%zdno˘
Besides, the sequences ts˚ ds correspond to /q/, in the pronominal ending
-t[ì]sà: smeòtsà (smi'jøqqx), smeàtìsà (smi'jaqqx). <e same when t˚ d are followed by the endings -skij˚ -stvo˚ -stvie\ detskij ('Á™q©ii), otsutstvie (åt'sjuqtViãI), proizvodstvo (&pRåãIz'vjøqtvx), sledstvie (À'¬™qtViãI, s'¬-)˘
Lastly, in the genitive endings -ogo and -ego, g stands for /v/: belogo ('b™;ıxvx),
ego (jI'vjø;). So, the strangeness of segodnà (ÀI'vjø_~x) ‘today' (= ‘of this day') is
only seeming.
14.13. ˙ 14.4 shows the tonograms of traditional pronunciation. <ey have to
be attentively compared with all the others already seen, including English: Ã 8,
Ã 13, Ã 15. <e marked tunes will be evident (with semi-high conclusive pretonic) and low protonic syllables.
˙ 14.4. Traditional (Neutral) Russian: intonation.
/ / (2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2)

/./ (% ç 3 3)

/¿/ (¿ 2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2)

/?/ (2 • 2 2)

/¡/ (¡ 2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2)

/÷/ (2 ç 2 2)

/˚/ (˚ 2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2)

/,/ (2 ' 2)

15.
Comparisons between
pronunciations:
neutral and mediatic
15.1. Mediatic pronunciation is something newer: it appeared more recently,
being freer to manifest itself, but not necessarily better. It may also share some peculiarities with traditional pronunciation, although it also has some correspondences with (modern) neutral pronunciation: after all, it is the ‘same' language.
However, it is not even a regional pronunciation, although it may have some
correspondences with regional or uneducated pronunciations. We are dealing with
a kind of pronunciation with oscillations between various possibilities, as already
said, which is mainly used by people who did not succeed in acquiring neutral pronunciation, even if they work in (o‚cial) broadcasting.
Even teaching recordings, although speciﬁcally done for pronunciation, more
or less frequently, present such oscillations.
˙ 15.1. Mediatic Russian: some consonants, including labialized “ velarized ones.

m

[

M

M

m

n

“

n

~

N

”

˙

pb

({

Pb

pb

td

TD

td

+_

©á

´Ò

kg

kg

qQ

qﬂ

¸_
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˙ 15.2. Mediatic Russian: other consonants, including labialized “ velarized ones.

fv

5ç

fv

fv

sz

sz

ﬁË

)7

.÷

/\

“‰

ëò

·y

ã‚

R

∂

∆,

]

3

j

ã

+

+

+

+

ç

R

ı

¬

C‚

<us, mediatic pronunciation is not absolutely positive, although it is more
used than the very neutral one, or even more than the traditional one. In fact,
since it does not require strong commitment or diligence, it is easier to achieve (by
native speakers).
For this reason, a growing number of Russian-speaking people (and of ‘Sovietized peole', too) use it. <ey may also consider it to be a real neutral pronunciation, since it also include some current peculiarities both of Moscow and Saint Petersburg (but di‡erent from neutral ones), with variants and oscillations.
Let us add that mediatic pronunciation prefers not to shorten geminate consonants, which remain (88) instead of (88). Or else, it reduces them completely,
even between vowels (except (ëë, ëC)): dannye (èÃannÅJ™, èÃa_nÅJ™), otdelìnyj (ÔdèDELnÅi, ÔDèDEL-, ÔèDEL-).
Besides, it prefers keeping sonant consonants voiced, even in ﬁnal position, or
if followed by voiceless contoid: lenì (èLEN), mir (èMir), dul (è∂u{).
15.2. In addition, as far as consonants are concerned, Russian mediatic pronunciation, from an auditive point of view, may give the impression of being less
peculiar, even if more variable and less stable. But, from an articulatory point of
view, it requires more combined nuances.
In fact, although in unstressed syllables it generally presents more normal contoids, in stressed syllables, it merges into single phones the peculiarities which are
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determined by the following combinations (è8<, è8>).
But, let us proceed in an orderly manner, by analizing ˙ 15.1-2 well. <us, before stressed syllables, instead of (8<), more often we ﬁnd: (¯, Ç; ˙, ~; ¥, Ã; k, g;
f, v; ﬁ, Ë; h; ¸; ®; l; “) (with normal (k, g, h)). Instead of (8>), we have: (û, “; π,
∫; †, ∂; Ü, Ÿ; 5, ç; ß, Ω; ©; ã; Í; ª; /). On the other hand, in unstressed syllables, or
before consonants, or word-ﬁnally, for (8), we ﬁnd: (m, µ, n, …; p, b; t, d; k, g; f,
v; s, z; c, C; h; r; {; .).
For (9), either in stressed or unstressed syllables, we have: (M, N, ¿; P, B; T, D;
K, G; f, v; S, Z; H; R; L, ú) (mostly with simple (T, D), even if they can alternate with
(%, $)) and (qq, qx; x, X; j, J). Let us notice that all labiodental obstruents are, usually, true constrictives, not semi-constrictives.
Now, let us also look at ˙ 15.3, which shows the vocograms of mediatic pronunciation. Obviously, they have to be compared with all other vocograms already
seen in Ã 5, Ã 10, and Ã 14).
15.3. Here are some examples: mramor (mè®a_mår), matì (è¯°T), palka (è˙Ô{kÔ),
moh (èûøh), màtì (èMÉT), koncert (kÔnè¸™rt), ona (ÔèÇa_), nos (èÊøs), nitì (èNiT),
kanva (kÔµèva_), tonkij (è†O¿Kii), bank (è~a…k).
And: lob (èªøp), pylì (è˙YL), pot (èπøt), pel (èP™{), obmen (ÔbèMen), baza (è~a_zÔ),
bok (è∫øk), bìòt (èBjOt), rot (èÍøt), tam (è¥am), tut (è†ut), tùk (èTUk), odno (ÔdèÊø),
dama (èÃa_mÔ), dub (è∂up), denì (èDEN), kak (èkak), kukla (èÜuk-{Ô), kit (èKit), gora
(gÔè®a_), gaz (ègas), god (èŸøt), genij (èGE_Nii).
˙ 15.3. Mediatic Russian: vowels.

‡

/i/ (i, èI{, ºiè, =i, 'ò, '#È£, '9i9)
>=i£≥ ('=Jò£, #'=È£)
>£è≥ /'i/ (@ò, È) [#/'y/ (Y, Å)]

/o/ (èø, £èø∞, èøØ±, +øØA£, 'ø,
è9∏9, è8O9, è9O8)

º

º

º

º

/e/ (èe, è9E9, è8e9, è9e8,
è8™8, £è™8, è™{)
/«/ (Èè, 9È, 9È9, È9,
8™9, 8™8, ™£; #è9I™)
>=e£≥ ('=JÈ£, #'=™£)

/u/ (èu, uè
¬ , £èu∞, è9î9, è8U9, è9U8,
è9U£,'í[£], #'ø£, '8õ8, '9—9,
'8õ9, '9õ8, '9õ£, ='Jõ, #=—)

/y/ (èY, yè, 'Å, #'å; 'Y£, #'Å£, #èYy£)
>£è≥ #/'y/ (Y, Å)

f

/a/ (èa, #èÔa±, èÔ{, Ôè,
è9É9, è8°9, è9°8, è9a{)
>'=à£≥ (=Jà£, #=É£, =Jå8, #=™8)

/'a/ (£Ô, Ô£, å, üÌ, Ìü, 9É£, ™9£)
ü = in contact with bilabial and
velar(ized) /C/
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Or: cukat (qíèkat), ceh (è¸™h), èto (è™_tÔ), lico (Liè©ø_), placdarm (p{ÔCèÃarm),
rov (èÍøf), faza (èfa_zÔ), fon (è5øn), krovì (kèÍøf), vnuk (vèÊuk), vynul (èvY_nu{), vuz
(èçus), vid (èVit), srazu (sè®a_zí), sad (èﬁat), son (èßøn), semì (èSEM), znak (zèÇak), nazad (nÔèËat), zov (èΩøf).
More: vzàtì (vèZÉT), no< (èÊø.), wina (è“Y_nÔ), wòlk (è/ø{k), iqu (òqèqU_, òqèxU_), <datì
(÷èÃ°T), <alì (è‰°L), <òny (è\ø_nY), poz<e (èπø÷÷Y, èπOQQY), moh (èûøh), hata (èha_tÔ),
holod (èãø_{Ìt), petuhi (éPòtõèHi_).
Lastly: <ir (è‰Yr), rad (è®at), rot (èÍøt), ris (èRis), lgatì ({èg°T), lampa (èlampÔ),
luk (èªuk), les (èLes); ùg (èjUk), xòrnaà (èxOrnåJÔ), alxba (èÔ{XbÔ).
Mediatic pronunciation (like traditional pronunciation) also presents very fronted vocoids in interpalatal position: bitì ('bi+)˚ elì ('jEL), pàtì ('pÄ+), tòtà ('++;+√), lùdi ('¬%;_¤), tùfàk (+—'fÅk)˘
15.4. Let us add ˙ 15.4, since more marked mediatic pronunciation presents
an interesting peculiarity regarding vowels in stressed syllables. In fact, they are
narrow diphthongs with rather weak second elements (however, present), which
we show only here.
Besides, they have di‡erent realizations depending on the kind of contoid
which follows them: (9) or (8)). Anyway, they are always di‡erent from true phonemic diphthongs (and from diphthongs produced by juxtaposing vocalic elements).
<e ﬁrst vocogram in ˙ 15.4 shows the results of (=9): litì (#èLiiT), knigi (#kèNi_iGò), elì (#èjEòL, ##èjIòL), deti (#èDE_òTò, ##èDI_òTò), èti (èe_ÈTò), celì (#è¸eÈL), màtì (#èMÉ™T,
##èM™òT), pàtìù (#èPÉ™T-jõ, ###èP™òT-jõ), <alì (#è‰°™L), materi (#è¯°_™TÈRò), lòtxik
(#èL∏Èxxòk, #èL∏_Èxòk), v dome (#vè∂O_ÈM™), tùlì (#èTîòL), putì (#èπUòT), lùdi (#èLî_òDò),
ulica (#'6̄;òLòcÔ), rytì (#è®YòT), dynà (#èÃY_òNÔ).
<e second vocogram in ˙ 15.4 gives the results of (=8): kit (#èKiÛt), pivo (#èPi_ÛvÔ), em (#èje™m), delo (#èDe_™{Ô), cel (#è¸™™{, ##è¸™å{), èto (è™_åtÔ), vàz (#èv°às), tàga
˙ 15.4. Mediatic Russian: vowel variants.
/i/ (#è[9]ii 9)
/y/ (#è8Yò9)
/e/ (#è9Eò9, ##è9Iò9) (#è8eÈ9)

/u/ (#è9îò9) (#è8Uò9)
/o/ (#è9∏È9) (#è8OÈ9)

/a/ (#è9É™9, ##è9™ò9) (#è8°™9)
/i/ (#è[9]iÀ8)
/y/ (#è8Yï8)
/e/ (#è9e™8)
™
(#è8™ 8, ##è8™å8)
/a/ (#è9°à8)
à
(#è8a 8, ##è8aÔ8)

/u/ (#è9Uõ8, ##è9Uï8)
(#è8uõ8, ##è8uï8)
/o/ (#è9Oö8, ##è9O„8)
(#è8øö8, ##è8ø„8)
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(#èT°_àgÔ), wag (#è“aàk, ##è“aÔk), mama (#è¯a_àmÔ, ##è¯a_ÔmÔ), dom (#è∂ø„m, ##è∂ø„m),
voron (#èçø_„rån, ##èçø_„rån), òrw (#èjO„r., ##èjO„r.), nòbo (#èNO„bÔ, ##èNO„bÔ), tut
(#è†uõt, ##è†uït), duba (#è∂u_õbÔ), lùk (#èLUõk, ##èLUïk), tùner (#èTU_õnÅr, ##èTU_ïnÅr),
dym (#èÃYïm), tyla (#è¥Y_ï{Ô).
15.5. For unstressed endings, with -Vj, neutral pronunciation has -ij /’ii/ (ii),
-ej /’ii/ (ii), -yj /’…i/ (¢i), -oj /’ai/ (xi). Mediatic pronunciation has -ej (Ùi) ‘/’ei/'
(and, usually, also -yj (Èi) ‘/’Èi/'), often described as neutralization of the ﬁrst two
(as it actually is in modern neutral pronunciation) and even of the second two
(but, we have: n(¢i) m(Èi) V n:m(xi), respectively): sinij ('Ài;~ii), ulej n('ju;¬ii)
m('U;¬Ùi), trudnyj n(t'Rjudn¢i) m(tèÍudnÈi), trudnoj n(t'Rjudnxi) m(tèÍudn‘i)˘
15.6. Neutral pronunciation has /i, òji, éji/ for e (in unstressed syllables) and /’i/
for òè (in initial position). In all these cases, mediatic pronunciation can have,
strengthened by spelling, (É, Ù', ÙJ) /«/ (also /'y/ ≠(¢', ’Å) for òè).
Examples: èta< m(Ù'¥a., ±¤-, ≠¢-) n(I't<a⁄), beròza m(bÙ'çP;z√) n(bi'çø;zx), bere<ònyj m(&bÙçÙ'\o;nÈi) n(&biçI'Ájø;n¢i), semena m(&ÀÙmÙ'Ça;) n(&ÀimI-), peremeli m(pÙ&çÙmÙ'¬i;) n(pi&çimi-), bereg m('bE;çÉk) n(-I´), obàzatelìna m(&√bÙ'ËÅ;⁄Ù¬n√) n(&åbI'z<a;⁄i¬nx), vyteretì m('v¢;+ÙçÙ+) n('v<…;⁄içi⁄), more m('ûP;çÉ) n('mjø;çI)˚ pole m('πP;¬É)
n('pjø;¬I).
Obviously, for unstressed i, even if word-initial, we regularly have m(’¤, i') n(’I, I'):
idti m(iTèTi_) n(ITè%i_), izvinite! m(&òzvièNi_T™) n(&IzVièNi_%I).
Mediatic pronunciation, for Vi /é'ji/, also presents forms like: moi m(m√'ãi;,
m√'i;) n(må'ji;) /ma'ji/, Æ.
Furthermore, it also has frequent reduction of /’éjiò/ to (’éã¤, ’éÙ) (for -éi, including (’éãÙ, ’éÉ) for -ée), also /’éjaò/ (’éãå, ’éÄ) (for -éà): muzei (mõèZE_Jò, -èZE_È),
spokojnee (spÔèÜøiNòJÈ, -ÈJÈ, -Nò™), bystree (bYsètRE_JÈ, -E_™), tramvaem (trÔµèv°_JÈm, -°_™m), auditorii (éÔõDiè†ø_RiJò, -Riò, -RiÈ), novoe (è“ø_våJÈ, -å™), novaà (è“ø_våJÔ,
-åÉ), do svidanià (édåsvièÃ°_NòJÔ, -Nòà, -NÉ).
As some transcriptions have already shown, for /ò'ø, ò'u/, we ﬁnd more rounded
taxophones, (o, P∞ ÷ u∞, 6̄) (¬ Ã 23): oba (èo_bÔ), osì (èP∞ S), um (èu∞m), gusì (èg 6̄S).
15.7. For /’…/, neutral pronunciation has (’¢), while mediatic pronunciation also
has opener variants, (È, ≠‘) (this last one is less recommendable): bytovoj m(&bÈt√'çPi) n(&b¢tå'vjøi), vyhoditì m(&vÈh√'_i+) n(&v¢hå'Ái⁄), vymyl m('v¢;mÈı) ('v<…;m¢Ó)n,
opyty m('o∞;pÈtÈ) n('jø;p¢t¢)˚ <ivotnoe m(÷…'çotn‘ãÉ) n(Á¢'vjøtnxãI).
As we have already said, these timbres of /’…/ (È, ≠‘¯) are similar enough to that
of /’a/ (‘æ, Ì) (the last one occurs in contact with bilabial, and velar or velarized
contoids). So, it is easy to consider them to be the same sound, and declare their
neutralization.
However, usually, there is a di‡erence, especially if we consider their variants,
all the more so that actual confusions are few, even in spelling, except resounding
cases of native speakers poorly educated, or of foreigners phonically untrained.
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15.8. For /’u/, mediatic pronunciation has (õ, í£, #ø£, 9—9): kuvyrkatìsà m(&kõvÈR'kaqq√) n(&kuv¢Í'k<aqqx), sumatoha m(&sõm√'†o;hÔ) n(&sumå'tjø;hx), zamu<em
m('Ëa;mõ÷Èm) n('z<a;muÁ¢≈), kommùnike m(kÌ&m—~i'©™;) n(kx&m¯~i'©™;), imeùqijsà m(i'mE;ã—ë&CiiÀ√, -ë&ë-) n(I'mE;ã¯ë&ëiiÀx), sùda m(Àõ'Ãa;) n(Àu'd<a;)˘
Neutral pronunciation, for pretonic wa, <a, ca (in case, also with o), has /0a'/
(0å'), while traditional pronunciation has /0…'/ (0…') (by now outdated): wagi n(⁄å'ái;) t(S…-), <ara n(Áå'R<a;) t(q…-), dvadcati n(d&vxqqå'⁄i;) t(-qq…'⁄i;).
However, certain words are still frequently pronounced with traditional pronunciation, even by tendentially modern speakers: <ak£t˚ <asm$n˚ <av£lì˚ bewam£lì˚ lowad£j (even if post-tonic: dv\dcatì˚ tr$dcatì).
In general, for such sequences, a compromise mediatic pronunciation is possible, with (‘, È) for /…'/: wagi n(⁄à'ái;) m(.√-, .‘-, .È-), <ara n(Áå'R<a;) m(÷√èÍa_, ÷‘-, ÷È-),
dvadcati n(d&vxqqå'⁄i;) m(d&v‘qq√'+i;, -‘'-, -È'-). It is also the same for pretonic we,
<e, ce (even with -o); but, in neutral pronunciation, we have /…'/ = (¢'): weptatì
(⁄¢p't<a⁄)˚ <ena (Á¢'n<a;)˚ cena (q¢'n<a;).
15.9. ˙ 15.5 shows the diphthongs (with taxophones).
˙ 15.5. Mediatic Russian: diphthongs.
/ii/ (èii, 'ii; 'i£, @'ii£)

/ei/ (è9Ei, è[0]™i, ’9Ùi)

/ui/ (è9îi, '9—i; è8Ui, '8õi)

/oi/ (è9∏i, è8Oi)

/yi/ (èYi, 'Åi; 'y£, @'Yi£)

/ai/ (è9Éi, è8°i, 8°iè, ’0Éi)

15.10. Let us add, for information and useful comparisons, some terminations,
with some colloquial reductions. <ey also include some mediatic or traditional
phonotactic deviations, with some phonemes exchanged (here we also use ‘/9, T/'):
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-aù /-èaju/ n(-èa_Ju), m(-è°_Jõ, #-èÉ_—), t(-è°_Jﬂ)
-aù /-'aju/ n(-'AJu), m(-'åJõ, #-'™—), t(-'AJﬂ, -'IJﬂ) + /-'iju/
-ùù /-'juju/ n(-'JUJu), m(-'J—Jõ, -'Jò-, #-JO) + /-'jiju/, t(-'JÕJﬂ, -'JiJﬂ) + /-'jiju/
-aet /-èajIt/ n(-èa_JIt), m(-è°_Jòt, #-èÉ_òt), t(-è°_JIt)
-aet /-'ajit/ n(-'AJIt), m(-'åJòt, #-'™òt), /-'AjIt, -'YJIt/ t(-'AJIt, #-'ÅJ-) + /-'yjit/
-ajte /-'aiTi/ n(-'Ai%I), m(-'™i-, #-'Åi-) + /-yiTi/, t(-'Ai-, #-'Åi-) + /-yiTi/
-aà /-'aja/ n(-'AJA), m(-'åJà, #-'™É), t(-AJà)
-àà, -9aà /-'9ija/ n(-'9iJA, -'9iA), m(-'9òJà, -'9òà, #-'9òÉ), t(-9iJà, -9ià, #-9Èà)
-yi /-'yji/ n(-YJI), m(-'ÅJò, #-'ÅÈ), t(-ÅJI)
-yj /-'yi/ n(-Yi), m(-'y, -'Åi, @-'Yi), t(-'y, #-'Åi, ##-'åi, @-'Yi)
-ii /-'iji/ n:t(-'iJI, -'iI), m(-'òJò, -'òò, #-'òÈ)
-ij /-'ii/ n(-'ii), m:t(-'i, @-'ii)
-k-g-h+ij /-'k-g-h-ii/ n(-'K-G-H+ii), /-'k-g-h-ii, -'k-g-h-yi/ m(-'K-G-H+i, @-'ii; -'k-g-h-y, #-åi,
@-Yi; ), /-'k-g-h-Yi, -'k-g-h-ii/, t(-'k-g-h-y, -Åi, @-Yi; -'K-G-H+i, @-'ii)
-cià /-'cyja/ n(-'cYJA), m(-'cÅJà, #-'cÉ), t(-'cÅJà, #-'cà)
-atì /-'aT/ n:t(-'A%), m(-'™T) + /-'eT/
-atì (numerals) /-'8aT/ n(-A%), m(-™T, -ÈT) + /-'8eT/, t(-å%) + /-'8yT/
-àtì (numerals) /-'9iT/ n(-i%), m(-iT), t(-È%) + /-'9eT/
-àt (numerals) /-'9it/ n(-It), m(-òt), t(-™t) + /-'9et/
-àtsà /-'9-j+itsa/ n(-I-), /-'itsa, -'a-/ m(-ò-, -å-, #-0™-), t/-'etsa, -y-, -a-, -u-/ (-™-, -å-, -A-, #-ﬂ-)
-àt /-'9-j+it/ n(-I-), /-'it, -'at/ m(-ò-, -å-, #-0™-), /-'et, -'yt, -'at, -'ut/ t(-™-, -å-, -A-, #-ﬂ-)
-àh /-'9-j+ih/ n(-I-), /-'ih, -'ah/ m(-ò-, -å-, #-0™-), /-'eh, -'yh, -'ah/ t(-™-, -å-, -A-)
-àm /-'9-j+im/ n(-I-), /-'im, -'am/ m(-ò-, -å-, #-0™-), /-'em, -'ym, -'am/ t(-™-, -å-, -A-)
-àmi /-'9-j+imi/ n(-iMI), /-'y-, -'a-/ m(-i-, -å-, #-0™-), /-'e-, -'y-/ t(-È-, -å-)
-à /-'9-j+a/ n(-A-), m(-à-, #-0É-), t(-à-)
à 9- /èja£9-, ja£è9-/ n(èja-, \jàè-, =Jàè-), t:m(èjÉ-, \jÉè-, =JÉè-)
-Vi /-'=ji/ n:t(-'=JI, -'=I), m(-'=Jò, -'=ò, #-'=È)
-e /-'9-ji/ n(-'I), m(-'ò, #-'0È), t(-'™)
-Ve /-'=ji/ n(-'=JI, -'=I), m(-'=Jò, -'=ò, #-'=È), t(-'=JI, -'=I, #-'=J™)
e- /'ji-/ n(\'jI-, 'JI-, -i9-), m(\'jò-, 'Jò-, -i9-), t(\'jI-, 'JI-, -i9-)
8e- /'9i-/ n('9I-, -i9-), m('9ò-, -i9-), t('9I-, -i9-)
è- /'i-/ n(I-), /'i-, 'y-/ m('ò-, 'Å-), t/'i-/ (I-)
8 è- /8£'i-/ n('9I-, 9i9-), /'8£i-, '8£y-/ m('9ò-, -i9-, '8Å-, '8È-), /'8£y-, '8£i-/ t('8Å-, '8I-;
'9I-, '9i9-)
8è- /'8y-/ n('8Y-), m:t('8Å-)
15.11. To complete our comparisons of di‡erent pronunciations, we also provide
˙ 15.6, which shows mediatic tonograms˘ As always, they should be seen carefully
together with all others provided in preceding chapters: Ã 8, Ã 13, Ã 14.
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˙ 15.6. Mediatic Russian: intonation.
/ / (2 2 Ç 2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2)

/./ (2 ç 3 3)

/¿/ (¿ 2 2 Ç 2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/¡/ (¡ 2 2 Ç 2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2)

/÷/ (2 ç 2 2)

/˚/ (˚ 2 2 Ç 2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2)

/,/ (2 ' 2)

16.
Regional accents

General introduction
16.01. Map 16.0 shows the main administrative divisions of the vast territory belonging to present-day Russia, extending from eastern Europe to northeastern Asia.
˙ 16.0. Map of Russian administrative main divisions.
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(China)
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16.02. Map 16.1 shows the dialectal situation of European Russia in the years
around 1950. <e midwestern part of the territory was divided by Soviet dialectologists into three parts, with native speakers. <e central one, including Moscow,
gave origin to the o‚cial pattern of the pronunciation of Russian.
It is a compromise between the typical northern and southern patterns, which
have precise characteristics that determined the kinds of Russian pronunciation
recognized as belonging to these areas, as we will see soon.
<e Russian language was brought outside the three areas shown in map 16.1
not only by native speakers belonging to them but also by several others, mostly
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˙ 16.1. Map of European Russian original dialects.
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from Ukraine and Belarus. <ese last ones spoke cognate languages in addition to
forms of Russian that they were compelled to acquire. <e same happened when
Saint Petersburg was founded in 1703, with people who were brought there,
whether willingly or not, from other parts of (European) Russia.
<is practice was already well established around 1400-1500, when the highly
irresponsible trend to expansion by most major European powers began, using
their far from democratic ways, as history sadly testiﬁes. Also the megalomaniac
Russian leaders transported and deported, beyond the Ural Mountains, slaves and
condemned persons, together with unscrupulous wheeler dealers, and… teachers.
16.03. <erefore, the Russian language was brought to the eastern parts of actual European Russia and northern Asia. <us, outside the restricted area shown
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˙ 16.2. Map of actual European Russian accents, with place names. It includes militarily reoccupied Kabardino-Balkaria and Chechnia, after brief illusions of freedom.
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in map 16.1, it is not possible to ﬁnd original Russian residents, like the populations who used to live there since ancient times, through generations.
<e current Russian speakers are descendants of immigrants, who arrived there
centuries ago. But they are not the original peoples, like those who still may remain in those vast areas, especially in the country.
All this means that most Russian speakers have no really inherited local accents,
unless we consider the mingled ones brought there by their own ancestors, in more
or less recent times. <erefore, it is not really possible to ﬁnd actual traditional accents derived from local dialects. <is is why there are considerbly very large areas
where we can ﬁnd kinds of Russian accents, which are not very di‡erent from one
another, having quite similar characteristics.
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16.04. But, of course, this does not mean that Russian has no regional accents,
as we will show in the following chapters of this book. <us, map 16.2 shows the
˙ 16.3. Russian regional accents.
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˙ 16.4. Map of Russian accents found in Asia, with place names.
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pronunciation situation that we found in European Russia. By carefully comparing it with map 16.1, things are certainly clearer.
In addition, map 16.3 shows the accent situation from European to Asiatic Russia,
while map 16.4 highlights what can be found in Asia. Of course, in rural areas, there
may still be segregated people, who may have no real command of Russian, not only in Asia.
Some necessary preliminary remarks
16.05. As we will see, outside the area shown in ˙ 16.2, where the current modern accents of Russian have been formed, a kind of previous ‘norm' has also contributed to the formation of the regional accents in eastern European Russia and Asia.
<e main characteristic lies in what is known as ekane, ekan'e, (èje_kaNi). <is
means that unstressed e does not become /i/, but remains /e/, which we indicate
as /«/ (™, e, Ù). For instance in predatì (prEèdaT, prÙ-) (and in the very word itself:
(èje_kaNe, -E)). <is is an older kind of pronunciation, also belonging to the regional
accent of Saint Petersburg, which sometimes was presented as a neutral accent.
<at realization contrasts with that of a word like pridatì (prièdaT), while in modern neutral Russian both words are pronounced alike: (prièdaT). In fact, this is a comparatively newer kind of pronunciation, called ikane, ikan'e, (èi_kaNi).
16.06. Ekan'e can also occur for unstressed (not word ﬁnal) à: xastota (éxÈstaèta_), against xistota (éxistàèta_), for example. Again, both words are alike in the
(modern) neutral accent of Russian: (éxIstàèt<a_). Xajkovkij is also pronounced
likewise: (xÈièkofsKii, xÈè-), instead of neutral (xiièk>ofsKii, xiè-).
More rarely, especially the Russian accents used by some bilingual speakers outside the Russian territory, can even exhibit àkane, jakan'e, (èja_kàNi). <is can happen
when words like xastota or Xajkovkij are realized as (éxàstàèta_) and (xàièkofsKii).
Alongside with ikan'e, there is another (more) recent neutral characteristic called
akane, akan'e, (èa_kàNi). It consists in reducing unstressed o to /a/ (à), as in moloko (émàlàèko_), or horowo (éhàràèwo_).
Regional accents which do not apply akan'e, more typically the broadest northern
ones, use a further characteristic, called okane, okan'e, (èo_kàNi). It consists in not reducing unstressed o to /a/ (à), but keeping it as /o/, which we indicate as /&/ (ø, o).
<us, they can exhibit pronunciations like moloko (émoløèko_), or horowo (éhorøèwo_).
It is important not to think that this may be a kind of vowel harmony, due to the
stressed /o/, as examples like doma (dàèma_), hoditì (hàèDiT), or nebo (èNe_bà) demonstrate.
In northern accents, they may certainly be (døèma_), hoditì (høèDiT), and nebo (èNe_bo).
16.07. Further real communiucation problems, for regional accents, can surely
be caused by palatalized consonants, (9). In fact, instead of true palatalized contoids,
they can be realized as sequences like (8J), especially before vocoids, or even as simple (8), not only before front vocoids (where misunderstanding is less likely). Both
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realizations are also possible before contoids, or silence, \ pauses, more riskily.
Of course, such renderings, especially (8), are quite di‡erent from the expected
neutral ones. Besides, they actually complicate communication.
Furthermore, in certain regional accents, the timbres of the vocoids in /8é8/
and /8éi/ sequences may change little, or not at all.
Since the behavior of modern Russian /c, w, W, q/ phonemes is quite peculiar,
both functionally and articulatorily, they can inevitably constitute a real communication problem for many regional accents. Not only because /c, w, W/ are never
followed by /i/ (nowadays), but also because a contrast between /w/ and /q/ is not
common in many languages, which generally have only one kind of /S/, mainly realized as (S, q).
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Central Russia: Moscow
16.4. <e vowels and intonation patterns of this accent are shown in ˙ 16.4. It
has /«/ (È£, I£, éJ™[8]£) and /A/ (éJå£, é™£). In addition, it can also have /a/ (Ô, 9a9,
'A£, 'a[£]), and /'é+/ ('◊;+) (seminasalized). All these peculiarities are more typical of
the Moscow conurbation than of the rest of the area shown in ˙ 16.2.
As for the consonants˚ let us consider mainly /w, W/ (⁄, Á; w, W; Q, q; Ë, Ω); (q:, qq)
rather than (qx, q˚), and /zW/ (QQ); (T, D; %, $), (K, G; Œ, ^); /v/ (v, V; V, »); /r/ (r, R;
®). In addition, we also ﬁnd (8>, ±; 8<, ˆ). Practically never /kèto, xèto/ but /hèto,
wèto/ for kto, xto (the latter being, now, current neutral Russian).
˙ 16.4. Moscow accent: vowels, diphthongs, and intonation patterns.
/y/ (y, ï, 'Y), /u/ (u, 9U9)

f

/i/ (i, 9i9, 'I)
/e/ (e, 9E9), /«/ (È£, I£, #=J™[8]£)
/=ja£/ #(=Jå, =™)

/o/ (ø, o, 9O9)

F

/a/ (a, 'à, 9°9) #(Ô, 'A£, 'a[£], 9a9)
/ii/ (ii, 'Ii, 9ii)

/y/ (yi, 'Yi)

/ei/ (ei, 9Ei)

/u/ (ui, 9Ui)
/oi/ (øi, 9Oi)
/ai/ (ai, 'ài, 9°i)

/ / (2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

/./ (2 Ç 3 3)

/?/ (2 • 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ¶ 2 2)
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Northwestern Russia: Saint Petersburg
16.5.1. For this accent, which sometimes was presented as neutral, we will be
more complete, to also show how any other sections can certainly be expanded.
Furthermore, a number of examples could be usefully added, adapting them from
those given in Ã 5, Ã 7, Ã 10-12, Ã 14-15.
<us, the Russian pronunciation found in Saint Petersburg is shown in ˙ 16.5.
<e ﬁrst vocogram gives the basic vowel inventory, which has monotimbric diphthongs ((ii, EE, uu)), or narrow ones ((aà, øo, My)), in stressed free internal syllables
(/è=±/ (è==±)); but often (èà0).
˙ 16.5. Saint Petersburg accent: vowels, diphthongs, and intonation patterns.
/i/ (i[i], 9i[i]9, 'i)
/y/ (M[y], 'M)

/u/ (u[u], 'u, 9u[u]9)
/o/ (ø[o], O[Ø]£, 9ø[ø]9)
/&/ (à, å, #ø)

/e/ (E[E], 9E[E]9), /«/ (E, @i)
/a/ (a[à], 9a[à]9, èà8, àè, '£à, 'à£, 'å)

/i/ (i[i], 9i[i]9, iè, @'I)

/u/ (@9U[U]9)
/y/ (@'Y)

/e/ (@9E[E]9)
/«/ +(Èè, 'È£, 'i) @(Iè, 'I£, 'I)

/o/ (@9O[O]9)
/a/ @(9°[à]9, 'A)

/ii/ (ii, @'Ii)

/yi/ (Mi, @'Yi)

f

/ei/ (Ei, 9Ei)

/ui/ (ui, 9ui, @9Ui)
/oi/ (øi, 9øi, @9Oi)
/ai/ (ai, 'ài, 9ai, @9°i)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 Ç 2 2)
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In unstressed syllables we have /i, y, u/ (i, M, u), /e/ (E) (including ekan'e in pre-stressed or unstressed ﬁnal position, /«/ (Eè, 'E£): o Peterburge (àépi%ErèburGE)); and
/&/ (à, A, #ø); /a/ (àè, '£à, 'à£, 'å) (\ (à) in pre-stressed, or unstressed absolutely initial,
or unstressed ﬁnal position, but (å) in unstressed internal position). In addition, /£je,
£j«/ and /=je, =j«/ can behave as /£e, £«/ and /=e, =«/ (or @/£je, £j«; =je, =j«/). Notice
that /«/, stands for ekan'e realizations. In words ending in unstressed -ià, we ﬁnd
either (ià) or (#iE), as well, and frequently /='j=£/ (==).
Arguably, the diphthongs are a combination of these phon(em)es with /-i/: (ii,
Mi, ui; Ei, øi; ai, ài, åi) (basic accent, with appropriate adjustments for the more typical one).
<e second vocogram shows these same realizations, but with added taxophones.
Notice those occurring in interpalatalized contexts (/@9-9/, given in grey, in particular (°, O, U)); also unstressed /i/ (@I) (even if pre-stressed or ﬁnal), /y/ (@Y), and typical /«/ ç(Èè, 'È£, 'i), but @(Iè, 'I£, 'I). For completely unstressed /a/, we ﬁnd (@A), in addition to (à) in the ‘stronger' contexts already seen above.
16.5.2. As for the consonants˚ let us notice that generally no approximant, (<,
>), occurs after non-palatal(ized) contoids, but that before stressed /o, u/, labialized or velarized contoids may occur ((8) @(±, ˆ)) in the typical accent, more or
less as in mediatic Russian pronunciation (¬ Ã 15) while, in a lighter accent, plain
contoids are usual ((8)). Before stressed /y, a/ we generally ﬁnd (8, @ˆ).
Also before /i/ we can ﬁnd plain contoids ((8)) for front or back consonant
phonemes in lighter accents, but palatalized ones ((9)) in more typical accents, even
in lighter accents, before apical (‘central') consonants. In both kinds of accent, we
have palatalized taxophones with /je, j«/.
Regularly, adjectives in -kij have (kii, @©ii), as in (modern) neutral pronunciation – with (©ii), against traditional (kYi) (similarly for -gij, -hij, of course).
However, we often ﬁnd (8) in /8i, 8j£/. In addition, we ﬁnd /8lj, 8nj/ (9L, 9N).
<us, we ﬁnd the following series (m, n; p, b; t, d; ´, Ò; k, g; c, C; f, v; s, z; x, @w,
ç, @W; h; r; {), (M, N; P, B; T, D; ©, ƒ; %, $; x, X; F, V; S, Z; q, Q; H; j; R; L, #l); and (often
subjectively judged to be ‘better' phones) ç(û, Ê; π, ∫; †, ∂; Ü, Ÿ; ©, Â; á, Ñ; ß, Ω; «, @⁄,
», @Á; ã; Í; ª), ç(¯, Ç; ˙, ~; ¥, Ã; ¸, _; ‡, ◊; ﬁ, Ë; S, q; ®; l).
In addition, let us notice that the endings -sì, -sà and -tsà have (S, TS); sx, zx, q
have (qx, q˚) rather than (qq), while intervocalic /x/ can fequently be (˚, q); z< (çç,
@WW); qn, xn tend to be (Qn, xn), respectively, and xto, kto, nikto (xètø, kètø, Ni´ètø)
(in addition to @(xtø, htø, Nihètø)).
Usually, consonant clusters tend not to be reduced: ctn, ctk, ctl; tsk, stsk; zdn;
while, word-ﬁnal (M; P, B; F, V) can typically be #(m; p, b; f, v). (99) clusters, are less
frequent than usually; and /stj£, znj£/ tend to become one single phone, (S) (since
/-8j£/ become /0/). Before front vowels or /j/, we can typically ﬁnd /c/ (%, @c): ob
italìànce (àébitaLèàN%e, @-ncI).
<e intonation patterns are shown in the tonograms.

17.
Post-Soviet country
accents
Maps 17.0.1-2 show the areas of eastern Europe and southwestern Asia, where
formerly Sovietized nations lie. <ose peoples were obliged to speak Russian,
˙ 17.0.1. Europe.
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mainly unwillingly (as they are now free to declare), and pronouncing it with their
peculiar accents, which we will describe in this chapter. <us, Russian was learnt
through both imposition and spelling. Certainly not the best way to learn a foreign language.
Besides, these maps also show the languages which are spoken in such countries.
<e phonopses showing the pronunciation of those very languages can be found in
Ã 17 “ Ã 19 of lc's book Natural Phonetics “ Tonetics˘
˙ 17.0.2. Southwestern Asia.
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Ukraine
17.1. <e vowels and intonation patterns of this accent are shown in ˙ 17.1. It has
four raised and fronted taxophones occurring between (J); vowel length, in stressed
˙ 17.1. Ukraine accent: vowels, diphthongs, and intonation patterns.
/i/ (i[I])
/…/ (y[Y], ≠ò[ò])

/u/ (u[í], J¯[¯]J)
/ø/ (ø[Ø], JP[P]J)

/™/ (™[™], Je[E]J), /«/ (e)
/a/ (a[à], JÄ[Ä]J, ’a, ’å)
/ii/ (ii)

/…i/ (yi)

/™i/ (ei)

/ui/ (ui, J¯i)
/øi/ (øi, JPi)
/ai/ (ai, JÄi)
/i/ (JiòJ)

/u/ (J¯òJ)

/™/ (JeòJ)

/ø/ (JPòJ)

/a/ (JÄòJ)
/u/ (uòJ)

/i/ (iòJ), /…/ (yòJ)
/™/ (eòJ)

/ø/ (øòJ)

/a/ (aòJ)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 Ì 2 2)
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syllables, is invariably ('éé), as shown, whatever the context, even in checked syllables by more than one consonant. In addition, more typically, vowels in stressed syllables checked by (J) are ('é¤J) or ('éé[¤]J).
As for the consonants˚ we ﬁnd (J) realized as (8J), with possible prepalatal variants,
(N, T, D, S, Z, R, L), but also with occasional /8j£/ (#8), in opposition to plain consonants, realized as (8, 8<, 8>). In addition, we have /f, v/ (f, v; Ç, Ì; F, B), /w, W/ (“, ‰;
q, Q); /q/ (q, qJ, qx, S[£]); /x/ (%, x); /l/ ({, l, l) and frequently (§£, @£, u£, §8, @8, u8), in opposition to (L, ô, l). Besides, in (9k, 9g) sequences, we often have (9K, 9G), while, in
broader accents, we can have /g/ (µ, H).
Voiced diphonic consonants, when ﬁnal or before voiceless consonants, remain
voiced (or are only partially devoiced, or fully devoiced only in milder accents);
at any rate, sequences of diphonic consonants undergo voicing assimilation to the
second element, especially within words.

18.
Foreign accents of Russian and
pronunciation teaching methods
18.1. <is short chapter deals with the Soviet (now Russian, but without improvements) method of teaching Russian pronunciation. In fact, its essence is listen and repeat! and… liisten and repeeat!!, and… liiisten and repeeeat!!! It closely resembles the ‘method' of communist China.
<us, learners unsystematically acquire a number of phones, both vocalic and
consonantal, which, somehow, are added to the phones of the (regional) accent of
their own languages.
Of course, the ‘bombarded' learners try to do their best with all those piled up
phones. However, they use them haphazardly: sometimes they succeed in using
the right ones, or something close to them. So, at ﬁrst, the learners seem to have
(perfectly) grasped the phonic structure of Russian.
18.2. Nevertheless, after a few sentences (if not just after a few words more), some
phones of their mother-tongue accent suddenly appear, mixed together with some
expected ones. Unfortunately, even the proper taxophones (as, for instance, those
of interpalatalized contexts) appear, but often in wrong contexts, and vice versa.
In addition, spelling plays nasty tricks on unlucky learners. In fact, old ekan'e
habits are strengthened by the way words are written and even by too many native
teachers, who still use them. Often, such teachers think it useful to highlight morphological di‡erences, especially for grammemes.
Also à (or the grapheme a preceded by (9) /8j/) continually misleads, as for the
common and frequently used word àzyk (jièzyk), which is reduced to #(jaèzyk, jaèzi´)
(or to (j-) with any other vocoid comprised in the cells within the area shown in the
last vocogram of ˙ 18.1), or better to (jIèzyk, jIèz<yk). Any occasional and cursory
observations, provided in books or by teachers, do not generally win over spelling.
18.3. Now, let us have a careful look at ˙ 18.1, which resembles a quadrilateral
found in the Net, which is derived from ˙ 26 on p. 55 of Troﬁmov “ Jones's book
(see Bibliography). However, those two ﬁgures also include, in the /e/ phoneme,
the unstressed taxophone of the /i/ phoneme, (I). But this is a mistake, because such
(I) represents an unstressed collocation belonging to the Cyrillic grapheme e.
<e ﬁgure found in the net also comprises, in the same /e/ phoneme, (Å), which
is a taxophone of /y/, belonging to the older kind of Russian pronunciation.
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18.4. Going back to our vocogram (in ˙ 18.1), notice that, after a global sight,
the six vowel phonemes are given separately. <e six vocograms generically show
the taxophones which are needed in the native-like international pronunciation
of Russian. <ey are part of the six larger areas, which include the most frequent
realizations of the six phonemes by di‡erent foreign learners.
As said, curiously enough, these areas are similar to those in the ﬁgure(s) discussed above. However, they, actually, comprise most realizations by di‡erent foreign speakers, according to their own phonic systems. But, as already stated, they
also include actual Russian taxophones, which are either correctly or incorrectly
used (see ˙ 5.2 for the collocation of our canIPA symbols).
˙ 18.1. International native-like Russian: the areas involved in the realization of the six vowel phonemes “ their taxophones.
/y/
/i/

/u/

/e/

/o/

/a/

/i/ (i, 'I)
#(Û, ò)

/y/ (y, 'Y)
#(Û, ò, Å, X, ï, M)

/e/ (e, 9E9)
#(È, ™, É, E)

/u/ (u, 9U9)
#(î, ﬂ, í)

/o/ (o, 9O9)
#(ø, ∏, ê, Ø, @, Ö, O)
##('ø, 'o)
/a/ (a, 9°9, 'à, 'A)
#(å, É, x, √, A)
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18.5. Of course, foreigners who have learned better tend to use more the native-like international vocoids shown, or at least those of simpler international Russian. <is one is mainly shared with a number of European and Asian accents outside the original core area of the Russian dialects shown in ˙ 16.1. Eight vocoids
are su‚cient for a convincing pronunciation, provided it is coherent enough: (i),
(E, e), (a, à), (o), (u), (y).
However, usually, most foreigners unwittingly alternate between their own personal phones and the Russian ones, producing di‡erent performances. <us, there
are di‡erent degrees of understanding, more or less satisfactory, also due to di‡erent lexical and morphologic “ syntactic abilities.
18.6. Keeping distinct /i/ and /y/ is usually a problematic and oscillating matter
for most foreigners, in spite of spelling (with its undeniable dilemmas), especially
for those foreigners who have no phoneme between /i/ and /u/ (apart from possible /y/, which has nothing to do with Cyrillic u).
So, oscillations between /i/ and /y/ (and vice versa) are quite common. In addition, for stressed /y/, we often ﬁnd (y) or (i) (or an intermediate (Û)) preceded by
some approximants. In worst cases, such approximants are (w, °), which are too
precise, and excessive for Russian.
A little better can be (>), or somewhat better (w). „ile (µ, V) could be almost
appropriate, the correct (<) is rather rare. For stressed /a/, the typical (<a) is practically unused by foreigners.
18.7. Another (bigger) problem regards the grapheme o, which many foreigners (although fewer than for e) realize, according to spelling, as /ø/ even in more
or less frequent unstressed syllables, where it stands for (unstressed) /a/.
In stressed syllables, /ø/ can have ‘committed' realizations with preceeding (w-,
°-), followed by some ‘choice' of vocoids between those shown in ˙ 18.1. But
these are excessive for Russian, which has (>-) before /u, ø/.
18.8. As for the consonants˚ the main problem for foreigners consists in how to
realize (9). Generally, even at advanced levels of practice in speaking Russian, (9)
consonants are substituted by (8j, 8J), mostly before vowels. In fact, before consonants or pauses, their (always oscillating) realizations tend to be simply (8),
rather than rarer (8j, 8J). In such contexts, real (9) are extremely rare, but they
are not more favored before vowels. In addition, many foreigners also use (8ièé) sequences for (è9é).
18.9. Even for non-palatalized consonants things are not better. In fact, their
‘preferred' realizations are simply plain (8). Only occasionally, and oscillating, can
we ﬁnd something like (ˆ, ±).
<e phonemes /w, W/ are particularly problematic, and tend to be realized as the
more similar (or less di‡erent) phonemes of the speakers' languages (and personal
variants). In addition, the phoneme /q/ should be realized di‡erently from /w/, al-
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though many languages do not have such an opposition. <us, very many foreigners do not distinguish them.
18.10. <e precise timbre of /r, l/ should not be important for simple communication, provided they are somehow di‡erent from their palatalized versions, if present. So, (l) may not be absolutely necessary. However, uvular or velar r's are certainly
not ﬁt for Russian, although some native speaker do have some kind of ‘back' r˘ <is
means that, communicatively, the precise quality of r is not very important.
Other consonants should be realized in a similar way to Russian use. However,
sequences of di‡erent diphonic consonants, instead of assimilating the Russian
way for voicing, remain as they are written. In ﬁnal position, before a pause,
voiced diphonic consonants, for many foreigners remain fully, or partially, voiced,
di‡erently from what happens in Russian.
18.11. <e Soviet/Russian pronunciation method also has some e‡ects on intonation learning. Of course, poorer learners do not change their personal and regional patterns, in the least. <us, they keep on speaking Russian (and other languages, as well) systematically as if speaking to their fellow countrymen.
<ose among them who have absorbed the ‘Soviet method' better just unsystematically add two changes to their original patterns. As ˙ 18.2 shows, these two ‘improvements' consist in alternatingly adding just a tonetic raise on the prestressed
syllable in conclusive tunes, /./ (1à'à-), and lowering to the mid tone the ending syllable of their interrogative tune, /?/ (-à2à).
18.12. <is can produce an auditory e‡ect similar, but certainly not identical,
to the real Russian patterns. In fact, all the rest remains unchanged as when speaking their regional mother-tongue language.
<eir protunes, and suspensive tune (/÷/), do not usually change at all, while
their conclusive and interrogative tunes are modiﬁed by just adding the two
changes seen above – ¬ ˙ 18.2. Actually, all the blank syllables in the tonograms
stand for any correspondent syllables in the typical speech of any foreigners.
18.13. <e supposed ‘magic' consists, then, in uttering a higher syllable before
the stressed one in the conclusive tune, and in adding a lowering (to the mid tone,
sometimes even a little lower) by deforming their habitual tonetic movements.
<us, for instance, an interrogative tune like (2à'à2à1à) (which is one of the most
widespread in the world) becomes something like (2à'à2à12à).
Likewise, a tune like (2à'à1à2à) (which is the other most common type in the
world) either remains substantially unchanged or becomes something like
(2à'à1à23à) (or (2à'à1à3à)).
18.14. Again, at ﬁrst, this e‡ect may sound rather convincing, but it is not actually so. In fact, a number of native Russian speakers may ﬁnd it monotonous, if
not even o‡ensive.
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Of course, the phonetic and tonetic method can certainly be of real help, by
showing exactly the intonation patterns of both (neutral) Russian and those of any
di‡erent learners.
<us, accurate comparisons will show even the more or less tiny di‡erences.
Once these are shown and known, it is easier to acquire the desired patterns, of
course with appropriate training sessions.
˙ 18.2. Non-native Russian: artiﬁcially induced modiﬁcations on original foreign patterns.

// (

)

/./ (1 )

/?/ ( 2)

/÷/ ( )

18.15. It is sad to have to admit that the ‘Soviet phonetic method' has proved
to be unsuccessful, in spite of time and energies spent, notwithstanding some favorable –not fully qualiﬁed– opinions.

23.
Orogram collection

All contoids dealt with in the book are shown here, including three palatograms
shown at the end of ˙ 23.8, and four overrounded vocoids, given just below, ˙ 23.1.
ƒ 23.1. Special overrounded vocoids.

u

u

¯

U

o

o

P

O

ƒ 23.2. Nasals “ seminasals.

)m

[

m

M

“

M

˙

º

¸

ª

£n

∫

“

n

N

n

n

~

√

N
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N

~

√

n

”

∞

”

Ω

˙

«

˙

Å

,

ƒ 23.3. Stops “ some slightly di‡erent ones.

pb

∏

({

pb

Pb

td

TD

td

47

TD

˛Ã

†ﬂ

&«

£∞

+_

œŒ

©á

£8

´Ò

kg

kg

›G

ƒ 23.4. Stop-strictives (or ‘a‡ricates') “ semi-stop-strictives.

∫∫

‡ƒ

.…

qQ

qﬂ

Á⁄

çÇ

ﬁ"

ÃÓ

C‚

˚ö

Àá

Åﬁ

cG

~˙

©≈
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Cc

⁄Á

Â©

bB

Aa

}]

k›

Œ^

%O

∞

wŸ

∑W

ƒ 23.5. Constrictives (or ‘fricatives') “ semi-constrictives.

å6

4•

fv

Ç√

5ç

áV

fv

FV

fv

‡◊

†∑

ﬂ∂

ùü

sz

∂d

sz

†Ã

‡ƒ

sz

)}

Qz

«∫

ßﬁ

ßΩ

∑„

.÷

ëò

Àö

≤≥

SZ

»«

«»

X5

.÷

/\

“‰

ËΩ

S/q

Qq

À=

¿B

∫Ê

)7

ÂJ
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∆,

¢Ú

?g

xŸ

x)

·y

âm

Xº

XR

º˜

á/W

hh

·

∑

â

‹

ƒ 23.6. Approximants “ semi-approximants (see also ˙ 3.4).

FB

ÇÌ

&V

$

è¶

1»

Ïƒ

Ïè ‡

ˇ¸

ˇ6 ¸6

P⁄

¸

≤

≤
>

≤

≤

‰

<

<

˝

≤
≈

âã

ª

˝

˝

J

∆Ÿ

F

w

µ

=

˝
°

˝

˝

˝

V

é

˝

j

˝

˝

%

˝

W#

q

˝

¥

Æ

˝

ã

˝

˝

j

˝

∆

˙~

≤

˝

˝
w

Q
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˝

˝

˝

j

ä

w

2·

x‰

H

H

h

˜˜

+

Ç

≥

>

ƒ 23.7. Rhotics: trills, taps, ﬂaps, Æ.

çr

ç6 d

5R

Í∂

∆

4(

†

5
1

1

D

ç

[

®

'

‘

r

'K

ƒ 23.8. Laterals “ semi-laterals, Æ.

+
l

¬

¬

˚
§

+

+
l/Ï

“

◊

+

Î

ù

+
$

+

+

+
¯

+

∞

ñı

+
`

3

+

+

l

+

+
]

+

+

¬

t
+

Ï

+

+
ô

+

Ñ¬

+

+

+
+

L
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+

+

+

L

ı

+
)

F

+
7

l

˚

ô

